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The AISB 2004 Convention
On behalf of the local organising committee and all the AISB 2004 programme committees, I am
delighted to welcome you to the AISB 2004 Convention of the Society for the Study of Artificial
Intelligence and the Simulation of Behaviour (SSAISB), at the University of Leeds, Leeds, UK.
The SSAISB is the oldest AI society in Europe and it has a long track record of supporting the
UK AI research community. This year, the underlying convention theme for AISB 2004 is
“Motion, Emotion and Cognition”, reflecting the current interest in such topics as: motion
tracking, gesture interface, behaviours modelling, cognition, expression and emotion simulation
and many others exciting AI related research topics. The Convention consists of a set of
symposia and workshop running concurrently to present a wide range of novel ideas and cutting
edge developments, together with the contribution of invited speakers:
•
•
•

Prof Anthony Cohn

Cognitive Vision: integrating symbolic qualitative representations with computer vision;

Prof Antonio Camurri

Expressive Gesture and Multimodal Interactive Systems;

Dr David Randell
Reasoning about Perception, Space and Motion: a Cognitive Robotics Perspective; and

•

Dr Ian Cross
The Social Mind and the Emergence of Musicality;

not to mention the many speakers invited to the individual symposia and workshop, who will
made the Convention an exciting and fruitful event.
The AISB 2004 Convention consists of symposia on:
• Adaptive Agents and Multi-Agent Systems;
• Emotion, Cognition, and Affective Computing;
• Gesture Interfaces for Multimedia Systems;
• Immune System and Cognition;
• Language, Speech and Gesture for Expressive Characters; and the
• Workshop on Automated Reasoning.
The coverage is intended to be wide and inclusive all areas of Artificial Intelligence and
Cognitive Science, including interdisciplinary domains such as VR simulation, expressive
gesture, cognition, robotics, agents, autonomous, perception and sensory systems.
The organising committee is grateful to many people without whom this Convention would not
be possible. Thanks to old and new friends, collaborators, institutions and organisations, who
have supported the events. Thanks the Interdisciplinary Centre of Scientific Research in Music
(ICSRiM), School of Computing and School of Music, University of Leeds, for their support in
the event. Thanks to the symposium chairs and committees, and all members of the AISB
Committee, particularly Geraint Wiggins and Simon Colton, for their hard work, support and
cooperation. Thanks to all the authors of the contributed papers, including those which were
regretfully not eventually accepted. Last but not least, thanks to all participants of AISB 2004.
We look forward to seeing you soon.
Kia Ng
AISB 2004 Convention Chair
ICSRiM, University of Leeds,
School of Computing & School of Music, Leeds LS2 9JT, UK
kia@kcng.org
www.kcng.org
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Proceedings of the AISB 2004
Symposium on Language, Speech & Gesture for
Expressive Characters
Symposium Preface
Research into expressive characters, for example embodied conversational agents, is a growing
field, while new work in human-robot interaction has also focussed on issues of expressive
behaviour. With recent developments in computer graphics, natural language engineering and
speech processing, much of the technological platform for expressive characters – both graphical
and robotic – is in place.
However, progress has been hampered by the need to integrate work in various sub-fields of
psychology, in natural language processing, speech and in computer graphics, carried out by
many different groups in communities that rarely intersect. Other areas, such as integrating
gesture and facial expression and affective state with language and speech, are less developed but
vital to progress.
The symposium aims to bring together psychologists, experts in natural language and speech
technologies, researchers in embodied agents (graphical and robotic), affective computing and
computer graphics and animation researchers
The Organising Committee

Chairs:
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Artistically Based Computer Generation of Expressive Motion
Eugene Fiume?

Michael Neff?
?

Department of Computer Science
University of Toronto
neff|elf@dgp.toronto.edu

Abstract
Understanding how to create the right movement for a specific character is a significant open problem in
computer animation. This same problem, however, has been at the heart of the work of performance artists for
hundreds of years. In this work, we try to learn from the lessons contained in the performing arts literature so
that we can apply them to creating rich, engaging, animated characters. Three classes of movement properties
are identified: those relating to shape, those relating to transitions and those relating to timing. Computational
models of some of these properties have been developed and are briefly detailed. A software framework is also
presented that allows these properties to be applied independently to a character’s movement. The resulting
animation system allows the key aesthetic aspects of movement to be quickly varied and allows motion to be
easily customized for a particular character.
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Introduction

directly control how a motion is modified in order to capture the nuances of a specific character’s movements.
Our work learns and applies lessons from the arts literature. Through studying the performance literature
from theatre, animation, mime, theatre anthropology and
movement theory, we have built a list of key movement
properties that significantly affect the aesthetic aspects of
a character’s movement. These have been divided into
three main categories: those that affect the character’s
shape or pose; those that affect transitions, namely how
a character moves from pose to pose and other transient
effects; and those that relate to timing. We have built computational models for many of these movement properties
and developed a software framework that allows this extensible set of properties to be combined in order to generate animated sequences.
The focus of this work is on how to vary the manner
in which a given movement is performed, rather than on
what movement is performed. In other words, we are interested in defining the expressive range over which an
action can be performed, and in finding generic ways to
parameterize these ranges.
One of the major desired outcomes of this research has
been the creation of better authoring tools for character
animators. We hope this work can also play an important
role in research on autonomous or semi-autonomous expressive characters. In these fields, it is important to be
able to customize the movement style of various characters in order to match their mood and personalities. Our
research not only elucidates the movement properties that
are likely to be useful to vary, but also provides computational models for many of these properties, and a framework in which these properties can be combined. A long
term goal of our research is to examine how these movement properties can be combined in various ways to cre-

A talented actor, dancer or animator can take a few abstract notions of a character, and from those build a rich,
consistent, concrete piece of movement that captures the
essence of that character. This ability to take an abstract
idea and give it concrete form is the heart of a performer’s
art. In the research field of computer animation, we have
barely begun to understand how this mapping works: how
an often vague description of a few character properties
can be mapped to a complete, concrete style of movement. We can, however, gain insight into the process by
studying the arts literature. This can help us to understand
what aspects of movement have the most significant impact on the expressive content of that movement and what
aspects are most useful to vary in order to develop various types of characters. In a sense, this is like building
a vocabulary of fundamental movement parameters that
can then be used at any time to define the movements of
a particular character.
Automatically generated motion has generally lacked
the expressiveness required to create engaging characters.
For this reason, character systems often rely on an animator to provide either key poses or animation sequences as
the basis for their animation engines. For example, in the
AlphaWolf system of Tomlinson et al. (2002), an interactive wolf simulation demonstrated at SIGGRAPH 2001
by the Synthetic Characters Group from Media Lab, an
animator crafted animation sequences at the extremes of
a dominance scale and the system then interpolated between them. In approaches such as this, the manner in
which a motion is modified remains a part of the animator’s craft and is not under control of the character modeling system. A long term goal of our work is to provide the
tools and vocabulary necessary for the character system to
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ate character sketches. Such sketches make use of the
low-level movement properties to define a basic movement style for a character. Different requested actions will
then be performed in a manner that is consistent with the
character sketch.

2

or modern dance, from captured motion and can then apply this style to other movement sequences. Pullen and
Bregler (2002) work at a similar high level, allowing an
animator to specify key frames and then use a statistical
model drawn from motion capture data to texture the key
framed motion with the style of the captured data.
Rose et al. (1998) present a data driven system in which
expressive motion is generated by interpolating within a
large captured motion set. Actions, such as walking, are
called verbs in their system. They capture the motion of
each action of interest being performed in a large number of ways. These variations then define an “adverb”
space. During playback, the user can specify an action
and a location within the adverb space. The final motion
is generated by interpolating between the captured motions. By modifying the location in adverb space, the user
can change the style of the motion.
Bruderlin and Williams (1995) adjust captured motion
by treating movement as a signal and adjusting the gain
of various frequency bands of the signal. They suggest
different bands capture different aesthetic qualities of the
motion.
Our work is a hybrid between script based and model
based systems. We build computational models of movement properties, but these are defined programmatically,
potentially by the end user, and are highly configurable.
Users can also build new properties which are composites of existing properties defined in the system. Unlike
many previous approaches, the expressive properties represented in our system are all garnered from the arts literature and as such benefit from traditional practice. As
well, a focus of our work is on how a varied and extensible set of movement properties can be combined. An additional advantage of our work is that we generally solve
for expressive constraints at the same time as solving for
hard constraints, such as having a character touch a certain location. Many of the above approaches operate by
warping an existing piece of motion and can hence violate
hard constraints in generating the final motion.
In previous work, we have presented a model for tension and relaxation in the human body and explored its
expressive impact (Neff and Fiume (2002)). We have also
presented a small set of simple yet powerful aesthetic edits that can be used to modify the feel of a motion sequence (Neff and Fiume (2003)).

Lessons from Computer Animation

Previous work in computer animation on expressive character motion can be divided into three categories: script
based systems, model-based systems and data driven systems. These categories are distinguished by where the
knowledge of what makes motion expressive lies. In
script based systems, the user hand tunes expressive variations in motion using low-level constructs. The system
does not encapsulate any knowledge of expressive movement. Model based methods try to capture some aspect
of what makes motion expressive within a computational
model, which can then be invoked by a user. The user
is thus working at a higher or more abstract level. Data
driven methods make use of motion capture data and
the expressiveness is in the captured sequences. A user
merely determines which data is used to create the final
motion. Several model based approaches also use motion
capture data, but the intent there is to build a model of
a movement quality that will then be independent of the
data.
A script based system was introduced by Perlin (1995)
that allowed a user to interactively control an animated
character. The actions of the character were specified
ahead of time using script files that specified character
poses and transition functions that could be used to move
between these poses. The transition functions were either
sinusoids or different frequency noise functions. Perlin
and Goldberg (1996) extended this work to a general system for scripting interactive characters known as Improv.
This system took a similar approach to generating animation, but also allowed behavioural scripts to be defined
that determined what actions a character took.
Chi et al. (2000) use Laban’s Effort-Shape movement
analysis to define a fixed set of parameters that can be
used to modify the style of a motion. This model-based
approach is similar to our work in that their model is
based on research in the arts literature, but we aim at a
more open, extensible system and we target a larger set of
movement properties.
Other model based approaches use captured data of
human movement in order to develop a computational
model. Work on expressive transforms (Unuma et al.
(1995); Amaya et al. (1996)) has attempted to extract
emotional content from a piece of captured motion. The
extracted transforms can then be applied to other motions,
in order to give them the same emotional ‘feel’. Brand
and Hertzmann (2000) provide for very high level editing of a motion’s style. They learn a style, such as ballet
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Lessons from the Arts

One of the lessons taken from the arts literature is that
performance movement is not the same as daily life movement. Eisenstein and Tretyakov (1996) argue that the purpose of stage movement is to infect the audience with
emotion and according to Alberts (1997), it is generally
when the attributes of an actor’s movement are out of the
ordinary that they will have the greatest significance for
the audience.
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Because of the need to communicate clearly with an
audience, performance movement is based on two basic principles: simplification (Lawson (1957); Thomas
and Johnston (1981); Lasseter (1987); Barba (1991b))
and exaggeration (Thomas and Johnston (1981); Lasseter
(1987); Barba (1991a)). These two properties work together to clarify the meaning of a character’s movement
in the spectator’s mind.
Simplification, also known as the “Virtue of Omission” (Barba (1991b)), works to bring focus to certain
elements of a character’s movement by eliminating extraneous movements. In mime, it is often necessary to slow
down the pace of major actions to make them comprehensible (Lawson (1957)). In traditional animation, they
preach the importance of having a character only do one
thing at a time (Thomas and Johnston (1981); Lasseter
(1987)). All this lends clarity to performance motion that
is often lacking in the movements of daily life.
Once a movement has been simplified, it is exaggerated
to ensure that its meaning is conveyed to the audience.
Frank Thomas nicely summarizes the interplay of simplification and exaggeration as follows: “As artists, we
need to find the essence of the emotion and the individual who is experiencing it. When these subtle differences
have been found, we must emphasize them, build them up
and at the same time, eliminate everything else that might
appear contradictory or confusing.” (Thomas, 1987, p.6).
By so doing, an artist ensures that he/she is focusing the
audience’s attention on the key aspects of the movement
and clear communication results.
We have organized our analysis of the arts literature
into three main categories: shape, transition and timing.
We will briefly examine a few of the most important properties from each category.

3.1

having a character either recoil away from an object or
lean towards it.
Shawn (1963), in summarizing the work of the movement theorist, Delsarte, suggests that the part of the torso
that a person habitually holds forward is a strong indicator of what kind of person they are. If they hold their
chest high, this indicates self-respect and pride. If their
abdomen is protruding, this indicates animality, sensuality and lack of bodily pride. A normal, balanced carriage
will have the middle zone of the abdomen carried forward
and the chest and abdomen withdrawn. This triad can be
augmented by considering people who carry their head
forward, normally indicating a mental or academic disposition.
Balance in stance refers to where a character’s centre
of mass is relative to his or her feet. Is the character’s
weight centred between the two feet or does the character
have a lean? When we stand in daily life, we are never
still, but rather are constantly making small adjustments,
shifting our weight to the toes, heels, right side, left side,
etc. Barba (1991b) argues that these movements should
be modeled and amplified by the performer, underlying
the expressive importance of balance adjustments. Indeed, Laban (1988) and Tarver and Bligh (1999) suggest
it can be particularly powerful to situate a character near
its balance limit. This makes the pose more precarious
and acts to heighten the associated sense of tension for
the audience.
Extent is another key shape property. Extent or extension refers to how far an action or gesture takes place from
a character’s body. It can be thought of as how much
space a character is using while completing an action. If
the arms are fully extended and straight out from the character’s side, this would be maximal extension, whereas, if
the hands were touching the torso and the elbows were
held at the character’s side, this would be minimal extension. Both Laban (1988) (also Tarver and Bligh (1999))
and Delsarte (Shawn (1963)) use the term extension. Alberts refers to this as range.
Laban refers to the area around a person’s body as the
kinesphere and defines three regions within it (Tarver and
Bligh (1999)). The near region is anything within about
ten inches of the character’s body. This is the area for
personal, intimate or perhaps nervous actions. The middle area is about two feet from the person’s body and
this is where daily activities take place, such as shaking
hands. The area of far extent has the person extended to
full reach. It is used for dramatic, extreme movements
and in general is used more on stage than in daily life.
Laban (1988) argues that people learn the space around
their body and determine how it is most comfortable to
perform an action.
The literature on body shape is rich and warrants
considerably more investigation and, perhaps, critical
scrutiny, than we are able to provide in this paper. Many
writers deal with the meaning associated with different
areas around the body. It is also common to associate

Shape

From the point of view of defining a character, one of the
most crucial aspects of shape is stance. Stance is a combination of a character’s posture and his/her balance point.
Stance is one of the quickest indicators of both a character’s overall personality and how he/she is feeling in a
particular scene. One of the simplest views of posture,
espoused by Alberts (1997), is as a measure of the overall
level of tension in a character’s body, or more specifically,
to what degree the character expends energy to hold himself erect against the pull of gravity.
Barba (1991a) illustrate the importance of the curve
adopted in the spine. The ‘beauty line’, seen perhaps
most famously in the Venus de Milo and other ancient
Greek statues, creates a large S-curve that snakes through
a character’s body and lends a very sensual appearance
to the work. This provides a clear illustration of the role
of spine curvature in the coronal plane. Spine curvature
in the sagittal plane is most often related to a character’s
reaction to gravity, as suggested by Alberts. It can also
be used to illustrate a character’s reaction to an object by
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meaning with different parts of the body. The sequencing
of body shapes, or put differently, how shape varies over
time, is also very important expressively.

3.2

way, and vice versa.
Arcs are another Disney animation principle (Thomas
and Johnston (1981); Lasseter (1987)). The arcs principle
claims that natural movements are normally not straight,
but follow some form of arc.
The interplay of tension and relaxation is another
widely cited movement property. See for example: Dorcy
(1961); Laban (1988); Shawn (1963); Lawson (1957);
Barba (1991a). There is a flow between tension and relaxation. There must first be relaxation in order for there
to be tension and tension is followed again by relaxation.
Shawn (1963) describes the inflow and outflow of energy that accompanies tension modulation. There may be
different tension levels in different areas of a character’s
body. Furthermore, as Lawson (1957) describes, tension
changes can take place through the entire body or a tiny
part. They can occur suddenly or gradually and there can
be spasmodic changes back and forth. Laban (1988) suggests a rise in tension can serve to accent a movement.
Physical or emotional pain can be shown by spasmodic
contractions of muscles, followed by relaxation as the
pain eases, according to Shawn (1963).

Transitions

Transitions deal with how a character moves from shape
to shape. They also deal with transient aspects of movement, such as the interplay of tension and relaxation.
Laban (1988) suggests that the flux of movement can
flow continuously, be intermittently interrupted, yielding
a trembling kind of movement, or stopped, yielding a
pose. It is worth distinguishing between a motion that
is paused (Laban (1988); Tarver and Bligh (1999)) or suspended (Alberts (1997)), and one that is stopped. According to Tarver and Bligh (1999), when a motion is paused,
the actor maintains focus on the final destination and can
continue the movement at any time. There is no perceptible loss of intensity nor break in intention. When a motion
is stopped, the energy of that motion has been lost and the
actor’s focus is no longer on the completion of a motion.
It cannot be seamlessly continued with the same intensity.
This may seem to be an esoteric point, but it is quite easy
to distinguish between a paused and stopped motion when
observing a performer.
According to Laban, motion can be either complete or
incomplete(Tarver and Bligh (1999)). Many actions in
daily life are incomplete – they are stopped before they
reach their natural conclusion. Being able to stop an action midway can have a powerful effect as it can be a
strong indicator of a character’s internal mental process.
Consider a character that reaches out to comfort a former
lover and then stops the motion part way through. This is
a clear indication of the internal conflict the character is
experiencing.
Lasseter (1987) and Thomas and Johnston (1981) describe how Disney animators found it effective to have
the bulk of footage near extreme poses and less footage
in between in order to emphasize these poses. They referred to this as slow in, slow out, indicating that most
of the time was spent on the main poses. Interpolating
splines are used to generate this result in computer animation (Lasseter (1987)), often going beyond simple ease-in,
ease-out curves using tool such as tension, continuity and
bias splines(Kochanek and Bartels (1984)).
Modifications to the transition envelope of a movement
are very important expressively. Some movements, such
as a tired character dropping his head, start slowly and accelerate as they proceed. Other movements, like a feinted
lunge, start very quickly and slow near the end as the character stops the motion in a controlled way. Other motions,
such as those common in tai chi, move at a consistent pace
throughout. Further to this, some characters will have a
light touch while others have a heavy touch. This is not
necessarily a reflection of the physical mass of the character, but is rather controlled by how the character moves
his mass. Very heavy characters may still move in a light

3.3

Timing

The two main components of timing are tempo and
rhythm (Lawson (1957); Laban (1988); Alberts (1997)).
Rhythm refers to the overall beat structure or pattern of a
set of movements. For instance, the pattern could be long,
long, short, repeat. Tempo refers to the speed at which
motions are completed. Tempo is independent of rhythm.
For instance, a given rhythm could be performed with a
fast or slow tempo.
Other terms used to define timing include duration,
which is the length of time an action takes (Alberts
(1997)) and speed, which is the rate at which we let movements follow one another (Laban (1988)).
The timing or speed at which an object moves reflects
the size and weight of the object (Lasseter (1987); Shawn
(1963)). Larger objects have more momentum and thus
accelerate and move more slowly than small, light objects. In his “Law of Velocity”, Delsarte extends this idea
to include the relationship between the inner gravity of
feeling or meaning and the pace and size of its expression (Taylor (1999); Shawn (1963)). Thus the deepest of
feelings may be expressed with complete stillness (Taylor (1999)). “Emotions of profound and deeply serious
import, then, require slow and large movement patterns;
emotions that are petty, light, trivial, nervous etc. take
on small and quick movement patterns” (Shawn, 1963,
p.64). Extending the idea to character types suggests that
“[m]ajesty and nobility of emotion and character can only
be conveyed by broad, slow movements while the petty,
small, nervous, fearful, irritated, shallow person and emotion is revealed by quick, small movements.” (Shawn,
1963, p.65) This same phenomenon is often at play in
film making when superheroes gifted with great speed are
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• allow different aspects of the motion to be varied
separately.

shown not moving more rapidly than those around them,
but shown moving in slow motion to lend gravity to their
deeds.
Lasseter (1987) suggests it is important to spend the
correct amount of time on anticipation for an action, the
action itself and then the reaction to the action. Timing
can be used to indicate if a character is nervous, lethargic,
excited or relaxed (Lasseter (1987)).
The use of successions is arguably the most important
timing property. Successions deal with how a movement
passes through the body. Rarely will every limb involved
in a motion start and stop at the same time. As described
by Shawn (1963), Delsarte defined two types of successions: true or normal successions and reverse succession.
In a normal succession, a movement starts at the base of
a character’s torso and spreads out to the extremities. In a
reverse succession, the movement starts at the extremities
and moves in toward the centre of the character. Delsarte
associated true successions with good, truth and beauty
and reverse successions with evil, falsity and insincerity
(Shawn (1963)). Shawn (1963), a pioneer in the medium,
argues that the active use of successions was fundamental
to the development of American modern dance.
The importance of successions was also known by traditional animators. Thomas and Johnson write: “Our
most startling observation from films of people in motion
was that almost all actions start with the hips; and, ordinarily, there is a drop – as if gravity were being used to get
things going. From this move, there is usually a turn or tilt
or a wind up, followed by a whiplash type of action as the
rest of the body starts to follow through... . Any person
starting to move from a still, standing position, whether
to start walking or pick something up, always began the
move with the hips.”(Thomas and Johnston, 1981, p.72)
This is consistent with a normal succession.

4

• support the procedural definition of movement properties.
• provide a mechanism to smoothly combine all the
movement properties that are active in the system.
The unifying concept underlying the architecture is
the movement property, or property for short. Low-level
properties vary a particular aspect of a movement, such
as the amount of tension in a joint, the shape the torso
takes during a reaching movement, or the transition function used to vary the envelope of a movement. Higher
level properties may combine several low-level properties
to vary several properties of a movement in a consistent
way. Both high and low-level properties can be procedurally defined. Properties provide the handles by which an
animator modifies a movement. They are used to both define and edit an action. Often a property will be bound to
some underlying feature in the system that actually does
the work of modifying the character’s motion. For instance, the Balance Shift property allows an animator to
adjust the desired x-z position of the character’s centre of
mass. This change is effected by the balance controller,
which in conjunction with an IK algorithm, modifies the
joint angles in the character’s lower body to achieve the
change. The property itself merely specifies the desired
change.
The software architecture is shown in Figure 1. Animators, technical directors, or another computational process can interact with the system through three channels:
the script, action descriptions, and direct animator edits.
In the future, they will also be able to create character
sketches that will automatically customize movement sequences for a given character.
The script contains a time-ordered list of actions. It
defines what a character does. There are multiple tracks
in the script allowing actions that affect different parts of
the body to be superposed. The script can accept predefined actions or reactive controllers. Predefined actions
are used for planned movements, such as reaching for an
object. Reactive controllers actively change the character’s behaviour in response to sensor input. Balance is
the most significant reactive controller in the system. It
actively modifies the angles in the lower body in order
to achieve a desired balance point. This desired balance
point can be moved over time to affect balance changes.
An action description is a small script file that defines
a specific movement, such as a posture adjustment, a gesture or a reaching motion. The representation used for
action descriptions is discussed in detail below. The basic
philosophy of action descriptions is to attempt to find a
minimal definition of a movement that then facilitates a
wide range of expressive editing and customization.
Animator edits allow an animator or character controller to directly modify either an individual action or
a series of actions that make up a movement sequence.

System Overview

Our animation system is focused on the creation of realistic, humanoid character motion for a standing figure. The
actions we work with include gestures, posture changes
and balance adjustments. Focussing on this limited set
of motions allows us to explore the rich expressive range
contained therein. The system can create motion either
kinematically or using physics-based simulation for a 48
Degree of Freedom (DOF) skeleton. Dynamically simulated motion takes advantage of tension modelling and
can produce higher quality results, but due to the computational cost of physical simulation, does not yet run as a
real-time process. Kinematic generation is currently more
appropriate for interactive applications.
To meet the goals of this work, it was necessary to develop a new software architecture. This architecture must
achieve several ends. It must:
• allow motion input from multiple sources.
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Figure 1: System architecture.
The edits work by either modifying the active movement
properties or invoking additional movement properties.

ther directly modified or modified by a different composite property. It is the job of the Movement Property
Integrator (MPI) to arbitrate between these conflicts in
a consistent and predictable manner. Conflicts are currently dealt with by ordering the application of properties based on their source and time of application, but we
are actively investigating more general conflict resolution
schemes. The MPI is also responsible for mapping the
movement properties to the low level system functions
that are used to achieve them. Three planners are used
to meet these goals, one for shape, one for timing and one
for transitions. The MPI combines the movement properties in order to generate the Underlying Representation
that will be used to drive the animation.

The character sketch is used to specify a default set of
tendencies for a given character. This functionality is currently being researched and will be added to future version of the system.
As much as possible, properties are defined to be orthogonal. For instance, modifying the shape of a character’s torso is independent of the amount of tension in the
torso and the timing used to move to this new shape. This
orthogonality limits conflicts when various aspects of a
character’s movement are varied independently. Nonetheless, conflicts may occur. This can happen if two input sources, such as an animator edit and the character
sketch, modify the same underlying property, or if composite properties modify a low-level property that is ei-

The Underlying Representation (URep) is used to generate the final either kinematic or dynamic animation. An-
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imators do not need to be aware of this representation to
create effective motion. All the movement properties active in the system are automatically transformed to the
URep. The URep consists of a set of time-indexed tracks.
There are two types of track. First, there is a track for each
degree of freedom in the character’s body which specifies
the desired value for this DOF and other DOF related data.
The second set of tracks contains control parameters that
are not related directly to an individual DOF, such as the
desired offset to the COM and the desired gaze direction.
This data is used by processes that modify the character’s
movement as it is generated in order to meet these constraints.
Tracks are populated either with Transition Elements
(TElements) or control parameters that are good for a single simulation time step. The attributes specified by TElements include a desired value of the DOF, the length of
time it should take to reach that value, the transition function used to shape the envelope of the movement and desired tension changes. Planned actions are mapped down
to a series of TElements by the Movement Property Integrator. Control params are generated at the beginning
of each time step by reactive controllers, such as the balance controller. They are used to modify the character’s
movement in response to changes in the system state.
The Control Signal Generator (CSG) drives off the
Underlying Representation to calculate whatever data is
needed by the active simulator in order to generate the
animation. With a kinematic simulator, the CSG simply
determines the value of each DOF. With a dynamic simulator, the CSG must determine the two antagonistic joint
gains and damping value required to achieve the desired
DOF values. The details of the low-level muscle model
are discussed in the Transition Properties section below.
The simulator is responsible for generating the final
animation using all of the control data provided by the
CSG. The Kinematic Simulator merely needs to update
the transformation hierarchy based on the values of each
DOF. The Dynamic Simulator must apply all forces acting on the character and then integrate the physical equations of motion in order to determine the new position of
the character. A commercial package, SD/Fast (Hollars
et al. (1994)), is used to generate the code that implements
the equations of motion for the specific character.

4.1

uation.
Actions are essentially pose based, normally specifying particular poses at particular instants in time, although edits such as succession can break up this structure. Action descriptions are defined using both high and
low-level properties. They include data on timing, some
joint angles, external constraints such a world space point
to touch and often composite movement properties with
their parameters.

4.2

Timing Properties

Timing properties are applied directly to the time properties of the transition elements. Generally, they work to
either shift the position of a transition element on its track
or to scale it.
Succession is an example of a procedurally defined timing property. It operates by directly shifting the location
of the transition elements in the underlying representation. A succession edit takes two parameters: whether
the succession is normal or reverse and how much of a
time offset (t) to use between the joints involved in the
motion. The edit determines all of the transition elements
it is being applied to and shifts their starting time based
on where they are in the character’s joint hierarchy. For
instance, a normal succession would not modify the first
joint in the spine, it would offset the next joint by t, the
following joint by 2t, and so on. The succession traces
down all branches in parallel, for instance, modifying the
start time of both collar bones, then both shoulders and
then both elbows, etc.

4.3

Transition Properties

Two of the key transition properties in the system are transition functions and tension changes. Transition functions
are used to warp the envelope of a motion. They are
modelled using a cubic Hermite embedded in time and
in space. This allows good control over the shape of the
transition, including anticipatory and overshoot effects. A
transition curve is associated with each transition element
in the underlying representation. Each DOF can have its
own transition curve or transition curves can be applied to
joints, groups of joints, or an entire movement. Common
transitions include: ease-in, ease-out; linear; fast start,
slow end; slow start, fast end; backtrack before going forward (anticipation); and exceed final point and then return
to it (overshoot).
Tension changes are used when the motion is dynamically simulated. Varying tension has a number of effects on a character’s motion. Perhaps most obvious, the
amount of tension in a character’s body will effect how the
character reacts to external forces, such as being shoved.
One of the most important effects of tension changes is to
warp the envelope of a motion. For instance, if a joint’s
tension is increased during a motion, the attached limb
will move more quickly at the beginning of a motion and

Action Representation

The key role of the action representation is to facilitate
editing of the motion. Action definitions attempt to capture the essence of a motion while specifying a minimal
number of details. For instance, a reaching motion might
be defined by a world space target the wrist must touch. A
wave might require the arm to be in a particular area and
the elbow angle to oscillate. Such minimal descriptions
can be flushed out by other properties provided by the
character sketch or animator edits. This allows a generic
action to be customized for a particular character and sit-
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more slowly at the end. Low tension effects include overshoot, where a character moves slightly beyond its desired
target before moving back to it, and pendular motion, for
instance, when a character brings his arm down to his
side. Tension also effects how forces travel through the
body and how precisely the transition function is tracked.
In general, modifying tension provides an effective way
to differentiate between a character that moves in a loose,
relaxed style and a character that moves in a more tight
and rigid style.
Human muscle is organized in agonist-antagonist pairs.
This simply means that muscles act in opposite directions
around a joint. The final position of the limb will be the
equilibrium point of the forces generated by these muscles and any other forces, such as gravity, acting on the
limb. One theory of movement, the equilibrium point hypothesis proposed by Feldman (1966), suggests that humans move by directly varying the equilibrium point of
their muscles. We developed a simple muscle model that
is based on the two ideas of equilibrium point control and
antagonistic muscle pairs. It consists of two opposing angular springs and a damper for each DOF.
The control law for the antagonistic actuator is
τ = kL (θL − θ) + kH (θH − θ) − kd θ̇,

shape properties acting on the character. The shape generator accepts a combination of hard world-space constraints, such as touching a particular world space point
or maintaining a foot position; soft expressive constraints,
such as maintaining a certain curve in the character’s
spine or keeping the character’s elbows out from his side;
and balance adjustments.
The body shape solver is customized for the human
skeleton. It contains a combination of analytic and optimization based Inverse Kinematics routines. Balance
control is based on a feedback strategy that uses the error in the character’s centre of mass position to adjust the
angles of the dominant ankle.
Other edits, such as the extent and amplitude edits,
work by directly modifying the desired joint angles stored
in the TElements of the Underlying Representation. More
detail on these can be found in Neff and Fiume (2003).

5

All animations discussed here can be found online at
http://www.dgp.toronto.edu/people/neff
The system has been used to generate a wide range of
animations involving reaching motions, gestures, posture
changes and balance adjustments. To illustrate how various movement properties are layered together, consider a
simple example of a character reaching for an object, say
an apple, on her right. We want the reaching motion to
have a sensual, languid feel. The initial action description
specifies the reach target and uses default values for timing and the transition function. The result is a rather plain
piece of animation. To create the sensual look desired,
a shape property is invoked that causes the body shape
solver to seek a beauty-line posture and adjust the balance
point. The character’s gaze direction is also modified to
look toward the apple. A succession edit is applied to increase the sense of flow associated with the motion and
give it a languid feel. The duration of the motion is extended and the transition functions are adjusted to make
the motion smoother.
Now consider a second character that has a nervous
temperament and is afraid to touch the apple, but must
do so anyway. Starting from the same basic animation,
we apply a different set of properties. First, we invoke
a shape property that has the character recoil away from
the apple while reaching for it. This time, we use a slight
reverse succession to heighten the sense of unease. Timing is shortened and the transition function is varied to
have the character jerk away from the object. Starting
with the same basic action, we have created two animations with completely different feel. The initial reach solution, a frame from the sensual reach and a frame from
the recoiling reach are shown in Figure 2
An animation was created of a very loose, relaxed character giving the direction “go left”. Two versions of the
animation were generated: a dynamic version that makes

(1)

where τ is the torque generated, θ is the current angle of
the DOF and θ̇ is its current velocity. θL and θH are the
spring set points which serve as endpoints for the motion range of a DOF, kL and kH are the spring gains,
and kd is the gain on the damping term. The stiffness
or tension of the joint is taken as the sum of the two
spring gains, kL + kH . The desired angle is not explicitly shown in the actuator, but is controlled by the value
of the two gains. This can be seen as a reparameterization of Proportional-Derivative (PD) control that is more
appropriate for directly modeling tension changes. The
gains that will achieve any desired angle are simply a linear function of each other.
In previous work using PD controllers, the gains of a
PD controller were normally either carefully hand tuned
to achieve a given behaviour or they were kept high in
order to minimize positional error. The second case
generates stiff characters. The first case requires much
painstaking hand-tuning. Neither case leads to characters
that can easily modify their tension. We avoid this by
using equilibrium point control that takes external forces
acting on the limb, mainly gravity, into account and adjusts spring gains to compensate for them. This allows us
to achieve any desired angle while also varying the tension. A more detailed account of our work on modeling
tension is given in Neff and Fiume (2002).

4.4

Results

Shape Properties

Shape properties such as posture changes act through a
shape generation module called the body shape solver.
This module solves for a pose that satisfies the various
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Figure 2: This figure shows a frame from each of three different reaching motions. The first is from the neutral, default
motion. The second shows a more sensual character reaching for the object. The third shows a character who would rather
avoid the object.
use of tension changes and a kinematic version for comparison purposes. Both animation sequences are based on
the same set of actions and use the same poses. The dynamic animation with tension changes does a much better
job of capturing the desired sense of looseness and flow.
This is due to several effects resulting from tension modeling that only occur in the dynamic version: the loose
wrists hang in an appropriate way and show the effect
of momentum during movements, the arms have a slight
bounce to them as they are brought to the character’s side,
and arm motions induce some secondary movement in the
torso.
Figure 3 shows a 0.4 sec section from the animation.
During this clip, the character has just brought his arms
down to his sides such that his forearms are parallel to
the ground. The top image shows five frames from the
kinematic version of the animation. There is no movement during this period. The bottom image shows five
frames from the dynamic version of the animation. The
bounce in the spine, shoulders, elbows and wrists can be
clearly seen. This additional motion greatly adds to both
the sense of looseness capture by the animation and the
realism of the clip.
The dynamic version of the animation is also smoother.
This is because dynamic simulation acts much like a lowpass filter on the motion, leading to a smoother final output.
As a third example, we show several versions of an animation in which a character rises from a bow to make an
emphatic two handed gesture. The intensity of the motion is increased by increasing the extent and adjusting
the transition functions. A succession is again used to increase the sense of flow. Figure 4 shows three different
versions of the motion with different extension.

6

Figure 3: Comparison of kinematic and dynamic motion:
The top image shows 0.4s from a kinematic version of the
“go left” animation and the bottom image shows the same
0.4s from a dynamic version of the animation.

Conclusion and Discussion

Determining the correct movements for a specific character remains a challenging problem. The performing arts
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faster simulation techniques and more robust dynamic
balance control would help make physics-based animation practical for real time applications.
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Abstract
We discuss in this paper the FearNot! application demonstrator, currently being developed for the EU framework V project VICTEC. It details the language structure, content, interactions management, general architecture and design of the FearNot! Demonstrator, as well as presenting the VICTEC project and its motivations.
This paper also focuses on the different sets of Speech Act inspired language action lists developed for the
project and discusses their use for an interactive language and action system for the elaboration of expressive
characters. The paper also presents early development and implementation work as well as system and speech
evaluation planning.

1

Introduction

given by the child will modify the emotional state of the
character and affect its behaviour in the next episode. The
narrative approach undertaken by the VICTEC project is
the one of Emergent Narrative Aylett (1999), Louchart
and Aylett (2002), Aylett and Louchart (2004). The research on Emergent Narrative aims at finding and elaborating a narrative structure appropriate and suitable for
an optimal use of Virtual Environments, combining the
entertainment values of both storytelling and virtual experiencing.
The FearNot! Demonstrator represents an intuitive interface between the virtual world and the child user. The
characters appearing in the demonstrator have been modelled to be believable rather than realistic, with the use of
exaggerated cartoon-like facial expressions. Evaluation
to date Woods et al. (2003) has shown that providing the
narrative action is seen as believable, lack of naturalism
is not perceived as a problem by prospective child users.
FearNot! Draws upon feelings of immersion and suspension of disbelief, essential characteristics of Virtual Reality (VR) and Virtual Environments (VE), in order to build
empathy between the child and the virtual character as the
child explores different coping behaviours in bullying.

This paper discusses the language system being developed for the EU framework V project VICTEC - Virtual ICT (Information and Communication Technologies)
with Empathic Agents. This seeks to use virtual dramas
created by interaction between intelligent virtual agents
as a means of dealing with education for children aged
8-12 in which attitudes and feelings are as important as
knowledge. The project thus focuses on Personal and Social Education, which includes topics such as education
against drugs, sex education, social behaviour and citizenship. The topic specifically addressed by VICTEC Victe
(2004)is education against bullying. The project expects
to contribute to an understanding of the role of empathy
in creating social immersion, and to the evaluation of virtual environment ICT for child users. It also expects to
contribute to a deeper understanding of empathy and its
role in bullying, and to the relationship between Theory
of Mind (TOM) Woods et al. (2003) and bullying behavior. The building of empathy between child and character
is seen as a way of creating a novel educational experience.
An output of the project is the FearNot! demonstrator, currently under construction, figure 1. The overall
interactional structure of this demonstrator alternates the
enaction of virtual drama episodes in which victimisation
may occur, and interaction between one of the characters
in these dramas and the child user, who is asked to act
as their ’invisible friend’ and help them to deal with the
problems observed in the dramatic episodes. The advice

2

Integrating language and action

Unlike most dialogue systems or talking heads, VICTEC
mixes language interaction with physical actions. Bullying can be categorised as verbal, physical, or relational (manipulating social relationships to victimise), so
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language practices such as the specific language used in
schools in the UK, Portugal and Germany, the countries
of the project partners.
Finally, there are two different contexts in which the
language system must work. The first is within dramatic
episodes in which characters interact with each other. The
second is between episodes in which the character must
interact with the child user.

Figure 1: A screen shot of the FearNot! demonstator.

that actions such as pushing, taking possessions and hitting must be modelled. Each character displayed in the
FearNot! Demonstrator is provided with its own autonomous action selection mechanism, and the overall architecture is shown in figure 2. An appraisal of events
and the other characters is carried out, using the emotionmodelling system of Ortony, Clore and Collins Ortony
et al. (1988) and the resulting emotional state is combined
with the character’s goals and motivations to select an appropriate action. Thus a common representation for both
physical actions and language actions is needed so that
both can be equally operated upon by the action-selection
mechanism.
This representation is provided by the concept of a
speech act Austin (1962), Searle (1969), defined as an action performed by means of language. Here, language is
categorised by its illocutionary force, that is, the goal that
the speaker is trying to achieve; the same view of action
taken by an action-selection mechanism, and highly relevant to bullying scenarios. Speech Acts however work
at a very high level of abstraction (e.g. assert, promise,
threaten) and only a subset of those generally used are
relevant to bullying scenarios. Moreover much of the subsequent work - such as that in Dialogue Acts Bunt (1981)
- has taken place in language-only domains and does not
address the close relationship between language and actions required for the VICTEC project. It was therefore
decided to define a set of language actions in the spirit
of speech acts, using a corpus of bullying scenarios constructed by school children using a story-boarding tool
Kar2ouche Education (2004).
Of course a speech act does not uniquely specify the
utterance in which it is expressed - its locutionary form.
Moreover it was created as an analytic tool, while the language system being created here must function in a generative capacity (see Szilas (2003) for other work with this
aim). In addition, language and other actions must form
coherent sequences, accepted as such by the child users.
The approach must also take account of cross-cultural

Figure 2: The architecture developed to support synthetic
characters.

2.1

From action to utterance

An action can be described as a collection of the following instances: an object on which the action can be
performed (an object in the environment or another character); the agent performing the action; the action priority (used to order and deal with conflicting actions); the
context in which the action is performed (i.e. location,
props, internal goal, history of previous actions, topics);
the emotional status of the character at that time, and the
utterance (relating to the language action) that should be
played, and the animation of the body of the character involved and accompanying gestures. The emotional status
of the character feeding into its action-selection mechanism will determine whether the action to be performed
is implemented via language action, physical activity or
both.
Assuming that the next action selected is physical, from
a current pose of the character a series of animations are
possible: however to reach the current selected one it
might be necessary to introduce an intermediate pose (i.e.
next action: walk to the door. Current pose: sitting. Intermediate pose necessary: stand up).
We can visualise this as a tree of behaviours, where,
from a current state, the next animation is possible only
when the correct status of the character is reached and
that action can began, requiring the introduction of an intermediate pose. See figure 3.
In order to generate the utterance for a selected language action, it has been decided to use a shallowprocessing approach, as originally used in ELIZA
Weizenbaum (1966) and more recently in chat bots
Mauldin (1994). The rationale for this approach is that
it takes little processing resource compared to a deep approach based on parsing and semantics, thus allowing the
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language templates, and the language and action index is
then taken as the starting point for the language action
with which the agent must respond as discussed below.
Since an objective is to retain control of this dialogue
by keeping the conversational initiative with the character, the Finite State Machine structures discussed below
can also be used to generate expectations about what language actions the child has produced. In addition ’sentence starters’ will be provided to help the child with the
typing burden and these will provide clues to the language
action the child has carried out.

Figure 3: The search tree showing the space of possible
behaviours.

3

graphics engine the resource it needs to run in real-time.
In addition, such systems can show surprising resilience
in limited domains such as that of FearNot!, in which the
language to be used is specific to the bullying scenarios.
To prevent problems experienced with such systems in
dealing with unexpected inputs, the FearNot! demonstrator will specifically drive the conversation in child-agent
mode by using leading questions with a limited range of
options for answer. Wizard of Oz studies are in progress
to determine in more detail what language coverage will
be required.
The FearNot! demonstrator’s natural language system is required to adopt and implement techniques and
technologies inspired by research in conversational agents
Braun (2002), Braun (2003), Rist et al. (2003), Prendinger
and Ishizuka (2001), Prendinger and Ishizuka (2002).
Similar approach as already successfully been implemented in FACADE Mateas and Stern (2003), where the
agent has the possibility of chosing between actions and
language when interacting with another agent or a user.
However, FACADE’s low level of abstraction approach
would be hard to manage for VICTEC and would require
more development than actual resources allow.
In agent-agent interaction, the language system starts
with the language action generated by the action-selection
system, which has the advantage of knowing exactly what
action (language or otherwise) it is responding to. This indexes a group of utterance templates in which the previous utterance or physical action is used to fill in variable
slots with an appropriate choice. For example, assume
the utterance from the other agent was” I like flowers”,
the following group of utterance is selected: I like . . . too,
why do you like . . . ?, what do you find in . . . ?. The first
unused utterance here is: ”why do you like . . . ?” the dots
are filled with the recognized object of the discourse in the
user’s input: flowers. The generated character utterance is
”why do you like flowers?”.
Child and character interaction is different. Here the
previous language action is not known, but must be inferred. The incoming text is matched against a set of

Since the FearNot! demonstrator developed for use in
the VICTEC project includes in the same application both
agent-to-agent and agent-to-user interactions, it is essential that such this feature is taken into account when designing and developing the language actions’ articulation
and content. For this reason, the FearNot! demonstrator must combine the use of a bullying themed language
while operating on these two different and distinct levels.
In order for the FearNot! Demonstrator to successfully meet VICTEC’s evaluation objectives, it is crucial
that continuity and coherence is maintained during interactions (contextualisation) between agents while insuring
that the communication is engaged and led by an agent
when agents and users interact together. This not only
fundamentally affects the design of the language system,
it also requires the design of two distinct sets of actions,
independent of each other as just discussed. For instance,
in the case of an agent-to-agent communication, the process starts with the selection of a language action and ends
with the selection of an utterance. The opposite occurs in
the case of agent-to-user communication since the system
needs to recognise an utterance via keywords and then select an appropriate language action or action in order to
provide an answer to the user.

3.1

The FearNot!
Knowledge-base

Speech Act

Action categorisation

A set of appropriate actions for bullying and victimization
interactive scenarios has been identified. Those actions
can be triggered and generate agent utterances according to their emotional states. As such a system is dealing
with a number of actions and utterances, we have grouped
the entire language content within three categories, Help,
Confrontation and Socializing table 1.
Each category includes a variable number of appropriate language and other actions. For instance, the confrontation category contains a considerably larger number of actions than the help section since there is a very
limited number of coping behaviours available in dealing
with bullying Woods et al. (2003).
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Table 2: An example sequence of speech act utterances
Speech act
Utterance
DO
You, [order] now!
If speech act = DENY
You must be joking,
[rejection] [insult]
If speechact = OBEY Ok, but please don’t hurt me!

Table 1: Actions catagories and example listings
Catagorie
Listings
HELP
Ask for help / Offer help /
Help question / Help advice /
Help introduce to friend /
Help talk to someone /
Help invitation /
Offer protection /
Non assistance confirmation
CONFRONTATION Order /
Aggressive questioning /
Do / Forbid / Defiance /
Tease / accusations / Insult /
Threat / Aggressive answer /
Apology / Abandon action /
Action / Hit / Lie / Steal /
Obey / Deny / Ask why / Beg /
Claim back / Leave / Struggle
SOCIALISING
Greeting start /
Topic introduction /
Exclusion topic introduction /
Information topic /
Information exclusion topic /
Questions topic 2 /
Question topic 3 /
Exclusion question 2 /
Exclusion question 3 /
Exclusion invite / Invitation /
Greeting end

quires a large number of utterances and topics.

3.2

Actions Finite State Machine (FSM)

Each action category also possesses its own organisation
and consequently requires the design of its own Finite
State Machine (FSM). A language action is coherent to
both the system and the user if organised into structured
speech sequences. While this has to be taken into account
it is also essential that the speech system focuses on organising the possible sequences of utterances and ensure
the transfer and communication of content without interfering with the agent action selection mechanism. Since,
as with all speech system, there are issues of contextualisation, the utterances that constitute the content of the
system are formed of templates that can be filled appropriately by the speech system, based on keyword recognition.
Do

Forbid

?
Deny

The Help set articulates the actions needed to generate
offering-help interactions between agents. It covers the
interactions needed for the generation of enquiries from
agent-to-agent with respect to emotional states and related
goals. In addition, this function also generates advice and
offers such as help, protection or assistance. As with the
other categories, the Help language and action set category has been designed according to a potential sequential
structure. This can be triggered either by an agent asking
for the help of another or in response to an aggressive action carried out on a particular agent.

?
Obey

Ask Why

Beg

Figure 4: An example of a sequence of speech acts.
Each FSM integrates the language actions relative to
the category itself but also potential elements of answers
for discussion or interaction. For instance, the actions
’DO’ or ’FORBID’ in a confrontational situation will be
followed by the actions ’DENY’, ’OBEY’, ’ASK WHY’
or ’BEG’ Figure 4, to retain conversational coherence.
The VICTEC language actions and utterances have
been elaborated according to sequence of actions observed in the scenarios developed by school children mentioned above.
Speech acts are materialised on the FearNot! Demonstrator by utterances. The situation presented in Figure 4
would produce, in case of denial or obedience from the
victim the following exchange shown in table 2.

The Confrontation language and action set provides the
necessary content for an altercation between two different
agents. This category covers most of the physical bullying
expressions and involves threats, insults, orders, aggressive behaviour that leads to aggressive actions and violent
behaviour. Finally, the Socialising category includes language and actions that can be used in social discussion
by pupils in schools (sports, homeworks, music, video
games) and language and actions that can be used in generating relational bullying. Relational bullying is different from physical bullying, depending on social exclusion
and should therefore be integrated into social interaction,
as opposed to help or confrontational actions. Although
the structure is simple in theory, its implementation re-

3.3

User-to-agent language action design

Since, the language generated by the user is highly ambiguous and there are no means for the system to understand the meaning of a sentence, the user-to-agent interaction, as we mentioned previously, needs a different approach. As a sentence can only be ”understood” by the
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keywords included in it, it seems sensible to leave the initiative to the agent rather than the user. The fact that the
system leads the conversation with the user presents an
advantage in terms of believability for the speech system
in the sense that, the system can be expectation driven
and can expect a certain type of answer from the user
and adjust and compare the answer to a set of pre-defined
templates. Although the system could not understand its
human interlocutor, it could generate a high level of believability and interact with its user by asking simple and
adequate questions.

Implementing Language Acts

In this section we address the problem of implementing
speech acts within the Victec system. The approach will
be to take the small set of speech acts defined above in
section 3 and find a structural similarities in the sentences
used to represent them.

4.1

Speech and Dialog Acts

Speech acts are descriptions of utterances in terms of the
function they perform Searl (1975). The simplest example is the sentence, “I name this ship Lady Day.”, which
can be classified as the act of naming.
More recently dialog acts have been proposed Bunt
(1994), which extend the concept of speech acts to include analysis of the conversational use of an utterance.
For example the utterance “I’m sorry, do you mean the
first or second letter”, would be classified as a repair action, as is clears up failure to communicate properly.
Formally speech act theory may be defined as a branch
of pragmatics that classifies utterances by the role or use
that they serve in a communication. The role played by an
utterance is the function that it provides as distinct from
the semantic meaning of the utterance. This is best clarified by an example, consider the two following sentences.

In order for the agent to keep the upper hand in terms
of interaction with the child user, it must be the one asking for advice and the one who generally ask questions to
which the child user is expected to answer.
It has been decided, due to the high possibility of misspelling from the children who are going to use the system, that the language system includes a keyword recognition feature that should allow it to recognize the intention of the user and make the association with existing
categories of actions.
Although the speech system, in the case of a user-toagent interaction mainly requires language actions expressed through utterances from the agent rather than the
user, it is however important to predict and anticipate answers in regards to the different possibilities that are been
offered to the user. Since the VICTEC project is mainly
being tested by children aged between 8 and 12 years old,
it has been thought that such approach would also have
the advantage of helping them in formulating their answers to the agent. The speech system is, in the particular
case of the VICTEC project divided into two distinct sections, the agent language actions and utterances and the
user’s answers.

1. Give me the keys.
2. Please may I have the keys.
The meaning of both sentences is the same, the utterer
is asking for the keys. However the pragmatics is very
different, in the first case the utterer is giving an order
while in the second a request is being made. It is important to note that speech acts are not unique classifiers of
utterances. It is equally possible for instance, to classify
both the previous utterances as communications of a desire. Some examples of speech acts follow.

Table 3: User and Agent Language actions lists
Catagorie Listings
AGENT
Ask for advice / Ask again /
Prompt / Cannot understand statement /
Ask for reason / justification /
Thank user for advise /
Confirm advice with user /
Express reproach to user /
advice rejection /
Express disappointment towards user /
Report result of interaction /
Beg for help
USER
Give advice /
Refuse to give advice /
Ignore the agent / No answer /
No helpful comments /
Advice confirmation / Justification

Question to gain information the questioner needs
some information, for example “Where is the
milk?”.
Exam question the questioner knows the answer but is
testing the candidate, for example “Who is the president of Mexico?”.
Continuer during a long monologue a speaker will
pause, giving chance for the lister to indicate that
they are still following the speaker, for example “Yes
go on”.
Each of the above examples can be satisfied by many
utterances and it is impossible to tell from the language
act alone how to construct or choose and utterance. The
problems are: speech acts alone contain no semantic information; speech acts are not unique; and speech acts
cannot in general be mapped to syntax. It is claimed Jurafsky and Martin (2000), that classifying utterances into
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speech acts is an AI complete problem, meaning that a human being, or a computer system equivalent to a human
being, would be required to correctly classify them.

4.2

For example consider the act of greeting a person. The
set of possible sentences is very small, consisting of a
greeting word, possibly the name of the person being
greeted, and possibly a greeting question.

Microgrammes

Hello
Hello Sue
Hi
Hi Tom
Hi Jo, how are you?

Although the general problem of classifying speech acts
is currently unformalisable. It is possible to produce automatic classifiers that give partial coverage of common
acts. The method for doing this exploits the fact that many
speech acts correlate to structural features in a conversation. These structures, introduced by Goodwin (1996)
have been called microgrammes. They comprise set of
features which are classified into three different types.

We can immediately see a general form to these sentences and written down in Backus Naur Form (BNF) it
is.
h Greeting word i h ToName? i h status question? i
h Greeting word i
= h Hello i
= h Hi i

Words and collocation certain words and particularly
combinations of words (collocation) indicate some
speech acts. For example the words ‘who, when,
where’, indicate questions.
Prosody the tone of voice used in an utterance may indicate its intended act. In English questions,for example, can be indicated by a rising intonation at the end
of a sentence.

=

h receiver i

h status question? i

=
=

h how are you? i
h are you all right? i

The term receiver is a context variable that is set by
the semantic information in the language act.

Conversational Structure the current context and the
immediate predecessor statements may give an indication of the speech act. A simple example of which
is that the utterance after a question is probably a reply or a request for clarification.

4.4

Implementing Agent to Agent Language Acts

The database of language acts will be specified in XML,
which has the expressive power of a context free grammar
and so can express BNF statements. Each language act
would be implemented as a template consisting of rules.
The rules are implemented separately and may be recursive.
A language act generated by an agent will contain the
name of the sending and receiving agents, the type of act
and some semantic information, that is act specific. When
received the template for the requested act is found, context variables are set and then the rules are repeatedly applied until a response has been formed.
For example the following XML specifies a request for
a greeting from agent Tom to agent Sue, with an optional
question about Sue’s current status.

In the case of a textural system such as Victec prosody
will have no part to play. The burden of the work will have
to be achieved using pattern matching to identify words
and collocation. Although hopefully, some support can
be provided through the use of context.

4.3

h ToName? i

Language Acts

Because the Victec project is centred on the development
of autonomous agents that interact in a virtual environment by the use of actions, it was natural to use speech
acts to define the agent’s speech system. This would allow the agent to remain in an action reception, action appraisal, action selection loop.
The problem is the lack of semantics and multiple definitions of speech acts. To allow for the first some semantic information has had to be added to the agents actions.
We have called the combination of speech act plus semantic information language acts.
We intend to solve the second problem, of how to identify sentences with speech acts, by applying microgrammers to the very small set of sentences that have been
classified in the knowledge base. A microgrammer can
be written for each speech act. When parsed in conjunction with the semantic information and contextual knowledge of the source and sender of the speech act the microgramme will generate a sentence.

h Type i Greeting h /Type i
h Sender i Tom h /Sender i
h Receiver i Sue h /Receiver i
h SemanticValue name=”true”
statusQuestion=”random” /i
Fist the variables sender and receiver would be
instantiated to the names Tom and Sue, then the template
for the language act looked up. Using a greeting language
act as specified above in section 4.3 the template requires
a greeting word that can be ‘Hello’ or ‘Hi’, as there is no
other information a random choice would be made.
Next the because the name attribute of the semantic information was set to true the ‘ToName’ must be
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added. The rule for this evaluates to the context variable
receiver, so the value of Sue would be added to the
reply.
Finally the status question attribute of the semantic information was set to random so the the language system
will chose with equal probability between the adding and
not adding a status question. If a question is to be added
the rule is evaluated which gives a random choice of two
possible questions.
This results in one of the six following possible greetings being generated.

series of Wizard of Oz experiments Maulsby et al. (1993)
along with psychological and usability evaluations Woods
et al. (2003) are therefore planned. Further evaluation of
the whole FearNot! Demonstrator is also planned: for example, a large sample of children (400) will take part in
a psychological evaluation at the University of Hertfordshire in June 2004. However, while the agent architecture
of the system and systems integration is still under development, language graphical content has already been produced for preliminary evaluation and the VICTEC team
is working with the aim to present a first prototype of the
system by April 2004.

Hi Sue
Hello Sue
Hi Sue how are you?
Hello Sue how are you?
Hi Sue are you all right?
Hello Sue are you all right?
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Abstract
Avatars in 3D virtual worlds have the potential to be a highly expressive communication medium, reproducing
many of the non-verbal cues available in face to face communication. However, up to now there has been
little success in actually achieving this aim. One reason is that explicitly controlling the non-verbal behaviour
is difficult and user normally fail to do it. Our solution is to have avatars autonomously generate non-verbal
behaviour with some high level control from the user. We present the Demeanour framework for generating
non-verbal behaviour and a user interface for influencing the behaviour. This user interface is based around a
text chat system and aims to be considerably simpler and easier to use than explicitly controlling behaviour.

1 Introduction

wishes of the user without the user having to constantly
control it. Vihljlmsson and Cassell do provide some user
control but the range of options is small and their system
will not scale well to more complex models of non-verbal
behaviour.
In order to avoid the problems of explicitly controlling
body language there are two main constraints on the user
interface. Firstly the user should not have to constantly be
controlling the avatar. It should produce reasonable body
language without user intervention and the user should
only have to take action occasionally to achieve a particular effect or to correct an error (it would be even better if
the avatar could learn from these corrections). Secondly
the user interface should be well integrated with the main
interface of the virtual world so that controlling the avatar
is not a major distraction. We have chosen in our demonstrator to use a text chat interface which is very common
in 3D multi-user virtual worlds and more generally on the
internet. Users have a form of conversation consisting of
short messages which are sent to the other users on pressing the return key. We have implemented such an interface using the Jabber instant messaging system.

User avatars in virtual worlds are now very graphically sophisticated, but often seem dull and lifeless through their
lack of expressive body language or non-verbal communication. As Vilhjálmsson and Cassell (1998) point out
this is often not due to the lack of capacity for expressive
behaviour but with problems caused by the user having
to explicitly control this behaviour. Directly requesting a
gesture every time can be very time consuming and distracting from the main task, particularly if the interfaces
are very different. For example during conversation going
from a text interface to a GUI with buttons and sliders for
body language requires the user to move their hands from
the keyboard to the mouse. Though the overhead is rather
small it can discourage users from performing non-verbal
communication, particularly when engaged in a task such
as a fast paced conversation, the result is that the avatars
again lack expressive behaviour and seem lifeless. This
problem is due to the fact that in real life we perform
non-verbal communication in parallel with other activities, and do so often sub-consciously. The sub-conscious
nature of expressive behaviour causes other problems, as
people often do not consciously know what action is appropriate at a given time and so explicit control is difficult.
For these reasons Vilhjálmsson and Cassell (1998) propose that user avatars should no longer be passive graphical bodies but should be able to produce non-verbal communicative behaviour autonomously. This is an important and interesting area for expressive character research,
providing many new challenges.
However, autonomous behaviour is insufficient, it is
no good if the avatar is constantly expressing emotions
and attitudes to the world if these are unconnected to the
feelings of the user. User interfaces are therefore vital
in semi-autonomous avatars, the avatar should fulfil the

2

Related Work

The origin of our work comes from work on virtual environments and particularly providing embodiments of user,
called avatars (see Benford et al. (1995) for an overview).
In particular this work is motivated by studies that show
that the problem of controlling non-verbal behaviour is
a major limitation of collaborative virtual environments
such as Tromp and Snowdon (1997)
Our work builds on a body of research on autonomous
characters for virtual environments, for example, Blumberg and Galyean (1995); Badler et al. (1993); Tu and Ter-
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behaviour model (currently we are working with psychologically based models). Avatars react appropriately to
each other’s body language, making it unnecessary for the
user to explicitly react to the actions of others. Non-verbal
communication expresses itself in a number of ways, or
modalities we are currently interested in three: posture,
gesture and eye gaze.
Figure 1: The different levels of control within the Demeanour framework.

3.1

Different levels of control

The aim of this research is to find ways in which end-users
can influence the behaviour of semi-autonomous avatars
without causing an excessive overhead on their other activities. One method would be to measure the affective
state of the user, e.g. using computer vision based analysis of facial expression, and map it onto the avatar. Unfortunately such methods are currently difficult or unreliable.
Also users often want to hide their real feelings. Therefore our aim is to develop user interfaces based on direct
control but make them as unintrusive as possible. There
are two types of control. Users can give commands to the
avatar in real time while using the virtual world and interacting with other avatars, we call this real time control. It
is also possible to perform customizations on the avatar’s
behaviour before using the virtual world or between sessions, we call this off-line customization In order to minimize overhead while using the virtual world it is desirable
to have as much control as possible provided through offline customization. We therefore propose a methodology
for user control of avatars that divides control and customisation into three levels shown in figure 1:

zopoulos (1994), and Rickel and Johnson (1999). There
has been extensive research on autonomously producing expressive behaviour a number of types including facial expression (Pelachaud and Poggi, 2002), eye gaze
(Cassell et al., 1999; Rickel and Johnson, 1999; Gillies
and Dodgson, 2002), gesture (Cassell et al., 1999), style
of motion (Chi et al., 2000) and posture (Cassell et al.,
2001a; Bécheiraz and Thalmann, 1996).
This work builds on the research by Vilhjálmsson and
Cassell (1998) described in the introduction. A number
of other researchers have done work on integrating autonomy and user control for avatars. Sengers et al. (2000)
discuss semi-autonomous avatars but their system is not
concerned with expressive avatars. The TEATRIX system by Paiva et al. (2001) combines direct control of an
autonomous character with a more reflective level of control which takes users (in this case school children) out
of the virtual world allowing users to update the internal
state of their character, while reasoning about their role
in the story. However, this form of control is not suitable
to all applications, so a method of control that is more
integrated with the main interface is needed. Cuddihy
and Walters (2000) simplify user interfaces by limiting
the set of actions available to the user based on contextual information. Tromp and Snowdon (1997) propose a
rule based system for providing automatic behaviour in
avatars. Users can edit the rules, but this remains essentially a programming task and will therefore exclude
many users.
Our work also builds on a longer tradition of methods for directing autonomous characters including multilevel control system proposed by Blumberg and Galyean
(1995) or the Improv system by P. and Goldberg (1996).
Similar issues are also important for tele-operated robotic
systems (Wilson and Neal, 2001) where the requirements
of an operator must be applied to an autonomous robot.
In particular our three-layer control model is partially inspired by the work of Scerri et al. (2000).

Behaviour Language. The behaviour of the avatar
should not be controlled by a fixed program but it should
be entirely definable by the designers of a virtual world.
This is important as the behaviour of avatars is likely to
vary considerably between different worlds used for different purposes (e.g. between a business conferencing environment and an adventure game). This is capability is
provided via a definition language.
Profiles. It has been shown that users of on-line worlds
are very keen to customize the graphical appearance of
their avatar (Cheng et al., 2002) and it is likely that they
will also be happy to perform similar customization on the
avatar’s behaviour, if easy to use tools are provided. Demeanour therefore contains a set of such tools with which
end users can define a profile for their avatar. This profile
defines the unique aspects of its behaviour.

3 Demeanour
Real-time Control. It is also necessary for a user to
provide some control of their avatar while interacting online. It is important that this is unobtrusive as possible and
well integrated with the other tasks to be performed in the
world. This interface is the primary focus of this paper.

Demeanour is a framework for the generation of nonverbal communication in avatars (figure 2 shows an
overview of the system). It is able to generate nonverbal behaviour in real-time based on a user definable
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which can be evaluated differently for each avatar. Terms
can have a number of types. The simplest are parameters
which are single values. These can provide input from
other avatars, or they can provide a means for users to
control the behaviour of their avatar, either through offline customisation or real-time control. Terms can also be
the combination of a number of other terms, this combination can be done in a number of ways:
• Sum of product terms combine their inputs via multiplication and addition of their values.
• Switch terms choose one of their inputs based on the
value of another term.
• Random group terms map their input to a number of
outputs. The outputs values are each a proportion of
the input, the proportions are chosen at random.

Figure 2: An overview of the Demeanour Framework

3.2 The Demeanour Architecture
An important part of autonomous behaviour for avatars
is the ability to react appropriately to the behaviour of
other avatars. Behavioural controllers can therefore take
into account the behaviour of other avatars. This is implemented by allowing an avatar access to terms in the
behaviour controller of other avatars. Each network specifies a number of terms that are exported and therefore
accessible to other avatars. It also defines a number of parameters as being imported, i.e. corresponding to a term
belonging to the other avatar. When two avatars start to
interact the imports of one are matched, by name, to the
exports of the other. For the rest of the interaction the
values of the exported terms are used as the values of the
imported parameters.

We have developed a non-verbal communication framework, Demeanour, which embodies three-level control.
Figure 2 show an overview. The main section of Demeanour is a behavioural controller that determines the
type of behaviour to be performed at a given time. This
contains a behaviour network which gives the structure
of the controller and is defined using the behaviour language. The details of the behaviour can vary between
avatar and is determined by an avatar profile. This profile
is defined by end-users during an off-line customization
step. Sections of profile can also be loaded and unloaded
during real-time interaction, enabling different behaviour
depending on context. Avatars react to the behaviour of
other avatars and the end-user can also control the avatar’s
behaviour using a text-chat based interface. Finally the
avatar is actually animated by behaviour modules which
interface with the underlying graphics API1 . Currently
Demeanour supports posture, gesture and eye gaze and
we are considering adding a facial animation module.
As shown in figure 2 the Demeanour framework combines a number of factors such as user input; context, and
the behaviour of other avatars and from the result generates appropriate expressive behaviour. The outputs of
the architecture are a number of parameters passed to behaviour generating modules. Input factors are mapped to
outputs via of a number of terms which are intermediary
values calculated from other terms, including input factors. For example, terms can represent the attitudes values of an avatar such as “affiliation” (see below). The
attitude values are calculated from internal parameters of
the avatar and input from other avatars and are themselves
used to calculate the term values that are used to directly
generate behaviour. When there are multiple avatars interacting then the input from each avatars will be different. Rather than requiring a different set of terms for each
avatar, Demeanour maintains a single set of terms each of

4

Non-verbal behaviour

This section describes a behaviour network for non-verbal
communication that we have developed. It models the
way people relate to each other or their attitude to each
other and is based on the work of Argyle (1975). In our
model the attitude of one person to another is expressed
through posture and, to a more limited degree, gesture. It
is discussed in more detail in Gillies and Ballin (2003).
Though there is an enormous variety in the way that
people can relate to each other Argyle identifies two fundamental dimensions that can account for a majority of
non-verbal behaviour, affiliation and status. Affiliation
can be broadly characterised as liking or wanting a close
relationship. It is associated with high levels of eye gaze
and close postures, either physically close such as leaning
forward or other close interaction such as a direct orientation. Low affiliation or dislike is shown by reduced eye
gaze and more distant postures, including postures that
present some sort of barrier to interaction, such as crossed
arms. Status is the social superiority (dominance) or inferiority (submission) of one person relative to another, we
will not discuss it directly in our examples.

1 The current implementation uses TARA, BT Exact’s scene-graph
based graphics API
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a random group is used. At semi-regular intervals a new
combination of the various behaviours (‘head cock’, ‘lean
forward’ and ‘turn towards’) is produced, this combination is always proportional to the value of ‘close’. These
behaviour types are output terms and are passed as parameters to the underlying animation system. Another affiliative behaviour is head-nodding, but this is only shown
when the other person is talking. This behaviour is controlled by a switch node (‘listening’), based on a boolean
import term which specifies if the other avatar is talking.
If ‘other talking’ is true then ‘head nod’ is proportional to
‘close’ otherwise it is zero.
Figure 4 shows examples of body language generated
by the Demeanour framework.

4.1

Posture and Gesture

Human bodies are highly expressive; a casual observation of a group of people will reveal a large variety of
postures. Some people stand straight, while others are
slumped or hunched over; some people have very asymmetric postures; heads can be held at many different angles, and arms can adopt a huge variety of postures each
with a different meaning: hands on hips or in pockets;
arms crossed; scratching the head or neck, or fiddling with
clothing. Computer animated characters often lack this
variety of expression and can seem stiff and robotic; however, posture has been relatively little studied in the field
of expressive virtual characters. It is a useful cue as it
is very clearly visible and can be displayed well on even
fairly graphically simple characters.
Research on posture generation has been limited relative to other modalities. Cassell et al. (2001a) have investigated shifts of postures and their relationship to speech,
but not the meaning of the postures themselves. As such
their work is complimentary to ours. Coulson (2002)
uses an OCC model of emotion to generate postures.
Bécheiraz and Thalmann (1996) use a one-dimensional
model of attitude, analogous to our affiliation, to animate
the postures of characters. Their model differs from ours
in that it involves choosing one of a set of discrete postures rather than continuously blending postures. This
means that it is less able to display varying degrees of
attitude or combinations of different attitudes.
The generation of gestures has been studied by a number of researchers. For example, Cassell et al. (1999) have
produced a character capable of extensive non-verbal behaviour including sophisticated gestures. Chi et al. (2000)
present a way of generating expressive movements, similar to gestures using Laban notation. Gestures are closely
related to speech and should be closely synchronised with
it. Cassell et al. (2001b) present a system what parse
text and suggests appropriate gestures to accompany it.
Gestures are less closely related to attitude than posture,
though some connection can be made, for example head
nodding while listening is a generally affiliative gesture.
As described in the previous section the attitude model

Figure 3: A section of a behavioural controller.

It is also very important that avatars are able to react to
each others’ behaviour. The relationship between the attitude behaviour of two avatars can take two forms, compensation and reciprocation. Argyle presents a model in
which people have a comfortable level of affiliation with
another person and will attempt to maintain it by compensating for the behaviour of the other, for example, if
the other person adopts a closer posture they will reduce
their levels of eye gaze. Conversely there are times where
more affiliation generates liking and is therefore reciprocated, or where dominance is viewed as a challenge and
so met with another dominant posture. Argyle suggests
that reciprocation of affiliation occurs in early stages of a
relationship.
Figure 3 shows in diagrammatic form a fragment of the
attitude network that deals with affiliation (status is calculated in a similar way) and posture (eye gaze is discussed
in section 4.2). At the top of the diagram the actual value
for affiliation is calculated as a weighted sum of a number
of factors (for the sake of clarity not all the factors used
are actually shown). This is done in two stages, firstly
the factors depending on the avatar itself are calculated.
These factors are represented as parameters (here ‘liking of other’ and ‘friendliness’ are shown). Then factors
depending on the other avatar’s behaviour (‘close’ and
‘distant’) are added in. These are import terms and are
therefore taken directly from the controller of the other
avatar. As the behaviours associated with positive and
negative affiliation are very different it is split into two
terms, ‘close’ which is equal to the affiliation and ‘distant’
which is its negation. Both of these terms are constrained
to be greater than 0. The ‘close’ term is then mapped
into actual behaviour (as is ‘distant’ but it is not shown
in the diagram). In order to vary the behaviour produced
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Figure 4: Examples of body language generated by the Demeanour framework due to different attitudes between the
avatars. Clockwise from top left: mutual gaze; close and relaxed postures; the male character is gesturing while talking;
the female character has a distant, hostile posture; the female character has a high status, space filling posture the male
character has a low status, submissive posture; the male character is relaxed (a high status posture) and the female character
has a close posture.
generates a high level description of the behaviour of the
avatar in terms of a value of each of a number of behaviour types. The behaviour modules themselves must
translate this description into concrete behaviour. Each
behaviour type can be expressed as a posture in a number of different ways, for example space filling can involve raising to full height or putting hands on hips while
closeness can be expressed as leaning forward or making
a more direct orientation (or some combination). Actual
postures are calculated as weighted sums over a set of basic postures each of which depends on a behaviour type.

5.2. Of course as the conversation is textual the synchronisation does not have to be as exact as it would be with
spoke language. We also do not attempt to parse text so
dgestures are not strongly connected to the meaning of the
text as in Cassell et al. (2001b). Our gesture model serves
only to indicate when some one is talking and to express
a degree of attitude. Figure 4 shows examples of postures
and gestures.

The basic postures were designed based on the description in Argyle (1975) and Mehrabian (1972) combined
with informal observations of people in social situations.
The weights of each basic posture are the product of the
value of its behaviour type and its own weight relative to
the behaviour type. The weights of the basic postures are
varied every so often so that the avatar changes its posture
without changing its meaning, thus producing a realistic
variation of posture over time. This is done using a random group terms as shown in figure 3. Each basic posture
is represented as an orientation for each joint of the avatar
and final posture is calculated as a weighted sum of these
orientations.

Natural eye gaze is critical to the realism and believability of an animated character. This is because eye gaze is
fundamental in showing interest levels between characters and as means of anticipating events. Typically a person will look to another before exhibiting any behaviour,
such as moving towards them or speaking to them. In
conversation, a listener will typically spend a large proportion of their time looking at the speaker. A complete
lack of gaze towards the speaker is a clear message of the
lack of interest of the audience towards the speaker and
will be picked up very quickly. Conversely, mutual gaze,
in which two people are looking into each others eyes is a
powerful mechanism that induces arousal in the individuals, so typically mutual gaze is short (of the order of a
second).
From an early age children learn to first look at the eyes
of a person to determine the intention of that person towards them. Are they looking at them? Are they looking
at some other person? Are they looking at something that
might be a threat? By first looking at the eyes of another
the intention, and therefore an appropriate response, can
immediately be judged, see Baron-Cohen (2001).

4.2

Gesture is generated using the same body animation
system as postures, the main difference being that gestures are multi-frame animations and so weighted sums
must be performed over a number of frames. They are
also no longer merely static poses that can be held for a
period of time; they must be repeated at appropriate intervals. More importantly gestures are more closely integrated with the flow of conversation and so must be synchronised with conversation as described below in section
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Eye gaze

Mutual gaze, in which two people are looking into each
other’s eyes is a powerful mechanism that induces arousal
in the individuals, so typically mutual gaze is short (of
the order of a second). Patterns of mutual gaze much
longer than that either induces negative arousal, for example when someone stares aggressively, or positive arousal
in an intimate setting. It is clear then that if a avatar does
not look at an individual at all, it is seen as strange because it is an inbuilt primitive defence mechanism to look
at other people (and their eyes) to determine the intent
of that person (interest, disinterest, threat etc.). It is also
strange if there is eye contact for too long due to the increased arousal this produces.
Argyle and Cook (1976) have done extensive studies with pairs of individuals to understand levels of eye
gaze, and mutual gaze, and has detailed results covering
(among other things) conversations and the level to which
individuals will look at the other while speaking (35%)
and listening (75%) etc. We have used these results to influence our model of gaze and mutual gaze in-group settings. Eye gaze is also related to attitude. Higher affiliation results in higher levels of eye gaze. Argyle and Cook
have demonstrated compensatory behaviour for eye gaze.
People react to higher levels of eye gaze by reacting with
more distant postures, and conversely people will look at
each other less if they are placed close together.
Existing simulations of eye gaze fall into two broad categories. Gillies and Dodgson (2002) and Chopra-Khullar
and Badler (1999) simulate the eye gaze of characters
navigating and performing actions in an environment but
do not handle social factors of gaze between people. Our
work is closer to the other type of simulation that deals
primarily with social gaze. Garau et al. (2001) and Colburn et al. (2000) simulate the patterns of eye gaze between pairs of characters based on frequencies of mutual
gaze. Vilhjálmsson and Cassell (1998) use eye gaze to
help regulate the flow of conversation by indicating when
a speaker is about to finish talking, when someone wants
to start or end a conversation and other similar information. Rickel and Johnson (1999), in their character based
virtual reality tutoring system, use gaze primarily as a
method of indicating to the user an area of interest in
the environment. Thórisson (1998) simulates eye gaze in
the context of more general work on multi-modal communicative behaviour during conversation.
Our eye gaze model, as part of the Demeanour framework separates out the interests of the individuals that
is the people or objects that currently demand that persons attention, from the low level details which trigger
particular behaviour of the individual such as eye or head
movement to look between individuals and at other objects. Each avatar has a set of foci of interest, which are
objects that it will look at. The level of interest is specified as the proportion of time spent looking at that object.
So for example if the avatar is in conversation with another avatar, while talking the level of gaze will be set to
(say) 35%, and whilst listening to about 75% to approxi-

Figure 5: The section of behavioural controller dealing
with eye gaze.

mate the natural gaze levels in conversation between two
people. The natural animation of the avatars comes from
the conflicting constraints of needing to look at things of
interest for a certain proportion of the time, tempered by
the (social) need to not stare!
We have said that a avatar has a set of ‘things’ of interest at any one time, together with the proportion of time
to look at that thing. There is also a maximum ‘stare’ time
for each object, and, if that thing is a person, there will be
a target for maximum mutual gaze. The animation framework for eye gaze continually monitors the gaze of each
avatar and tracks how long has been spent gazing at a particular object, and the overall time gazing at that object.
When these values reach the thresholds for an individual,
it triggers the gaze control framework to take action to
change the gaze of a avatar.
The threshold and mean gaze values are generated by
the Demeanour framework. As described above levels of
gaze are different depending whether a person is talking,
listening to some one else talking or neither. These three
conditions are distinguished based on the “talking” and
“other talking” parameters shown in figure 5. The “talking” parameter is set when the avatar is speaking and the
“other talking” parameter is an import parameter that allows access to the “talking” parameter of other characters.
The behavioural controller has a separate base gaze value
for each of the talking conditions, which are parameters of
the framework as shown in figure 5. One of these values is
chosen based on switch nodes based on the “talking” and
“other talking” parameters. Thus the “non talking base
gaze” is either equal to “listening gaze” or “non talking
gaze” depending on whether the “other talking” input is
true. Using two switch nodes (“non talking base gaze”
and “base gaze” in the figure) we choose one of the gaze
proportions depending on the talking condition.
However, this base value is also affected by the affiliation attitude between the avatar that is looking and the
one that is being looked at. A close attitude increases proportion of gaze (up to a maximum of 100%) and distant
behaviour reduces it (to a minimum of 0%). This scaling
is achieved by combining the base gaze values with the
“close” and “distant” terms using a Sum of Products term
as shown in figure 5. The exact formula used to determine
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form of conversation consisting of short messages that are
sent to the other users on pressing the return key. We have
implemented such an interface, using the Jabber instant
messaging system Adams (2001), the interface is shown
in figure 6.

5.1

All user control of the avatar’s behaviour ultimately occurs through altering the values of the parameters of
the behavioural controller, for example increasing the
“friendliness” parameter will result in more affiliative behaviour. The obvious interface is therefore to allow users
to directly control the values of the parameters. Demeanour uses a fairly traditional interface to do this, users
are presented with a set of sliders that they can use to alter the values of a number of parameters. This kind of
interface is common in many types of computer system
and is a valuable way to give the user direct control of the
avatar’s internal state. However, we do not consider this
to be sufficient for controlling an avatar in real time as it
suffers from many of the problems discussed in section
1: the interface is not well integrated with text chat, users
must constantly be moving from keyboard to mouse to
control the behaviour. This required attention shift means
that users are less likely to actually control the character effectively. The following sections describe interfaces
that are more specifically designed for text chat systems.

Figure 6: The text chat interface for Demeanour. (The 3D
avatars are currently shown in a different window).
the actual eye gaze is:
g = gcond − gcond

Direct control

distant
close
+ (1 − gcond )
dmax
cmax

5.2

Text chat based interface

The main interface directly uses the conventions of text
chat. Textual communication on the internet already
has its own vocabulary to express emotion and attitude,
namely emoticons or smilies :-). In our example a smiling emoticon :-) will increase the “friendliness” parameter while a frownie :-( will reduce it. This provides a very
natural interface that does not intrude on a conversation,
and is already well understood by internet users.
Users can type in smilies and other commands as part
of their messages using an identical interface. The user
interface maintains a list of commands and each message
sent is scanned to see if it contains any of them. The commands themselves can be arbitrary text strings and so can
either be emoticons ;-) or words and phrases *bow*. We
use the convention that textual commands are enclosed
in asterisks to distinguish them from normal text. Figure
7 shows the result of a user typing a command (the later
sections of this figure are described in the next section). If
a command is detected it is passed to the behavioural controller. Each command has associated with it a number of
actions which the controller executes when it receives the
command. These actions can be of two types, firstly they
can set the value of a particular parameter so, for example
the smilie :-) can increase the value of the “friendliness”
parameter. The second type of action is a direct request
for a type of behaviour. For example, a particular posture

where g is the proportion of time spent gazing at the target
on average. gcond is the gaze proportion due to the condition (talking, listening or neither). distant and close are
the values for the close and distant attitudes and dmax and
cmax are the values at which the gaze proportion is either
0 or 1. The output of the terms shown in figure 5 is the
“gaze” term which is passed to the eye gaze module to
actually generate gaze behviour using the calculated proportions.
In conversation between people a person will look at
another then look away, usually by averting their gaze
rather than moving their head, but they are not looking
specifically at any other object, just averting their gaze. In
our model we achieve this by having a number of ’halo’
points around the head of a avatar that can be selected to
look at if we need to look away, and have no other object
that demands our attention.

5 Real time user control
The real time control interface to an avatar should be well
integrated with the main user interface of the world. We
have chosen to demonstrate Demeanour using a text chat
interface that is very common in 3D multi-user virtual
worlds and more generally on the internet. Users have a
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Figure 7: The sequence of steps by which typed commands can influence behaviour
or gesture such as *arms crossed*. This allows a more
direct control over the body language that allows the user
to create more exact effects. Internet conventions can also
be used here, common abbreviations are often used to denote action, for example “lol” for “laugh out loud”. The
two can be combined, if a posture such as crossed arms
is known to be associated with low affiliation the command to request it can also reduce an associated parameter such as ‘friendliness’. This allows for a more implicit control of the state of the avatar. The user is able
to control the affective state both directly and by demonstrating associated behaviour. This allows users to have
a very precise affective control (both the attitude and its
exact expression) and to be able to control an avatar without having to understand exactly how the internal parameters work. These three types of control, parameter, action and combined control, promise to provide a flexible,
user friendly and unobtrusive user interface for a semiautonomous avatar.
There are also two features that make it easier to use
both frequent and rare commands. If a user frequently
uses a command or sequence of commands (or even a
piece of text) they can define a macro which allows them
to reproduce the text with less typing. A macro is a backslash (‘\’) followed by a text sting. When it appears in
a message it is replace with an arbitrary string defined by
the user. This can greatly reduce the number of characters
required to type a command. At the opposite end of the
scale some commands are used rarely and so are difficult
for users to remember. New users also need a simple way
to find out the commands available. The Demeanour interface therefore also provides a menu for choosing commands (shown in the bottom panel in figure 6).

positive attitude to the person being talked to. This makes
it difficult to choose a length for a change of state, and in
these circumstances it is often better to leave the decision
up to the user rather than risking a mistake. We therefore
allow the user to choose between four scopes:
• A temporary change will last for a limited period,
disappearing after a time out.
• Changes can also be made to last for the whole
length of the current conversations
• They can be permanent changes to the attitude to the
conversational partner
• Finally changes can be a permanent change to the
avatar’s profile, allowing users to gradually update
the behaviour of the avatar during use without extensive off-line customisation.
The user interface for controlling these changes is again
aimed at being unintrusive. Figure 7 show the control flow which allows users to define different temporal
scopes for their commands. Demeanour maintains a number of parameters that control the behaviour of avatars.
These profiles contain values for subsets of the parameters of the controller. Thus when a parameter value is
changed it can be saved to a profile. When a user types
a command this is converted into a change to a parameter value as described in the previous section. This is
initially stored in temporary profile. This temporary profile is deleted after a short period of time and all the edits
it contains are deleted. Thus the default scope for edits
is that they are temporary. However, when a temporary
profile is present (i.e. after the user sends a command) a
button appears in the text chat interface allowing the user
to save the profile. If the user clicks this button the temporary profile is saved into a conversation profile, which
has a longer scope lasting for the entire conversation.
At the end of the conversation the user can save the resulting edits to a permanent profile that is always used in
future. This can be to the avatar’s main profile which controls its behaviour and is the chief method of customising
an avatar. However, an avatar also maintains a profile for
its interactions with a particular person, called a contact
profile. Thus two people who are friends might each have

5.3 Temporal Scope
An important aspect of the Demeanour user interface is
that commands do not merely result in instantaneous actions but in lasting changes of state of the avatar. For example, a direct request for a posture has a relatively short
duration, however, an increase in friendliness may have
a far longer temporal scope. Unfortunately it is not very
clear from the context what this scope should be, a smilie
:-) might in fact have a very short scope, just the length
of the current utterance or it might indicate a permanent
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a higher value for the “friendliness” parameter in their
contact profiles for each other than in their main profile.
Users can save the conversation profile into a contact profile for their conversational partner.
The different temporal scopes allow commands to be
used in a variety of different ways. They can allow
users to adopt fleeting moods at an appropriate moment
in a conversation and are therefore good real-time control
methods. However, the permanent profiles allow them to
be used simultaneously as a method of long term customisation. Rather than explicitly defining a profile for
the avatar a user can gradually correct and shape the behaviour during real time interaction. This means that the
user avoids the long and possibly tedious task of defining
a profile. It also means that the customisation is situated
in a coversation. It is likely to be easier for a user to know
what behaviour is appropriate when actually engaged in
a conversation than to think about it abstractly during an
off-line customisation step. The first factor is likely to
be particularly important when creating contact profiles.
Users are unlikely to want to spend time create a new profile by hand for each new person they meet.

Talking and listening also have an important effect on
body motion. Generally gestures are closely linked to
speech and only generally occur when talking. We therefore only activate gestures when the avatar is talking. This
is done by a switch node that depends on the “talking” parameter. There are certain gestures, called back-channel
gestures that occur when listening, and give feedback to
the speaker. The most common is head nodding which
shows approval or agreement, and which encourages the
speaker. We therefore also have a nodding gesture which
is activated based on the “other talking” parameter (as
shown in figure 3).

6

Conclusion

We have described the Demeanour framework for generating non-verbal communicative behaviour and in particular described its user interface. This interface aims
to integrate seemlessly with a text chat interface. We believe it will a simple user friendly way of controlling complex behaviour in an avatar and go some way to solving
the problems of non-verbal communication in avatars. Of
course it is not possible to really know this until we have
conducted a user trial which we are currently planning.

5.4 Flow of Conversation
Another features of our text chat interfaces is that nonverbal behaviour is used to display the flow of conversation. If we look at a group of people it is normally easy
to tell which is talking from their non-verbal behaviour,
even when out of earshot. Adding appropriate non-verbal
behaviour to avatars aides and makes clearer the flow of
conversation. Text chat does not normally have a clear
concept of conversation as messages are sent instantaneously, rather than spoken over time. In Demeanour a
single speaker is maintained at a given time. A person becomes the speaker when they send a message and remain
the speaker until a time out is reached or some one else
sends a message. When an avatar becomes the speaker the
“talking” parameter is set in their behavioural controller
(see figure 3), and their behaviour can be varied based on
this parameter. Each avatar also has access to the other
avatars’ “talking” parameter via the “otherTalking” output. This allows behavioural control to determine which
of three states it is in: the speaker, listening to a speaker
or there is no-one talking. The controller can therefore
produce different behaviour in each of the circumstances.
Results from Argyle and Cook (1976) show that eye
gaze depends heavily on the flow of conversation. We
have different values for the base proportion of time that
an avatar looks at an other avatar depending on which if
any of the two avatars is talking. Based on the results
of Argyle and Cook (1976) we set looking while talking
to be about 35%, looking at the speaker to be 70% and
looking at a non-speaker to be 10%. These are base values
for the proportion of gaze that are modified based on the
affiliation of one avatar to another (see section 4.2 and
figure 5).
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Abstract

also by temporal parameters (e.g. time of appearance and
disappearance of an expression) and by muscular activities quality (such as tense movement). In the aim of creating believable embodied conversational agent (ECA)
able to serve as bridge in the communication between humans and the machine, ECA ought to be empowered with
human-like qualities. In this paper we present a computational model of expressivity for facial expression and
for the lip movements. The work presented in this paper is part of the Greta system that have been developed
within the EU project MagiCster 1 . The system takes
as input a text tagged with communicative functions information. The language of tags is called Affective Presentation Markup Language, APML [6]. APML is used
as a script language to control the agent’s animation. To
endow agent with expressivity quality we have extended
APML.
In the next section we prevent an overview of the state
of the art. We then present our extension of APML. We
follow by describing the lip shape model.

We aim at the realization of an Embodied Conversational Agent able to interact naturally and emotionally
with user(s). In previous work [23], we have elaborated a
model that computes the nonverbal behaviors associated
to a given set of communicative functions. Specifying
for a given emotion, its corresponding facial expression
will not produce the sensation of expressivity. To do so,
one needs to specify parameters such as intensity, tension, movement property. Moreover, emotion affects also
lip shapes during speech. Simply adding the facial expression of emotion to the lip shape does not produce lip
readable movement. In this paper we present a model that
adds expressivity to the animation of an agent at the level
of facial expression as well as of the lip shapes.

1. Introduction
With the development of 3D graphics, it is now possible
to create Embodied Agents that can talk simulating
that kind of communication that people know since
they are born. Moreover, nonverbal communication
is as important as verbal one. Facial expressions can
provide a lot of information. In particular they are good
window on our emotional state [9]. Emotions are a
fundamental aspect of human life influencing how we
think and behave and how we interact with others. Facial
expressions do improve communication [13]; they can
make clear what we are thinking, even without speaking.
For example wrinkling our nose in front of something
that we dislike communicates very clearly our disgust.
Therefore, believable synthetic characters make the
interaction between users and machine easier and more
fulfilling, providing a more human-like communication.
Experiments have shown that interface with facial
displays reduces the mental gap between users and
computer systems [25].

2. State of the art
There is not a single way to approach the issue of emotions in ECAs. S. Kshirsagar and her colleagues have
developed a 3D virtual characters with emotions and personality [8]. The agent can maintain a basic dialogue with
users. Through a personality and emotion simulators the
agent responds naturally to, both, the speech and the facial expressions of the user that are tracked in real time.
M. Seif El-Nasr, J. Yen and T. Ioerger [11] implemented a new computational model of emotions that uses
a fuzzy-logic representation to map events and observations to emotional states. They based their work on the
research on emotions that shows that memory and experience have a major influence on the emotional process.
A. Paiva and her research team approached the problem of modelling emotional states of synthetic agents
1 IST project IST-1999-29078, partners: University of Edinburgh,
Division of Informatics; DFKI, Intelligent User Interfaces Department;
Swedish Institute of Computer Science; University of Bari, Dipartimento di Informatica; University of Rome, Dipartimento di Informatica
e Sistemistica; AvartarME.

Most of the ECA systems developed so far have been
concentrated in defining the appropriate nonverbal behavior linked to speech. But nonverbal behaviors are characterized not only by the signals of the expression itself but
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when implementing a computer game (FantasyA) where
two opponents fight each other [14]. The battle is played
in a virtual arena by two characters, one controlled by
the user (through the doll SenToy), and the other by the
system. They made their own decisions but are influenced by the emotional state induced by the user. So
the agent’s actions depends on its emotions, on its opponent’s emotions, and on its personality. Carmen’s Bright
IDEAS [19] is an interactive drama where characters exhibit gestures based on their emotional states and personality traits. Through a feedback mechanism a gesture made by of a character may modulate its affective
state. A model of coping behaviors has been developed
by Marsella and Gratch [20]. The authors propose a
model that embeds information such as the personality
of the agent and its social role.
All those works aim to define models being able
to decide what kind of emotion synthetic agents should
“feel” in a particular situation.
Another area of the research on emotions in virtual
characters is concerned with the expressivity of emotions.
M. Byun and N. I. Badler [3] proposed a method
for facial animation synthesis varying preexistent expressions by setting a small number of high level parameters
(defined based on the Laban notation [15] that drive low
level facial animation parameters (FAPs from MPEG-4
standard [7]). The system is called FacEMOTE [3] and
derives from EMOTE [4] which has been origanally developed for arm gestures and postures.
Very few computational models of lip shape take
into account emotion. M. M. Cohen and D. W. Massaro developed a coarticulation model [5], based on
Löfqvist’s gestural theory of speech production [16]. To
model lip shapes during emotional speech, they add the
corresponding lip shapes of emotion to viseme definition
[21].

responding to the final expression; we call it onset time.
Similarly, the corresponding time needed for the muscles
to change from their current state back to the rest position
is called offset time.
So a single expression (in the sense of ”muscular configuration”) can assume different expressivity depending on
the manner it appears (onset), the time it remains on the
face (called the apex time) and finally the speed it disappears (offset). We have chosen this specification to represent the temporal characteristics of facial expressions
[22]. One example of this representation is shown in Figure 1. The time is on the x axis while on the y axis there is
the intensity of the expression; where 0 means ”muscles
in rest position” and 1 represents ”muscles in final position”.

Figure 1: Temporal course of a facial expression.

Although these three parameters are extremely important
in delivering expressivity of an expression, few studies
assigning values to them exist; but vision systems could
be used to extract them [12, 28].
It has been shown that, for example, expressions of sadness usually disappear slowly from the face. Thus, they
have a long offset time [9]. On the other hand, expressions of joy appear very rapidly; this is characterized by a
short onset time. Sometimes expressions may also differ
in duration (apex time). Finally, fake expressions generally appear either too late or too early (e.g., polite smile
versus real happiness smile); thqt is the value of delay
varies.

Our work is somewhat related to facEMOTE but we
do not modified directly the animation stream; rather we
create a new FAP stream to animate our 3D agent from an
input text where tags specifying communicative functions
are embedded [24, 6]. Our approach differs from other
ones as we have added qualifiers parameters to simulate
expressivity in facial expressions as well as in lip movements. Moreover we drive our computational model of
emotional lip shapes from real data [17].

4. Intensity of facial expressions

3. Temporal characteristics of facial
expressions

Facial movements corresponding to an expression can be
produced with different intensity. An eyebrow can raise
a little or a lot. A mild happiness will produce a small
smile, while a great happiness will be shown by a large
smile. Besides, P. Ekman found that if the emotion is
felt very lightly, not every facial movement corresponding to the emotion will be visibly displayed; in the sense
that changes expressed in the face may not be perceiv-

A facial expression is not only identified by a configuration of facial muscles but is also important how this configuration will be temporally activated.
For example we can consider, starting from an initial neutral state, the time (or, identically, the speed) needed for
the facial muscles to contract and reach the final state cor-
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able [10]. For example, in the case of mild fear like apprehension, only slight expression around the mouth may
be shown; while for extreme fear both areas, the muscles
around the eyes and the mouth, are very tense [9].
Thus, the intensity of an emotion controls not only the
amount of movements (strong or light) but also the appearance of some movements.

default delay value is 0% (that is there is “no delay”); this corresponds to the previous version of
APML.
Duration : specifies the total duration of an expression.
It is specified as a percentage of the default expression duration. The Greta engine will set the duration of an expression (the apex of an expression) to
last for this new value. The default value is 100%
(that is “normal duration”); this corresponds to the
previous version of APML.

5. Giving expressivity to facial expressions
Until now we have been concentrating in elaborating
computational models that define the most appropriate
non verbal behaviors from an input text. The nonverbal behaviors as specified within APML correspond to
frozen facial expressions; a facial expression is linked
to an intensity; its temporal course is given by the XML
span... Aiming at adding life characteristics to the agent,
we have realized some modifications to the APML language in order to allow the Greta agent to communicate
a wider variety of facial expressions of emotion as well
as to allow for a more flexible definition of facial expressions and their corresponding parameters. Expressivity
may be expressed differently depending on the considered modality: a face has different variables (timing variations, muscular intensity, as we have seen in sections 3
and 4) compared to gaze (length of mutual gaze, ratio of
gaze aversion and looking at, ...). These modifications refer mainly to facial expressions timings as well as to their
intensity.
An APML tag defines the meaning of a given communicative act [23]; the Greta engine looks up in a library
of expression to instantiate this meaning into the corresponding facial expression. A facial expression has 3
temporal parameters as defined in Section 3: onset, offset
and apex. In the previous version of the Greta engine, the
value of the onset and of the offset were set as constants.
An expression was set to start at the beginning of the tag
and to finish at its end. That is the apex of an expression
was set to be the total time length of a tag (computed as
the duration of the speech embedded in the tag; this duration being provided by the speech synthesizer) minus the
onset and offset times. APML provides a scheme to specify the mapping between meaning and signals for a given
communicative act. We have extended APML to allow
one to alter the expressivity of a communicative act. We
have introduced a new set of 5 attributes that act both on
expressions timings and intensities.
For each APML tag it is possible to specify one or more
of the following attributes:

Onset : specifies a value for the onset. This value is
given as a number of animation frames that the engine have to use to render the “onset” phase of an
expression. The default value is 0 and this tells
to the engine to set the onset value to constant as
defined in the previous version of APML and explained before.
Offset : specifies a value for the offset. This value is
given as a number of animation frames that the engine have to use to render the “offset” phase of an
expression. The default value is 0 and this tells
to the engine to set the onset value to constant as
defined in the previous version of APML and explained before.
Intensity : corresponds to a factor that multiplies the
quantity of movement of each FAP involved in the
facial expression. Until now the corresponding facial expression to a meaning for a given communicative act was explicitly defined. It was not possible to modify on the fly such a mapping. In order
to have a facial expression with lower or greater
intensity, one had to create a new entry in the library of expressions. This was quite cumbersome.
To remedy this lack of flexibility, we introduce an
intensity factor that can modify automatically any
defined expression. Our facial model is MPEG-4
compliant [7]. An expression is defined by a set
of FAPs (Facial Animation Parameter). The variation of their intensity corresponds to the modification of the value of each FAP. The default intensity
value is 1 meaning that values of the FAPs defining
an expression in the library of expressions are not
changed.
Let us consider the following example:
<theme belief-relation="gen-spec"
affect="anger">
some text </theme>

Delay : specifies the percentage of delay before an expression arises; it forces the Greta engine to delay
the start of an expression for a certain time. This
time is specified by a percentage of the total default animation time (that is the time of the speech
embedded in the XML tag). If not specified, the

The timings of the expression as evaluated in the tag
are given in the Figure 2.
Let us consider now the same example with the introduction of the new tags. For example we may have:
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(a) intensity=1

(b) intensity=1.5

Figure 2: Temporal course of a facial expression.
Figure 4: Anger expression: in figure (b) the frown is
more intense, the lips are more tense and the teeth are
clenched.

<theme belief-relation="gen-spec"
affect="anger" delay="40%"
duration="40%" onset="4"
offset="4" intensity="1.5" >
some text </theme>
The type of expression evaluated in the tag remains
unchanged; what change are the temporal and intensity
parameters of the expression. Figure 3 illustrates these
changes. Figure 4 shows the resulting expressions as they
can be seen on the agent’s face.

(a) intensity=1

(b) intensity=1.5

Figure 5: Joy expression: in figure (b) the cheeks are
more raised, the lips are more widely open and the smile
is larger.

curves from the real speech data represent the variation
over time of the 7 phonetically and phonologically relevant parameters that define lip shapes: upper lip height
(ULH), lower lip height (LLH), lip width (LW), upper
lip protrusion (UP), lower lip protrusion (LP), jaw (JAW)
and lip corners (LC). On such curves we have selected the
maximum or the minimum (target point) to characterize
each viseme. To get a good representation of the characteristics of a vowel and of the breadth of its original curve,
we choose two more points; one between the onset of the
phoneme and its target and the other between its target
and the offset of the phoneme. Instead, consonants are
well represented considering just the target point. Since
consonants, and at a slightest degree the vowels, are influenced by the context, we collect their targets from every ’V CV contexts (for instance, for the consonant /m/,
the targets points are extracted from the contexts /0 ama/,
/0 eme/, /0 imi/, /0 omo/ and /0 umu/).
Targets data of vowels and consonants have been
stored in a database. Besides targets values, other infor-

Figure 3: Temporal course of a facial expression when
taking into account the new modifiers of APML.
Another example of how intensity can modify the appearance of an expression is given in Figure 5, in which
an expression of joy is computed with an intensity of 1 in
the first image and an intensity of 1.5 in the second.

6. Computational lip model
Our lip model is based on captured data of triphones of
the type 0 V CV where the first vowel is stressed whereas
the second is unstressed. The data has been collected with
the optical-electronic system ELITE that applies passive
markers on the speaker’s face [17]. The data covers not
only several vowels and consonants for the neutral expression but also different emotions, namely joy, anger,
sadness, surprise, disgust and fear [17]. The original
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mation have been collected like the vowel or the consonant that defines the surrounding context, the duration of
the phoneme and the time of the targets in this interval. A
similar database for each of the six fundamental emotions
and for the neutral expression have been created.

from zero. Obviously the seven emotions have all 1 in
the row corresponding to the emotion itself.
Let us consider the consonant /b/ in the triphone
/0 aba/ uttered with the emotion ‘mild-joy’. The matrix
of this emotion is shown in Table 1.
Now, let Na ba be the target of the lip width parameter of
/b/ uttered in a neutral emotion and let Ja ba be the target
of the same lip parameter of /b/ uttered in the ‘joy’ emotion. The new value of this target M Ja ba in the mild-joy
emotion will be:

6.1. Lip shape algorithm
We have developed an algorithm that determines for each
viseme the appropriate values of the 7 labial parameters
by applying coarticulation and correlation rules in order
to consider the vocalic and the consonantal contexts as
well as muscular phenomena such as lip compression and
lip stretching [2].
Our system works as follow. It takes as input a text
(tagged with APML) an agent should say. The text file is
decomposed by Festival [26] into a list of phonemes with
their duration. The first step of our algorithm consists in
defining fundamental values, called target points, for every parameter of each viseme associated with the vowels
and consonants that appear in this phoneme list. A target point corresponds to the target position the lips would
assume at the apex of the viseme (which may not always
correspond to the apex of the phoneme production [17]).
These targets have been collected analyzing the real data
described above and are stored in a database, one for each
emotion.
Afterwards, the algorithm modifies the targets according to the emotion in which the phonemes are uttered, to the coarticulation and correlation rules and to
the speech rate.
Finally, the lip animation is computed on those targets.

Neutral
Joy
Surprise
Fear
Anger
Disgust
Sadness

ULH
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

LLH
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

JAW
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

LW
0.2
0.8
0
0
0
0
0

UP
0.1
0.9
0
0
0
0
0

LP
0.1
0.9
0
0
0
0
0

M Ja ba = 0.2 ∗ Na ba + 0.8 ∗ Ja ba
As consequences, the lip width will be less wide in
the ‘mild-joy’ emotion than in the ‘joy’ emotion.

7.1. Expressivity qualifiers
We have also defined two qualifiers to modulate the expressivity of a lip movement. The first one, Tension Degree, can be Strong, Normal and Light. It allows one to
set different intensities of muscular strain. Such a tension
may appear for the expressions of emotions like fear and
anger. Such a tension can also appear, for example, when
a bilabial consonant (as /b/) is uttered and lips compress
against each other, or when labial width increases and lips
stretch them getting thinner. The second qualifier, Articulation Degree, can take the values Hyper, Medium and
Hypo. During hypo articulation, it may happen that lip
targets may not reach their apex.
LOGISTIC FUNCTION
CR
0.2
0.8
0
0
0
0
0

Table 1: Matrix of the emotion Mild-Joy.
(a) Anticipatory coarticulation.

7. Emotion model
We describe each emotion through a 7x7 matrix. The
rows correspond to the seven recorded emotions, whereas
the columns are the lip parameters. A value in the matrix
represents the percentage of dependence that the corresponding lip parameter has on the corresponding emotion. Therefore, the value of the targets for each labial
parameter will be an interpolation among the targets in
the emotions that have a value on the column different

(b) Carry-Over coarticulation.

Figure 6: Logistic Function - Strong Degree of influence.

8. Coarticulation and correlation rules
Once all the necessary visemes have been loaded from
the database and modified according to the emotions and
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the expressiveness qualifiers, coarticulation and correlation rules are applied. In fact, to be able to represent
visemes associated to vowels and consonants, we need
to consider the context surrounding them [2]. Firstly, let
us consider consonants. Since vowels are linked by a hierarchical relation for their degree of influence over consonants (u > o > i > e > a) [18, 27], we first determine
which vowels will affect the consonants in V1 C1 . . . Cn V2
sequence and which labial parameters will be modified
by such an influence. Vowels act mainly over those
lip parameters that characterize them. The new targets
of the consonants for each lip parameter are computed
through a linear interpolation between the consonantal
targets V1 Ci V1 in the context deriving from the vowel V1
and the consonantal targets V2 Ci V2 in the context of the
vowel V2 :
V1 Ci V2 =

For example, let us consider the sequence /’ostra/
taken from the Italian word ’mostra’ (’exhibition’) and
the lip parameter UP. To obtain the curve representing the
upper protrusion, the consonantal targets of /s/, /t/ and /r/
in the context oCa must be calculated. The vowel /’o/
exerts a strong influence over the following three consonants and the algorithm chooses the steepest influence
function. Figure 7(a) shows how the logistic function is
applied to define the interpolation coefficients and Figure
7(b) shows how the targets are modified through equation
(1).
Once all the necessary visemes have been calculated,
correlation rules are applied modifying the value of the
targets to simulate muscular tension. For example, when
a bilabial consonant (as /b/) is uttered, lip compression
must appear. Thus when a strong lip closing occurs the
FAPs on the external boundary of the lips must be further
lowered down.
Vocalic targets are modified in a very similar way, according to the consonantal context in which appear. Consonants are grouped on the base of which labial parameters they influence. For example, /b/, /m/ and /p/ will
affect vowels on ULH and LLH parameters.
Finally, lip movement over time is obtained interpolating the computed visemes through Hermite Interpolation.

k∗V1 Ci V1 +(1 − k)∗V2 Ci V2 (1)

The interpolation coefficient k is determined through
a mathematical function, called logistic function, whose
analytic equation is:

f (t) =

a
1+e−bt

+c

This function represents the influence of a vowel over
adjacent consonants, on the labial parameters that characterize it, and allows one to obtain carry-over coarticulation and anticipatory coarticulation (see Figure 7.1). The
constants a and c force the function to be defined between
0 and 1 both on the abscissa and on the ordinate simplifying the computation. The constant b defines the slope
of the curve that represents different degrees of influence.
Time t=0 corresponds to the occurrence of V1 , and time
t=1 corresponds to V2 . The consonants Ci are placed on
the abscissa depending on their temporal normalized distance from the vowels.

8.1. Speech rate
Speech rate strongly influences labial animation. At a fast
speech rate, lip movement amplitude is reduced while at
a slow rate it is well pronounced (lip height is wider when
an open vowel occurs or lip compression is stronger when
a bilabial consonant is uttered).
To simulate this effect, at a fast speech rate the value
of targets points is diminished to be closer to the rest position; while at a slow speech rate, lips fully reach their
targets.

INF E MOSTRA

9. Evaluation tests

(a) influence of /’o/ on /s/,
/t/ and /r/.

(b) Alteration of UP targets for the
Italian word /mostra/.

Figure 7: Coarticulation effects on consonants.
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As evaluation tests, we compare the original curves with
those computed by our algorithm. As first example let us
consider the triphone /’aba/ uttered either in joy and in
neutral expression. Figure 8 shows the curves that represent Lip Opening. We have differentiated the movement
of the lower lip from the movement of the upper lip (to
get a finer movement description). So the Lip Opening
curves are obtained as a sum of ULH and LLH curves.
The generated curves are shown in Figure 8(a) whereas
the original ones in Figure 8(b). In both figures the red
dotted line represents the lip movement in joy emotion,
while the blue solid line describes the lip opening in neutral expression. As one can see the joy emotion causes a
reduction of the lip opening (8(b)). The same behavior is
also shown in generated curves (see Figure 8(a)).

MAMMA

The second example is quite similar to the first one
but the word uttered is /mamma/ and the emotions considered are disgust and neutral. Lip Opening curves are
shown in Figure 9. The red dotted line represents the lip
movement in disgust emotion and the blue solid one is the
lip opening in neutral expression. Figure 9(a) shows the
computed curves whereas Figure 9(b) the original ones.
Like joy, disgust emotion causes a diminution of lip opening. Both, the original and the computed curves display
the same behavior.
In both examples, phonemes segmentation is identified by vertical lines.
For the generated curves, times are given by Festival,
while for the original ones times come from the analysis of real speech. Moreover the generated curves always
start at the neutral position. This is not necessarily true in
the original data. Those differences can make the calculated curves slightly different from the original ones.

(a) Generated curves.

(b) Original curves.

Figure 9: Lip Opening for the Italian word /mamma/ for
the disgust and neutral expression.
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Abstract
In this paper we describe a technique for animating visual speech by concatenating small fragments of speech
movements. The technique is analogous to the most effective audio synthesis techniques which form utterances
by blending small fragments of speech waveforms. Motion and audio data is initially captured to cover the
target synthesis domain; this data is subsequently phonetically labelled and segmented to provide basis units
for synthesis. Sentence, word and syllable level units are used by the system to synthesize novel speech
utterances. The final synthesized utterances consist of the motion of points on the surface of the skin, these
trajectories are retargetted and interpolated across the surface of a target mesh for animation.

1

Introduction

motion-captured data. This idea is the analogue of the
concatenative techniques used commonly in audio speech
synthesis, allowing us to conceptually unify the models
which deal with the audio and the visual streams. It is
our assertion that speech animation in this manner is more
natural and realistic than current popular techniques based
upon the interpolation of visual phonemes.

Audio and visual stimuli are both involved in speech communication as a part of natural discourse. Not only does
this involve emotional information, such as smiling or
scowling, but also the movement of the lips, which is an
important cue with regards the disambiguation of meaning. What we see and hear during speech gives complimentary information, which is backed up by perceptual
studies that report as much as a +15dB improvement in
signal-to-noise ratio [Sumby and Pollack (1954)] and a
corresponding increase in the intelligibility of speech with
visual information. This, along with interest in talking
heads as a part of a more natural human-computer interface, has provoked a great deal of interest in synthesizing
visual speech.
Visual speech synthesis is a sub-field within general
modelling and animation of facial expression. In this context expression is the grouping of gestural (e.g. conversational signals), emotional (e.g. scowling) and physical
(e.g. blinking) actions required to communicate between
individuals. Speech is inherently a physical process of
shaping the vocal tract such that a meaningful sequence
of sounds is created, according to the words and grammar
of a particular language. This is particularly important because the physical relationship between the visual and audio modalities necessitates that facial movements we observe are ’correct’; where this is not the case perceptual
difficulties may arise [McGurk and MacDonald (1976)]
or at least there will be an impediment to the realism of
the animation.
In this paper we discuss the synthesis of visual speech
by concatenating short fragments from a library of

2

Background

Much research into facial animation considers the difficulties in modelling static facial expression [Parke (1974);
Waters (1987); Lee et al. (1995)]. Here we review the
more specialized field of speech animation, for a detailed
overview of the entire field see [Parke and Waters (1996)].
For a detailed discussion of visual speech synthesis and
relating perceptual issues see [Massaro (1998)].
The animation of visible speech movements has lagged
behind the corresponding techniques in audio speech synthesis. Much research in the topic of speech animation relies upon the simple interpolation between elementary speech units, often referred to as visual-phonemes
or visemes. The problem in animating speech lies in the
synchronicity of the visual movements with the audio and
the naturalness of those movements. The naturalness of
speech movements are judged against the experiences of
the audience in real life, making the task much more difficult to solve than many areas in the field of animation.
One of the major difficulties in animating speech is
the physical phenomenon called coarticulation [Öhman
(1967); Löfqvist (1990)]. This term refers to the obscuration of boundaries between neighbouring atomic visual
units. Whilst we may correctly be able to identify the lip
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shapes for each of the distinguishable sounds in a word,
it is quite possible that none of these ideal targets will be
met in natural discourse. Some of the targets are more important than others, and will be met to a greater or lesser
extent accordingly. Furthermore, the degree to which
each unit is met is coloured by its context, for example
the articulation of the final /t/ in ’boot’ versus ’beet’. With
this knowledge the most naı̈ve methods to animate speech
by direct interpolation of visemes are incorrect, and can
result in visually disturbing movements.
Visible speech animation as a field focusses upon the
recreation of coarticulation phenomena, and to this end
several methods have been attempted: direct coarticulation modelling; mapping audio to visual parameters; and
concatenation of visual units. The direct coarticulation
models attempt to impose coarticulation upon the interpolation of atomic visual units. The second group of methods attempt to determine a direct relationship between audio and visual signals and exploit this in the synthesis of
speech. Finally, concatenative methods take small chunks
of real speech movements and paste them together to create novel utterances.

Figure 1: Overview of the synthesis system.

3

Our Approach

In this paper we introduce a method for animating speech
by concatenating small segments of natural speech movements. The original speech data is in the form of motion
captured sentences, segmented into units of varying sizes
according to phonetic structure (e.g. phones, syllables,
sentences, words etc.). By using a combination of natural
motion fragments good quality speech animation can be
achieved, without the necessity for complicated models
of speech coarticulation.
Small fragments of speech are used to animate visual speech movements using a combination of motion
warping, resampling and blending. Initially the fragments are warped such that they are phonetically aligned
with the target utterance. Having stretched/squashed the
fragments, each must be resampled to allow a consistent
frame-rate throughout the animation. Finally, overlapping
regions in the speech fragments are blended to provide
smooth transitions.
Motion data is captured using a commercial Vicon mocap system. High-speed cameras, operating at 120Hz,
capture the movement of markers placed on an actors
face. The resulting data is a sparse sampling of the surface
motion of the skin during speech production.
In order to animate a high resolution model of the skin
from the motion of a few sparsely sampled points an intermediate deformer surface is used to map the motion to individual vertices. This controlling structure is composed
of a set of Bézier triangles spanning the motion captured
points. The deformation technique provides smooth natural animation of a face mesh, even when only provided
with a sparse sampling of the original facial motion.
The process can be summarised into the following
stages:

The most commonly used method for animating visual
speech is to use dominance functions to represent the temporal extent of each atomic speech unit. This method,
first proposed by Cohen and Massaro [Cohen and Massaro (1993)], has become the de facto standard for modelling coarticulation [Goff and Benoı̂t (1996); King et al.
(2000); Revéret et al. (2000); Albrecht et al. (2002)]. Unfortunately, such systems require a high degree of tuning
to create visually correct speech movement. For example
in [Cohen and Massaro (1993)] they require three parameters per function/parameter pair plus a global parameter
controlling the shape of the dominance functions. Hidden
Markov Models (HMMs) have been proposed [Brooke
and Scott (1998),Brand (1999)] as a method for mapping
between audio and visual parameters and thus to drive the
animation directly from the audio with no intermediate
annotation of the speech. Also, highly complex models
of the skin/muscle structure have been used in an inversedynamics approach to speech animation [Pitermann and
Munhall (2001)].
This paper describes a method for generating novel utterances using combinations of smaller speech fragments.
The method is directly analogous to the most commonly
used, and natural, audio synthesis methods which work
by blending speech waveforms. Because the basis units
come from real speech, coarticulation is implicitly catered
for within each unit. The challenges lie in correctly selecting and blending the units together to produce the
appropriate visual movements in synchrony with the audio. Examples of concatenative visual synthesis include
Video-Rewrite [Bregler et al. (1997)] which blends triphone video sequences, and more recent work by Kshirsagar [Kshirsagar and Magnenat-Thalmann (2003)] on
using visual-syllables (visyllables) for synthesis.

• Data Capture - A corpus of natural human speech
motion (visual component) and sounds (audio component) is captured.
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unit selection, temporal alignment, and blending to generate the final motion. Both audio and visual synthesis
components hold databases of speech data, synchronously
captured from the same actor so that the synthesized motions will be correct for the synthesized audio. As input to
the system raw text is taken from the user, this is phonetically annotated to act as input to the process. The same
input is used for both audio and visual synthesis, however,
each system is fundamentally independant and there is no
assertion that the corresponding units will be used in both
modalities.

4

Data Description

The data used in this paper consists of motion data from a
commercial Vicon capture system. High speed cameras,
operating at 120Hz, capture the movement of 66 markers
on the surface of an actors face plus 7 more on a head
mounted jig to capture rigid motion. Audio data was captured simultaneously and has been synchronized with the
motion data. Figure 2 shows several frames from the captured data alongside captured motion parameters and audio.
Fifty-five sentences were captured from a limited domain time corpus, the sentences take the following form:
Figure 2: Example frames, motion trajectories and waveform from the captured database.
• Preprocessing - Rigid motion (e.g. head motion)
and noise is removed from the motion-captured data.
• Unit Generation - Motion data is split into fragments representing the visual aspects of sentences,
words and diphones (phone-to-phone transitions).
• Motion Synthesis - Combinations of motion fragments are used to generate visual information for
novel speech utterances.
• Retargetting - Synthesized motions are transformed
into the space of the target mesh according to the
algorithms described in [Sánchez et al. (2003)]. This
allows the captured motion data to be used in the
animation of meshes which vary in both shape and
scale from the original actor.

prompt
time-info
prolog
exactness

:=
:=
:=
:=

minutes

:=

hours
day-info

:=
:=

{prolog} / {time-info} / {day-info}.
{exactness} {minutes} {hours}
’the time is now’
’exactly’ or ’just after’ or
’a little after’ or ’almost’
’five past’ or ’ten past’ or
’quarter past’ or ’twenty past’ or
’twenty-five past’ or ’half past’ or
’twenty-five to’ or ’twenty to’ or
’quarter to’ or ’ten to’ or ’five to’
’one’ or ’two’ or . . . or ’twelve’
’in the morning’ or ’afternoon’ or
’am’ or ’pm’

This corpus can be used to generate simple time
sentences such as:
’the time is now / exactly one / in the afternoon.’
or ’the time is now / quarter to ten / in the morning.’

• Animation - Synchronized animation is produced
using the BIDs (Bézier triangle Induced Deformations) [Edge et al. (2004)] technique to animate the
visual component.

The data is specific to the time domain, and thus the
implemented system presented in this paper is limited in
generality. However, the techniques described are equally
applicable to larger corpora or general synthesis using,
for example, diphones as the lowest level speech unit. A
simple corpus has been used to demonstrate the general
technique and to ensure consistency in the dataset.
The captured motions require some processing in order to both remove noise and reconstruct missing data.
Kalman filtering is used to remove noise from the data,

The implemented system performs Text-to-AudioVisual-Speech (TTAVS) synthesis; an overview of the
system structure is shown in Figure 1. Synthesis is split
directly into separate audio and visual components: Festival [Black et al. (1999)] is used to synthesize the audio;
visual synthesis is the focus of this paper and consists of
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• Blending - Having aligned and resampled the motions, overlapping sections are blended to achieve a
consistent trajectory over the synthesized utterance.

whilst resampling of the DCT is used to reconstruct the
missing data segments, typically caused by marker occlusion. The rigid head motion is also removed at this
stage using a combination of the estimate from the head
mounted jig and a least-squares approach. This last step
has the added benefit that the motion samples are initially
spatially aligned enabling simpler concatenation during
synthesis.

• Retargetting and Animation - A target face model
is animated from the synthesized speech movements
using the techniques in Section 6.
5.1.1

5

The technique for unit selection used is dependent upon
the underlying speech units. In this case units of varying
duration are available, and thus a method must be defined
to select the most appropriate selection to synthesize a target utterance. As input to the process the phonetic labels
and timing of the target utterance are required, which can
be directly recovered from the audio synthesis procedure
(in this case the Festival synthesis system [Black et al.
(1999)]). Pseudocode for the basic algorithm is shown
below.

Speech Synthesis

The vast majority of techniques for the synthesis of visual speech movement rely upon the interpolation of a set
of atomic phonetic units. The more successful paradigm,
certainly in the case of audio synthesis, relies upon the
concatenation of natural segments of speech. The analogous methods in the visual domain are becoming more
popular [Bregler et al. (1997); Kshirsagar and MagnenatThalmann (2003)]. In this paper fragments of visual
speech are concatenated to provide speech animation.

5.1

Unit Selection

Fragment Selection Algorithm
Input: List of phones
Output: List of f ragments

Visual Speech Fragments

f rags ← []
i←1
j ← numP hones
while i < numP hones do
while not FIND-UNIT(phones, i, j) do
j ←j−1
end while
APPEND-UNIT(f rags, phones, i, j)
i←j
j ← numP hones
end while

As previously mentioned animating speech from small
motion fragments provides the advantage that coarticulation need not be modelled, and the naturalness of the
movements is implicit. However, there are also problems
with this data-driven approach. Primarily, a database covering the entirity of the target domain must be captured.
This impinges upon the size of fragments captured, for
example if diphone (phone-to-phone) transitions are used
there will be approximately 1500 units for British English. Larger units, such as syllables and words, will require an even greater (possibly unmanagable) database for
synthesis. This choice of synthesis unit is a matter of balance, as it is also the case that larger fragments produce
more natural animation.
Here, for the purposes of demonstration, sentences
from the time domain are used. From these sentences
diphone, syllable, word, and sentence fragments are extracted for synthesis. Together these fragments can be
used to resynthesize any sentence from the time domain
described in Section 4. In order to construct novel utterances from these fragments the following stages must be
conducted:

In this code FIND-UNIT is a subprocedure which
searches for a speech fragment which spans several
phones in the target utterance, e.g. the closed sequence
[’c’,’a’,’t’]. APPEND-UNIT appends the found unit to
the output list of fragments. Primarily this algorithm
chooses fragments of longer duration, which is beneficial
to the naturalness of the output speech. However, disambiguation is required where more than one speech fragment is available within the database for a given sequence.
In this case, the factors which are taken into account when
selecting units are: similarity in the phonetic timing to the
target utterance, and similarity of context. Each of these
conditions biases towards using fragments as similar as
possible to the target utterance, and thus the synthesized
trajectories should maintain the naturalness in movement
of the captured data.

• Unit Selection - Appropriate units must be selected
from the database to generate the utterance.
• Phonetic Alignment - Each of the selected units
must be phonetically aligned such that the movements appear in synchrony with the speech.

5.1.2

• Resampling - As a consequence of alignment
speech fragments must be resampled to a consistent
frame-rate for animation.

Alignment and Resampling of Speech Fragments

Given an appropriate selection of units, the next stage is
to adapt these fragments so that in combination they can
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be used to synthesize the target utterance. Essentially, this
requires that the units are temporally aligned with the target utterance. Each speech fragment, whether it be diphone or a sentence, has a phonetic labelling, and must
be variously stretched/squashed so that the labels are correctly aligned with the phonetic structure of the synthesized audio.
Simply, this can be achieved by evenly distributing motion samples between repositioned phonetic labels. However, this will lead to an uneven distribution in the sampling of the speech fragments, which will give an inconsistent frame-rate for animation. For this reason, having
adapted the fragments so that they are aligned with the
target utterance, the fragments must be further resampled
to achieve a consistent frame-rate before blending.
This is the scattered-data interpolation problem, i.e.
given a scattered sampling of data form a continuous
curve/surface passing through the points. Many methods,
such as B-spline interpolation, could be used to resample
the data, here radial-basis functions (RBFs) are used.
The RBF method forms an interpolant as a linear combination of basis functions (1).
f (x) = pm (x) +

n
X

αi φ(|x − ci |)

Figure 3: Example weighting functions.

θblend (t) = g(u)θ0 (t) + (1 − g(u))θ1 (t)

where u =



In (2), g(u) is a weighting function (see fig. 3) which
returns a value in the interval [0, 1]. The weighting function facilitates the blend and ensures a smooth transition
between the fragments, which are represented here as
functions of time (θx (t)). The speed of decay in g will
determine how fast the second fragment is faded in.
The use of blending relies upon the alignment of the
motion fragments which is ensured in a preprocessing
stage along with the removal of extraneous noise in the
signals. The size of the overlapping regions depends
upon the frame-rate of the fragments themselves, however, they should always be a fraction of the smallest
phone-to-phone interval to prevent large fragments dominating over the target utterance. In practice, for animation
frame-rates of 30 fps, there will never be more than a
couple of frames overlap at each join, and for this reason high speed capture is advantageous as it allows larger
blend intervals.

(1)

i=1

In (1) the interpolated point, f (x), is a linear combination of n basis functions, φ(x), and a polynomial term,
pm (x). Each basis function is termed radial because its
scalar value depends only upon the distance from its centre, ci . The basis function used here is the inverse multiquadric, which has the advantage of being continuous in
all derivatives, i.e. C ∞ . The key step in using this form
of interpolation is to determine the weights, αi , which ensure that all of the basis centres are exactly interpolated.
The weights can simply be determined by placing the basis centres back into (1), and solving the resulting system
of linear equations. For a more thorough discussion of
RBF interpolation refer to [Ruprecht and Muller (1995)].
To use RBFs for the purposes of resampling motion
fragments, a basis centre is placed at each sampled point,
ensuring that the interpolating curve will exactly fit the
known data. The interpolated motions are in fact a mapping from the time-domain onto the spatial domain, and
thus to finally resample the data requires only querying
the interpolated motion at uniform temporal intervals.
5.1.3

t − t0
t1 − t0

(2)

6

Retargetting and Animation

The result of synthesis by the techniques described in this
paper leads to motion trajectories for a sparse sampling
of points on the source actors face. This data is limited
without further processing both to retarget the motions to
a particular target mesh and to embed the motion in that
mesh by interpolating the motion of points across its surface.
In order to retarget the motion to a target mesh we
use the method described in [Sánchez et al. (2003)]. Because a mesh may vary in shape, scale and orientation this
method consists of a volume warping method which provides a continuous mapping from the space of the original
motion captured data to the space of the target mesh, i.e.
f : R3 → R3 .

Blending Motions

The final stage of synthesis, given appropriate aligned
speech fragments from the previous stages, is to blend the
fragments such that continuous motion is exhibited in the
resulting animation. This involves only the overlapping
regions of motions at the joints, a small degree of context
is required in the fragments to facilitate this. Within the
overlapping section, t ∈ [t0 , t1 ], a weighted blend of the
two motion fragments to be concatenated is used (2).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: Face control structure: (a) motion-captured points; (b) triangulated Bézier control surface; (c) modelled facial
expressions.
the target mesh will deform accordingly, maintaining its
geometric relationship with the deformer. Figure 4 (c)
shows example modelled facial expressions created using
this technique.
Further constraints can be placed upon the attachment
process to maintain discontinuities in the target mesh.
This consists of thresholding the maximum angle allowed
between the surface normals of the vertex and its image
in the parametric domain of the closest Bézier element.
Such constraints assert a similarity condition for the attachment of the target to the deformer. This is particularly
important in controlling the movement of the lips which
must be able to move entirely independently. Also, this
technique does not require any form of explicit masking
[Sánchez et al. (2003)] or other manual labour to be applied to an entirely different mesh.
The deformation technique is used to interpolate the
movement of motion-captured points across the surface
of a target mesh. Because the deformer surface approximates the mesh we achieve realistic and physically plausible movement from only a sparse sampling of an actors
face. A more detailed description of the Bézier Induced
Deformations (BIDs) technique can be found in [Edge
et al. (2004)].

The mapping is determined using RBFs, described earlier in Section 5.1.2, to define a mapping between a
neutral facial pose in the source motion and the target
mesh. By reapplication of the warping function subsequent frames in the motion can be retargetted relative to
the neutral pose. The fundamental technique is relatively
simple, however, its application requires several technical
issues to be addressed. For a full discussion of the retargetting task for facial animation and details of the technique in particular refer to the original paper [Sánchez
et al. (2003)].
The result of the retargetting process is a sparselysampled motion embedded in a target mesh. Given that
the mesh itself is often far more densely sampled than the
motion it is important to interpolate the motion across the
surface in a manner that preserves both the motion itself,
and the characteristic geometric structure of the mesh (for
example, the discontinuity between the lips).
In the system a surface oriented free-form deformation
technique is used for this purpose. Free-form deformation
tools provide control over high resolution meshes using
a small number of controlling structures, usually lattices
of control points [Sederberg and Parry (1986); Coquillart
(1990); Singh and Fiume (1998)]. Here a deformer surface is defined as a triangulation of the motion captured
points (fig. 4 (a) and (b)). This controlling structure is a
Bézier triangle surface with continuity conditions at patch
boundaries. Vertices in the target mesh are parameterized
according to the parametric coordinates, [uV , vV ], of their
projected image on the closest controller element (Bézier
triangle), along with a normal offset, dV , from the surface
(3).
Vdef = Bi (uV , vV ) + dV ni (uV , vV )

7

Results

Several frames and motion trajectories from an example
animation are shown in Figure 5. Animations generated
by the system demonstrate physically plausible motions,
as would be expected given that the basis-units for synthesis are directly captured movements. This is particularly
evident in the movement of the skin in the cheeks which
is not often accounted for in morphable models of vocal
articulation. The skin visibly stretches and bulges as you
would expect from a physical model of the human skin,
e.g. [Lee et al. (1995)].

(3)

In (3), Bi is the parametric definition of the ith triangular Bézier patch, and ni its unitary normal map. As
control points in the deformer surface are manipulated
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The described system is only capable of deriving skin
movement, which is the only movement evident in the initial motion captured samples. In order to animate the
tongue and lower jaw either a more complex database
needs to be captured (e.g. using electropalatography to
determine tongue movement) or, as has been done here, a
backoff technique can be used. The movement of the jaw
is determined directly from the motion of captured points
on the skin covering the jaw using. The tongue uses a
simple morph-based model which is adequate given that
it is often occluded both by the teeth and the lips.
All animation techniques described in this paper can be
implemented in real-time on current PC hardware. The
synthesis of individual phrases is also not particularly
computationally intensive, however, the processing time
will necesarily depend upon the length of the target utterance and the number of motion fragments required. Preprocessing and data preparation tasks can be labour intensive (for example, phonetically labelling the captured
audio), but only need to be performed once per database.

8

units with given boundary conditions, i.e. similarity in the
overlapping blend period.
The disadvantages to using motion capture for these
purposes lies in the size of databases required to perform
general synthesis (as opposed to limited-domain, e.g. rail
announcements or time - as in this paper). Larger motion units will lead to an increase in the quality of synthesized speech, however, it also leads to larger-scale initial
data capture. For example, using triphones as the lowest
level speech unit will require approximately 1500 units
in British English. Capturing this amount of audio-visual
data is highly complex, particularly with regards to maintaining consistency in the database. In order to tackle
these problems we use multiple scale units (phones, syllables, words etc.) to allow the greatest quality synthesis for
the captured data. By the aforementioned use of retargetting techniques we are also able to capture once and use
the data multiple times, i.e. to animate several characters.
One direction for future research is the use of backoff techniques to merge concatenative techniques with
morph based models. This is analogous to the letterto-sound rules used in audio synthesis and would allow
motion-data to be used even without restricting synthesis to domain-specific problems or requiring large-scale
data capture. Currently no systems have attempted to mix
synthesis techniques in this manner, and the most commonly used coarticulation technique [Cohen and Massaro
(1993)] is inappropriate for the task because continuity
considerations at utterance boundaries are not taken into
account.
The future of visual speech synthesis lies in the use of
larger dynamic units, as has been long recognised by the
audio synthesis community. The remaining problems focus upon concurent signals such as emotional and gestural signals. This would require that algorithms are developed to blend sampled motions without destroying the
link between speech movements and audio. The authors
believe that the wealth of research in full-body motion
capture [Bruderlin and Williams (1995)] as well as recent
developments in decomposing motions [Cao et al. (2003)]
could be exploited to tackle this problem.

Conclusions

There are three key advantages to using motion fragments
in visual speech synthesis:
• Motion-captured data implicitly encapsulates dynamic coarticulation effects.
• It allows the unification of audio and visual synthesis by using the correct motions for the audio units
concatenated during synthesis.
• An improvement in the naturalness of speech movements is attained, especially in comparison to interpolation techniques such as [Cohen and Massaro (1993); Goff and Benoı̂t (1996); Albrecht et al.
(2002)].
Furthermore, due to the use of retargetting and generic
animation techniques, the implemented system is capable
of driving any reasonable facial mesh. The parameters
used are not model-specific, nor are we constrained to use
particular point-sets (e.g. MPEG-4), or mesh topologies
(e.g. [Parke (1974)]) making the system both generic and
scalable.
One improvement over the currently implemented system would be to link unit selection in the audio and visual modalities. For each motion sequence we also retain
the audio data, which is used by Festival for synthesis.
Currently there is no link between unit selection, and so
visual units may be selected which were not captured at
the same time as the selected audio units. Using Festival to select both audio and visual units may remedy this
and produce a slight benefit in audio-visual synchronicity. Furthermore, there may be some benefit in expanding upon selection criteria for visual units to bias towards
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Figure 5: Example frames and vertex trajectories from a speech animation.
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Abstract
We aim at creating not a generic Embodied Conversational Agents (ECAs) but an agent with a specific individuality. Our approach is based on different expressivities: the agent’s expressivity, the communicative of
behavioral expressivity. Contextual factors as well as factors such as culture and personality shape the expressivity of an agent. We call such factors ”influences”. Expressivity is described in terms of signals (e.g. smile,
hand gesture, look at) and their temporal course. In this paper, we are interesting in modelling the effects of
influences may have in the determination of signals. We propose a computational model of these influences
and of the agent’s expressivity. We have developed a taxonomy of signals according to their modality (i.e.
face, posture, gesture, or gaze), to their related meaning and to their correspondence to expressivity domains
(the range of expressivity than they may express). This model takes also into account the signals dynamic
instantiation, i.e. the modification of signals to alter their expressivity (without modify the corresponding
meaning).

1 Introduction

At first we propose a taxonomy of the influences types.
These influences act on what to say and when as well on
how to say it and to express it. In this paper, we concentrate on the effects of the influences on the facial, gaze,
gesture and body behaviors but we do not consider the
modification of the speech (choice of word variation of
paralinguistic values, of intonation tones). However we
assume that the input text embeds these effect. Expressivity acts not only on the selection of a non-verbal behavior to convey a meaning but also on its expressivity,
i.e. the strength of this non-verbal behavior. For example,
in order to express the surprise, the agent may raise her
eyelids, and the more the surprise is strong, the more the
eyelids are up.

We aim at creating an Embodied Conversational Agent
(ECA) that would exhibit not only a consistent behavior
with her personality and contextual environment factors
but also that would be defined as an individual and not as
a generic agent. Most of the agents that have been created
so far are very generic in their behavior type. We want to
simulate that two different agents may behave differently
in a same context and may express the same felt emotion
differently, even if they belong to the same social-cultural
sphere. Given a goal in mind, people differ in their manner of expressing themselves.
Several studies have shown the importance to consider
complex information such as cultural factors, personality, environment setting when designing an agent (Brislin (1993), H. Morton and Jack (To appear), Isbister and
Nass (Forthcoming) and Lee and Nass (1998)). These factors affect the interaction a user may have with the agent.
Personality also is an important aspect that makes people look and act very differently. Gender, age (child vs.
teenager), our social role (e.g., mother, doctor), our experience and memory intervene in the manner we interact
with others, we talk about things. These differences arise
at different levels: the formulation of our thought as well
as their expression. They have influences on the surface
generation and realization level during the dialog phase as
well as on the selection of the non-verbal behaviors and
of their expressivity (Ruttkay et al. (2003)).

We model expressive effects within our framework
based on APML, (Affective Presentation Markup Language, see DeCarolis et al. (2004)), based on a taxonomy
of communicative functions proposed by I. Poggi (see
Poggi et al. (2000)), and the ECA GRETA, showed in
figure 1 and figure 7 (see Pelachaud and Poggi (2002)),
we model their effects. From a tag that indicate only the
meaning the agent has to express and its expressivity, we
want to obtain a tag that indicate the signal to use, among
all that are stored in libraries, and the technical value allowing the system to modulate this signal, that we call the
dynamic instantiation coefficient.
In this paper, after presenting a state of art in section
2, we describe a taxonomy of influences in section 3. We
then define what we mean by expressivity in section 4 and
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state. Fuzzy logic has been used to either model the triggering of emotions due to events (El-Nasr et al. (2003))
or to map facial expressions of an emotion with a given
intensity (Bui et al. (2003)).
Emotions have also been considered during the interaction of a user with a system. Within the EU project Safira
(Höök (To appear)), a new interaction device have been
developed to interact with actors of a video game. This
device is SenToy, a teddy bear with sensors attached to its
joints (Paiva et al. (2003)). The user moves around the toy
using a set of pre-defined moves with a given expressivity. These emotional behaviors are detected. When recognized by the system they are used to drive the behavior
of one of the agents in the video game.
Several talking heads able to show emotions have been
developed. In particular, in Kshirsagar et al. (2001), the
authors have developed an agent that is able to react to
the user’s emotion detected through his facial expressions.
This reaction is based on a computational model of emotion behavior that integrates a personality model. Carmen’s Bright IDEAS (Marsella et al. (2000)) is an interactive drama where characters exhibit gestures based
on their emotional states and personality traits. Through
a feedback mechanism a gesture made by of a character may modulate her affective state. A model of coping
behaviors have been developed by Marsella and Gratch
(2003). The authors propose a model that embeds information such as the personality of the agent, his social role.
In an attempt to model cultural behavior for a talking
head, King et al. (2003) have proposed a simple model
using a table of correspondence between a given meaning
and its associated behaviors. Scott King built such a table
for each culture he considered (English and Maori). We
are aware of very few other attempts.
The role of social context in an agent’s behavior have
been considered. DeCarolis et al. (2001) propose a model
that decides whether an agent will display or not her emotion depending on several contextual and personality factors. Prendinger et al. (2002) integrate contextual variables, such as social distance, social power and thread, in
their computation of the verbal and non-verbal behavior
of an agent. They propose a statistical model to compute
the intensity of each behavior. Rist and Schmitt (2003)
modelled how social relationship and attitudes toward
others affect the dynamism of an interaction between several agents.
To control the behavior of ECAs, several representation languages has been developed. Theses languages
specify the agent’s behaviors. They serve as interface
between the different modules of the architecture of an
agent system. The languages may embed various levels of abstraction: ranging from the description of the
signals (a smile, a head nod) in VHML (VHML) to semantic information (rheme/theme, iconic) in Piwek et al.
(2002), going through communicative function (performative, emotion) (DeCarolis et al. (2004)). Of particular
interest to our work is the language SCRipting Emotion-

Figure 1: Greta
the agent’s model in section 5. In section 6, we describe
our normalization tools allowing one to associate expressivity and dynamic instantiation information to signals, in
order to use the model proposed in this paper. Finally we
provide an overview of our APML translator.

2 State of the art
Agents exhibiting emotional behaviors have received
quite some interest. In Ball and Breese (2000), the authors developed a model in which the emotion an agent
is undergoing may affect her verbal and non-verbal behavior. They built a Belief Network that links emotion
with verbal and non-verbal manifestation. Fiorella de Rosis and her colleagues have developped a computational
model of emotion triggering using a dynamic Belief Network (Carofiglio et al. (in press)). Their model is able to
determinate not only which emotion is triggered after a
certain event for a given agent but also it is able to compute the variation of this emotion over time: this emotion
may increase or decrease in intensity or it may also evolve
in another emotion. The computational model uses a Belief Desire Intention (BDI) model of the agent’s mental
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contains the intrinsic influences. We consider that each
human being has a set of the conscious and unconscious
habits that are reflected in the content of her discourse and
that define her attitude and her behavior when she talks.
These habits derive, amongst others, from her personality,
her age, her sex, her nationality, her culture, her education
and her experiences (Brown and Nichols-English (1999)).
For example, some non-verbal behaviors are very culturally dependent, such as the emblems, gestures that may
be directly translated into words. This might be the case
with some iconic or metaphoric gestures that may take
their origins in the culture (the action of eating will not
be represented identically if one is used to eat with a fork
or with sticks). However, not all gestures are culturally
dependent. The type of gestures one makes while conversing might not differ over various cultures as much as
one would have thought at first. The main discrepancy is
more in the quantity of gestures made rather than on the
type of gestures itself (Cassell (2000)).

Figure 2: Expressivity Types
based Agent Minds (SCREAM). SCREAM has been designed to create emotionally and socially appropriate responses of animated agents placed in an interactive environment (Prendinger et al. (2002)).
The work that is more related to our is Ruttkay et al.
(2003). The authors aim at creating agents with style.
The authors aim at creating agents with style. They developed a very complex representation language based on
several dictionaries. Each dictionary reflects an aspect of
the style (e.g. cultural or professional characteristics or
personality). They also defines the association meaning
to signals. In this language the authors embed notions
such as culture, personality, gender but also physical information such as gesturing manner or tiredness. To create an agent with style one needs to select a set of values
(e.g. an Italian extrovert professor). The proper set of
mappings between meanings and signals is then instantiated. The authors modelled explicitly how factors such as
culture and personality affect behaviors. We distinguish
our work from them in the sense that we do not modelled
such factors, rather we modelled the different types of influences that may occur and how they may modulate an
agent’s behaviors.

The second type contains the external influences, that
refer to the environment setting, such as the light conditions, the sound intensity, the spatial layout or the function of the conversation site. These factors may affect
some speech and behavior characteristics. For instance,
in a crowed room, some wide gestures are simply impossible. Likewise, in a noisy room, a person has to increase
the volume of her voice due to pragmatic considerations.
She will also be inclined to amplify her gestures. In the
opposite, in a religious building or in a museum, a person ought to remain quiet and move silently due to social considerations. Another factor of influences is how
the agent is placed in the environment; a person sitting in
an armchair will not gesticulate as a person standing in a
hallway.
The third type contains the mental and emotional influences. The mental state of the agent affects greatly
the way the agent will behave: it modifies the prosody
of speech, the amplitude of a facial expression, the movement tempo. A person does not talk and does not behave
the same way whether she is angry or not. Her relationships with her interlocutor modulate also her behavior:
she does not behave in the same way with a friend, and
unknown person, an employee, a child or a doctor (DeCarolis et al. (2002)). The agent’s mental state evolves
all along the conversation. Her emotion varies through
time, her goals and beliefs get modified as the conversation evolved.

3 Taxonomy of Influences
We call “influence” different factors: contextual factors
as well as factors such as culture and personality. These
factors shape the expressivity of an agent. Influences may
act on the selection of a non-verbal behavior to convey a
meaning (i.e. on the choice of the signals), on the expressivity of this behavior (e.g. on their intensity level), in
order to lessen it or to accentuate it and on the communication strategies.
We differentiate three types of influences. The first type

In this paper, we oppose the intrinsic influences to the
other ones, which we group in the contextual influences.
The intrinsic factors are constant during a dialog session,
whereas the contextual ones may vary. The contextual
factors increase or decrease the effects of the intrinsic factors, or even cancel them.
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1. <librarySignal
2. format = "FAP">
3. <signal name = "smile"
4.
fap4 = "-100" fap8 = "-100"
5.
fap9 = "-100" fap51= "-100"
6.
fap55= "-100" fap56= "-100"
7.
fap12= "150" fap13= "150"
8.
fap59= "150" fap60= "150"
9.
fap6 =
"50" fap7 =
"50"
10.
fap53=
"50" fap54 = "50"
11. />
12. <signal name = "joy_eyelids"
13.
fap19= "128" fap20= "128"
14.
fap21=
"64" fap22=
"64"
15. />
16. <signal name = "joy_1"
17.
combination = "smile"
18.
combination = "joy_eyelids"
19. />
20.
... </librarySignal>

1. <library
2. modality = "face">
3. <expression meaning = "joy"
4.
name = "smile"
5.
ref = "0.4"
6.
min = "0.3" max = "0.6"
7.
minCoef = "0.9" maxCoef ="1.5"
8.
dynInstType = "duration"/>
9. <expression meaning = "joy"
10.
name = "eyelids_joy"
11.
ref = "0.2"
12.
min = "0.1" max = "0.4"
13.
minCoef = "1.0" maxCoef ="1.0"
14.
dynInstType = "amplitude"/>
15. <expression meaning = "joy"
16.
name = "joy_1"
17.
ref = "0.7"
18.
min = "0.7" max = "0.9"
19.
minCoef = "0.8" maxCoef ="1"
20.
dynInstType = "amplitude"/>
21. <expression meaning="anger"
22.
name ="anger_mouth"
...
...
... </library>

Figure 3: Example of signals library

4 Expressivity

Figure 4: Example of expression library

We call expressivity the value that allows the system to
relate strength to the communication act.
We do not aim at modelling what culture or personality
mean, nor do we aim at simulating expressive animations.
We limit our scope at representing influences that would
modify the set of behaviors and the quality motions a particular agent will display to communicate a given meaning within a specific context.
According to the concepts they are applied to, we differentiate several expressivities, schematized in figure 2.

4.1

4.3

The behavioral expressivity represents the way that the
considered agent expresses the tag meaning, taking into
account her characteristics and the contextual factors that
may modify her expressivity. It is the result of the computation from the communicative expressivity, the agent’s
expressivity and the contextual factors that influence the
way that she expresses the communication act. It intervenes during the selection of the signal and during the
computation of its dynamic instantiation (see section 6):
it modifies the quantity of movements related to these
signals, their amplitude, their duration, their dynamism
and/or their repetitiveness.

Communicative expressivity

The input text is marked with tags specifying the communicative function the agent aims at displaying. Each tag
may have an attribute corresponding to the degree of expressivity attached to a given meaning for an agent. Is the
agent puzzled or completely confused, slightly angry or
madly angry? In figure 9, at line [10], the value of communicative expressivity related to the joy of the agent is
0.8.

4.2

Behavioral expressivity

4.4

Signals expressivity

In order to choose the appropriate signals that best corresponds to a given meaning, the system has to know the
expressivity related to each signal. For example, it has to
know that mild smile is less expressive than a large smile.
Signal libraries (see figure 3) contain basic signals(smile,
from the line [3] to the line [11]), and hight level signal
(i.e. defined as a combination of basic signals such as the
signal joy 1 define from the line [16] to the line [19]).
To be able to instantiate the behavioral expressivity into
a set of expressive signals, the animation engine has to
know the signals that are potentially available and to compute the appropriate signal expressivity. In order to integrate this expressivity type, we define expression libraries

Agent’s expressivity

Agent’s expressivity is related to the qualitative property
of behavior. Does an agent has the tendency to play down
(acts so as not to be noticed) or on the opposite wants
to catch all looks by acting wild? This value is given in
the agent’s definition. In figure 6, this expressivity is described by the lines [10] to [16].
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1. < agentDefinition
2.
nameAgent
= "Agent1"
3.
redundancyStrategy = "mono"
4. >
5.
<modHierarchy
6.
face
= "1.0"
7.
gesture = "0.5"
8.
position = "0.3"
9.
gaze
= "0.4" />
10.
<intrinsicfactors
11.
face
= "0.4"
12.
gesture = "0.4"
13.
posture = "-0.2"
14.
<!--gaze
= "0"-->
15.
/>
16. </agentDefinition>

Figure 5: Agent’s behavioral profile

Figure 6: Agent’s definition
(see figure 4). These libraries contain for each communicative act a list of (meaning, signal) pairs. They also
contain information about expressivity domain of these
signals and about the way to modulate their expressivity.
These expressions libraries have also the advantage to be
independent of the format of the signals libraries.

5 Agent’s Model
In previous section, we have shown that even two agents
may have in mind a same communicative act, they may
behave differently, using various expressivity or using different modalities. In this section, we feather refine our
model by specifying the agent’s preferences to use a given
modality (e.g. an agent may have a very expressive face).
We also model how the agent dispatches her behavior over
different modalities.
In our model, the information that allows the system to obtain these results is described within the tag
< agentDef inition > (see figure 2). In this section,
we describe the different elements of this tag.

To indicate the expressivity associated to signals, we
use fuzzy set that define domains where the signals are
appropriately usable. The attribute ref represents the expressivity associated to the related signal. The attributes
min and max represent respectively the minimal and the
maximal expressivities that can be associated to the signal. We assume that the attributes min and max take into
account the signal distortion possibilities; that is the modulation of the signal does not change the meaning associated to it. The expression libraries indicate also the
extreme distortion coefficients coefMin and coefMax to
compute the distortion coefficient related to a given expressivity (see section 6.3).

5.1

Intrinsic behavioral profile

In figure 2, we associate to the agent a behavioral profile,
which specifies, on the one hand, the agent’s expressivity,
i.e. the intrinsic factors, and, on the other hand, the effects
of the contextual factors. This profile specifies the agent’s
expressivity depending on the modalities. It allows one to
define that an agent has a very expressive face or that she
rarely uses wide arm movements.
These intrinsic factors is described in the element <
intrinsicF actors >. It associates a numeric value to
the attributes face, posture, gaze and gesture. These values lessen or accentuate the expressivity of the tag meaning for the related modality. According to the description
of Agent1 in figure 6, this agent is more expressive for the
face and for the gestures than the default agent (i.e. facial
moves and her gestures are more accentuated than the default agent’s ones but less for the posture. At line [14] the
default value of the gaze attribute is 0 meaning the agent
does not use this modality to communicate this specific
meaning. This intrinsic profile, given aa input, is constant
during a dialog session.

Behavior expressivity may be expressed not only
through the signals, and their expressivity, but also by
combination of signals dispatched over modalities. We
differentiate the modal signal expressivity, which concerns the qualitative parameters that determine the choice
between several signals of a same modality with a same
meaning, and the inter-modal signal expressivity, which
is modelled by defining the functions that relates the behaviors across the modality, such as redundancy (i.e. expression of the same meaning with several signals of different modalities), complementarity (e.g. saying “he goes
to the stadium”, and complementing it with an iconic gesture that means “he drives to the stadium”), substitution
(e.g. straight index over the mouth to mean silence), and
masking (e.g. masking sadness by a smile).
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Figure 7: Face variation of Greta

5.2

Modality Hierarchy

In order to choose the modality that the agent will use for
a given tag, we define a priority scheme on the behavior.
We associate to each modality (face, gaze, gesture and
posture) a numeric value that represents their preferential
level in the hierarchy.
In case several modalities have the same hierarchical
level the system considers the expressivity of all the signals of the concerned modalities to choose a signal for
this level. In the agent’s definition (see figure 6), the lines
[6] to [10] describe this hierarchy. According to this description, Agent1 uses mainly facial expressions.
Figure 8: Tags transformation Steps

5.3

Inter-modal functions

• “maximal” : signals of all possible modalities are selected.

From the communicative expressivity, the system obtains
a behavioral expressivity. The system computes how to
express this expressivity (see algorithm described in section 6) according to the signals expressivity. This latter
expressivity is defined in the expression libraries (see. figure 2). For a same meaning, several signals of different
modalities may be associated (e.g. anger can be express
with a frown thin lips, looking straight and tense movement). The behavioral expressivity is then related to how
the signals are dispatched over all the modalities.
Substitution and complementarity modify the text content and are represented by tags (e.g. saying “he goes to
the stadium”, and complementing it with an iconic gesture
that means “he drives to the stadium” for complementarity, or raising straight index over the mouth to mean
silence, for substitution). Therefore, these tags must be
defined in the input text.
Strategies for redundancy and masking, from a cognitive point of view as well as from a computational point of
view, may vary according to the context or to the considered agent. For the moment, we consider that the masking is mainly contextual and we define its strategies in the
section 6.1. Conversely, an agent may mainly employ a
specific redundancy strategy. This information is given in
the agent’s definition (see line [3] in figure 6). We define
several strategies :

• “additional” : redundancy is used only for the expressivity superior to a given threshold.
These strategies may be restricted a specific communicative act, such as “certainty” or “performative”.
The redundancy, more than any other signal association, raises the problem of the coherence of the signals
choice. Let us imagine that the system choose to express
an emotion with facial and gestural signals. By the process described in the section 6, we obtain a facial signal inconsistent with the gestural signal. For example, in
order to express redundantly the agent’s anger, the system decides to use, on the one hand, signals related to the
face crispation, and on the other hand, wide arms movements.By considering, for the sake of the example, that
these signals are inconsistent, our system has to be able
to determine this inconsistence (thanks to a coherence library) and to propose a substitution solution.

6 System overview
Our system takes as input a intrinsic behavioral profile
that represents the agent’s communication characteristics

• “mono” : only signals of one modality is used.
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1. <agent
2.
nameAgent
= "Agent1"
3.
contextCoeff
= "0.5"
4.
<!--MaskingStrategy =
5.
"multimodal"-->
6. >
7.
<performative type = "inform">
8.
<rheme>
9.
<affective type = "joy"
10.
expressivity = "0.8">
11.
I’m happy.
12.
</affective>
13.
</rheme>
14.
</performative>
15. </agent>

tensively.
In the tag < agent... > in the input text (see figure 9),
the value mono of the attribute redundancyStrategy indicates that Agent1 does not use redundancy. Therefore the
system selects the face modality to express “joy”, as this
modality is not yet employed to express the performative
“inform” (expressed by the gaze signal “look at”.
The attribute maskingStrategy specifies the strategy to
mask an expression by another one (see section 5.3).
Agents may not mask their emotions in the same way and
with the same efficiency than others. Masking strategy
depends on the context and, in particular, on the relationships between the agent and its interlocutor. We define
three strategies:
• “attenuation”: the system attenuates the signals of
the expressions, as to aim to show a neutral expression

Figure 9: Example of input

• “addition”: the system dissimulates the signal with a
signal of an another modality, such as a hand in front
of the mouth.

(see figure 2 and figure 5) and a text with tags specifying
communicative functions ( Poggi (2003)).
The representation language used for the tags is the Affective Presentation Markup Language (APML) (DeCarolis et al. (2004)). A tag represents the meaning associated
to a given communicative function. Most tags contain
an expressivity attribute.In the expression libraries, each
meaning is associated to a list of possible signals that may
describe it.
From a given intrinsic behavioral profile, the system instantiates the tags into a set of signals that are then translated into animation parameters. During this instantiation
phase, the process of the agent individualization is done
in three steps: the modality selection, the signals choice
and the signal dynamic instantiation (see figure 8).

6.1

• “replace”: the system replaces a signal by another
one, such as a sad expression replaced by a polite
smile.

6.2
6.2.1

Signals selection
Computation of the behavioral expressivity

First, in order to select the appropriate signals according
to the influences, for the modality selected at the previous step, the system computes the behavioral expressivity for the desired modality. It sums up the communicative expressivity (given in the input text) to the value
of the intrinsic behavioral profile related to the selected
modality. This operation allows it to take the behavior
of the agent for the modality into account. For example,
the intrinsic behavioral may express that the agent is inclined to use wide gestures. The result of this operation is
modified according to contextCoeff. This coefficient only
aims to lessen or to accentuate the behavioral expressivity. This value is defined for all the text included between
< agent... > and < /agent >. The attribute contextCoeff expresses the effects of the contextual factors only at
the level of the expressivity.
In the input text presented in figure 9, at the line [3], the
attribute contextCoef indicates that the contextual coefficient contextCoeff is equal to 0.5. This value may model
for example a signal attenuation resulted on masking an
expression by another one (e.g. in some situations, anger
may not be shown and a polite smile may have to be displayed). Consequently, since its value is inferior to 1, the
expressivity of the tag “inform” and of the tag “joy” is
lessened. In our example, the tag “joy” is associated to an
expressivity of 0.8. Considering that during the previous
steps, the system has chosen to express the tag “inform”
by the signal “look at” of the gaze modality, it choose,

Modalities selection

For each tag, the system has to decide the modality (face,
gesture, gaze or posture one) to use to express the given
meaning.
In most cases, the decision is based on the modality
hierarchy: among the modalities that have at least one expression which allows the system to represent the meaning, it choose the one with the highest priority and that is
not used yet, in order to prevent conflicts. Conflicts may
occur for embedded tags acting on the same text span.
These tags may use the same modalities for their corresponding signals. Conflicts may arise if the tags require
to use the same modality. In case conflicts may not be
solved using the behavior hierarchy scheme. We select
one tag to prevail over the others. For gaze and gesture we
choose the most embedded tag while for face we choose
the outer tag (Poggi (2003)).
Some contextual factors may however modify this hierarchy. For example, for an agent that expresses her communication acts mainly by facial expression, the anger or
the nervousness may incite her to use gestures more in-
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according to the modality hierarchy and to the presence
of related signals in the different modalities, to use the
facial modality to express the tag “joy”. It adds to the
communicative expressivity of the tag “joy”, the Agent1’s
facial expressivity, expressed by the attribute face of the
element intrinsicFactors (see line [12] in figure 6). The
value of this attribute is 0.4. It obtains thus an intermediary expressivity of 1.2 (i.e. 0.8 + 0.4). It applies then the
contextual coefficient contextCoeff whose a value is 0.5.
The system outputs a behavioral expressivity ejoy of 0.6
(i.e. (0.8+0.4) x 0.5).
6.2.2

dynamic instantiation applied to the signals would have
been able to make perceivable the difference.
To compute the dynamic instantiation l’, for a given
behavior expressivity e, we consider:
• l: the distance between ref and e;
• L: the distance between ref and the appropriate
boundary: min if e is inferior or equal to ref, max
otherwise;
• L’ the distance between 1 (i.e. the default coefficient,
which indicates that the system has not to modify
the signals stored in the library) and the coefficient
related to the considered boundary (i.e. coeffMin or
coeffMax).

Selection in the libraries

In the expression libraries, each signals description contains an expressivity domain (defined by a minimal and
a maximal values) and a reference value. In the expression library described in figure 3, three signals set can
represent the emotion related to the tag “joy”: the basic
signals “smile” and “joy eyelids”, defined independently
of each other (Bui et al. (2003)), and the hight-level signal joy 1. The name of these signals allow the system to
retrieve them in the related signals library (see figure 3).
The behavioral expressivity is compared to the expressivity domain of these signals, described in the expression library (see figure 4). We compare the value of the
behavioral expressivity ejoy related to the tag “joy” with
the boundary values min and max for each of these signals. We select the signal whose domain of expressivity
contains the value ejoy .
If several signals can be selected, the system chooses
according to the distance between ejoy and its reference
expressivity or between ejoy and the nearest bound. There
are several possible strategies. In our system, they are
configurable in order to test their efficiency.
If ejoy does not belong to any domain (i.e. no signal
with such an expressivity exists for this given meaning
and this particular agent), the system chooses the expression with the nearest domain, and redefines the value of
ejoy according to value of the nearest bound of this domain. In our example, the system selects the signal denoted “smile”.

6.3
6.3.1

The distance l’ between the dynamic instantiation coefficient dynCoeff and 1 is such as that the ratio l/L is equal
to the ratio l’/L’. Thus, l’ = L’ ∗ l/L. The coefficient distortCoeff is superior to 1 iff e is superior to ref. In our
example, for the signal “smile”, as ejoy = max, we have
dynCoeff = coeffMax=1.5.
For contextCoeff equal to 0.4, we have said that the
behavioral expressivity have a value of 0.48. As the expressivity reference ref is 0.4 the dynCoeff is equal to 1.2
(i.e. 1+(1.5-1)x(0.48-0.4)/(0.6-0.4)).
We consider that the evolution of the dynamic instantiation coefficient is linear between 1 (i.e. the default coefficient) and the extreme values, but not necessarily between
the extreme values.
Given the behavioral profile and a specific meaning,
the system computes the appropriate value of the signal
dynamic instantiation using a fuzzy logic approach. We
point out that we are dependent on the signals libraries
content: for two different agents for which the system
use the same modality and the same signals to express
a given meaning or for a same agent in two different contexts but that use in the both cases the same modality and
the same signals to express a given meaning, the difference between the behavioral expressivities may induce at
the level of dynamic instantiation coefficient, and consequently at the level of the animation a difference imperceivable for a human being.

Signal dynamic instantiation

6.3.2

Computation of the dynamic instantiation coefficient

Dynamic instantiation types

Expressivity ought to be modelled differently depending
on the modalities (face, gesture, gaze and posture) it applies to. We consider several types of dynamic instantiation: temporal (e.g. mutual gaze duration, duration of
a raised eyebrow), spatial (e.g. facial muscular contractions, width of the arms aperture) or repetition. For facial expression, variation of expressivity can be expressed
through variation of muscular contractions as well as variation of its temporal course; while when talking about
gaze, expressivity variations may be related to factors
such as length of mutual gaze or length of looking at the
conversation partners; while when talking about gesture,

As seen in the previous section, the system obtains the
name of the selected signal from the expression library,
for a given modality and for a given expressivity. Now,
it has to compute the dynamic instantiation to apply to
this signal. This dynamic instantiation allows us to obtain the widest range of expressions and to modulate the
expressivity. In our example, for an influence coefficient
contextCoeff with a value of 0.4 instead of 0.5, the system
obtains a behavioral expressivity with a value of 0.48. In
this case, the system also uses the signal “smile”, but the
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1. <agent
2.
nameAgent
= "Agent1"
3. >
4.
<signal name = "look_at"
5.
coeffDistort = "1"
6.
distortion = "temporal">
7.
<rheme>
8.
<signal name = "smile"
9.
coeffDistort = "1.2"
10.
distortion = "spatial"
11.
>
12.
I’m happy.
13.
</signal>
14.
</rheme>
15.
</signal>
16. </agent>
Figure 10: Example of output
it may be related to parameters such as the strength of a
movement, its tempo, its dynamism or its spatial amplitude. Variation of expressivity may also be expressed by
the rapid repetition of the same gesture (rapid head nods,
fast beat gestures). In our example, the signal “smile” is
associated to an “amplitude” dynamic instantiation, that
is the system accentuates by 20% the facial movements.
Conversely, the system modulates the expressivity of the
signal “look at” by varying its duration (see figure 10).

6.4

Figure 11: XSL Transformations

that the expression takes to reach its maximal intensity,
the time during which the expression maintains its maximal intensity, the time that, starting from the maximal
intensity, the expression changes into another expression,
the time an expression waits until it raises, the time considered from the beginning of the tag, or the time an expression finishes to be shown before the end of the tag.

Output

From the input text, the system applies several modifications until to obtain a text where tags < signal > replace
the communication act tags. Each of these modifications
corresponds to a level of influences integration. The tags
< signal > are not associated to expressivity any more,
but to the attribute dynCoeff. The figure 10 presents the
output that the system processes.
At the computation level, these modifications of XML
texts are applied according to XSLT stylesheets (see
figure 11). XSLT (eXtensible Stylesheet Language
Transformation) is a language for transforming XML
documents into other XML documents (see XSLT). The
first transformation computes the behavior expressivities
from the communicative expressivities in order to individualize the behavior according to the agent. The various libraries (expression libraries and signal libraries)
are specified for a given input text, as well as the agents’
definition. The second transformation creates, from the
communication act tags, signals tags that are directly exploitable by the animation engine. The algorithms described in the previous sections are implemented in the
stylesheets.
The output text of the figure 10 is simplified. A non
simplified output contains temporal information related
the signals. For example, for the facial signals, several
other attributes are defined. They may specify the time

At the end, the system outputs a list of facial and body
parameters that are used to drive the animation engine. To
this end, we are using an MPEG-4 compliant animation
engine, described in Pelachaud (2002).

7 Conclusion
We aim at creating an individual agent. Individuality is
forged by several factors such as personality, social role,
culture. Modelling such factors is extremely complex. To
overcome this difficulty we propose to model influences
by their impact they have on the behaviors expressivity.
At first, we have described a taxonomy of influences as
well as a set of parameters that characterize expressivity.
The system is still being developed. We then foresee to
do evaluation tests to validate the strategies for the intermodal expressivity. We also aim at testing the validity of
the dynamic instantiation coefficient for each signal: we
have to verify if adding expressivity does not create other
meaning perceivable in the agent’s behavior.
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Abstract
This paper describes the development of a virtual ballet dancer that is designed to help visualise choreography.
Recreating dance not only involves how to achieve the steps but also the quality of the movement to express
emotions. The aim is to create a visualisation system that could be used to understand the choreography
with expressive movement when resurrecting ballet scores. Real-time computer graphics are ideally suited to
bridge the gap between written choreographic notation and performance, via the creation of a virtual dancer.
In theory, a realistic virtual performance can be driven from a machine-readable version of dance notation
with a virtual dancer. This paper presents the setting and evaluation of key poses which form the foundation
for ballet steps (combinatin of key poses) and how the application of Laban’s Effort factors can be used for
expressive interpolation between these poses.

1 Introduction

model structural and positional aspects of the performer
at specific times and provide information on the timing
and speed of movement, as well as qualitative aspects
(i.e. how one moves). Benesh Movement Notation was
designed by Rudolf and Joan Benesh in 1947 to represent classical ballet with its inferred rules such as turnout,
rounded arms and straight legs. From the notation it is
possible to reconstruct and visualise each pose and the
movement required between the key poses.
Reconstructing dance using notation provides the foundation or blue print to the dance movement, the quantitive aspects. However, human activity is dynamically
and rhythmically charged and structured, and people are
recognised by the dynamic and rhythmic make-up which
personalises their style of moving (Davies, 2003), the
qualitative aspects. Our research is combining the two,
and developing a virtual ballet dancer (VBD) where both
aspects are required. The remainder of this paper starts
by providing a brief background to the Benesh notation,
the rules of classical ballet and Laban’s dimensions of expressive movement. The machine-readable format used to
input the Benesh notation is described followed by a detailed description and evaluation of the rules of ballet that
were encoded into the VBD to allow it to adapt to the notated poses. The paper concludes by describing the methods that will be used to bring the VBD to life, animating
its movement according to different motive themes in ballet.

Like music, the choreographed movements that make up
a dance performance can be written down, and the best
known systems for doing so are Labanotation (Brown and
Parker, 1984; Laban, 1966), Eshkol-Wachman (Eshkol
and Wachmann, 1958) and Benesh notation (Brown and
Parker, 1984; Benesh and Benesh, 1983). Choreography is primarily written down for archival purposes and
to promote its dissemination to a wider audience. Unlike music, dance notation is not widely understood by
dancers. There are few professional performers who can
read written choreography let alone visualise the movements involved, and this represents a considerable barrier
to the utility of choreography in its written form (see Figure 1).

3

Figure 1: Example of a pose annotating using Benesh notation of an arabesque posed by a real dancer and virtual
ballet dancer

2 Background

Both the Labanotation and the Benesh notation give a
rich vocabulary for describing human movement. They

In computer graphics, a skeleton-based approach is generally considered to be the most flexible way to animate

2.1
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characters (Badler et al., 1999; Herda et al., 2000). Benesh notation provides information, directly or inferred,
that can be mapped to an articulated skeletal structure to
specify the positions of the bones or the angle of each
joint of a dancer. The symbolic representation of dance
notation is similar to music and with an underlying mathematical content that also lends itself well to machine representation.
Written from left to right on a five-line stave, the stave
lines map to the height of a person’s feet, knees, waist,
shoulders and top of the head. To record a pose, the Benesh notation notes the exact locations occupied by the
four extremities (the hands and feet). In addition, the position of a bend, such as the knee or elbow, may also be
defined. Given these points and the body and head positions, it is possible to reconstruct and visualise the whole
pose (see Figure 2).

these books is virtually indistinguishable from ballet as
it is taught to-day and specify many ballet rules. As ballet
grows and choreographers define new positions and in the
process create more exception to the rules. However, the
basic rules remain unchanged and these rules will be used
for the development of the current VBD system.
The ballet rules for the arms include rounded arms
(with the exception of the arabesque) and arm orientation. The stance of the dancer is kept erect unless specified with the neck straight over the spine. The position of
the legs always assumes a degree of turnout from the hip
joint unless the notation specifies otherwise by defining
the knee and feet positions.
This paper will be continually making reference to
the following arm and leg ballet positions and the ballet
rules required to pose them as described by the Cecchetti
method. There are five principal positions of the arms:
1st Position. The hands are held at the side with the
finger-tips near to the outside of the thigh.
2nd Position. The arms are extended to the side sloping
downward and the position of the arms must not pass
beyond the line of the shoulder.
3rd Position. One arm is placed in the fifth position, and
the other placed at a slight distance from the side.

Figure 2: Examples of the Benesh notation showing signs
to pose a dancer including orientation of the head and
body, contact to the body (hand on hips), crossed positions of the extremities and different feet positions when
in contact with the floor. The human figures show the actual poses that were defined.

4th Position. One arm is placed in the second position
and the other is in the fifth position, en bas (low), en
avant (forwards) or en haut (high).
5th Position. Has both arms placed at shoulder width in
front of the body. There are three derivatives of the
fifth position: en bas (low), en avant (forwards), and
en haut (high).

Benesh also included floor patterns: direction, location
and travel for the dancer or group of dancers written below the stave. Further details on travelling, direction, location can be found at page 87 in Dance Notation for Beginners (Brown and Parker, 1984) and page 70 in Reading
Dance (Benesh and Benesh, 1983). Rhythm and phrasing
are shown above the stave and include pulse beats, tempo
and common dance rhythms. The pulse can be split into
half, quarter and third beats and there are three methods
for specifying the tempo: (1) set instructions, such as:
Fast, Moderate, etc. (2) specifying the number of beats
per minute by giving the pulse beat a metronomic speed;
and (3) instructions as shown in music scores using Latin
terminology, for example Presto, Allegretto, and Adagio.
For this paper, we are only concerned with the in-stave
signs which provide the direction and orientation of the
limbs, head, body and head either directly or by inferred
ballet rules.

2.2

These five principal positions are posed with rounded
arms, so that the point of the elbow is imperceptible.
When the arms are to the side, the finger-tips of the hand
or hands should be just within the range of vision.
For this research we will also consider the three principal positions for the arabesque line of the arms:
First Arabesque. The front arm is raised in line and
above the shoulder line and the second arm is below
and level or slightly behind the shoulder.
Second Arabesque. The front arm is in front and just
above the shoulder line and the back arm is below
and behind the shoulder line continuing the line of
the front arm.
Third Arabesque. Both arms are in line with the shoulder and in front of the shoulder with one arm higher
than the other.

Ballet Rules

The basic rules of ballet were defined by Jean-Georges
Noverre (1727-1810), the author of “Lettres sur la Danse
et sur les Ballets” (Letters on Dance and Ballet) (Noverre,
1760), and Carlo Blasis (1797-1878), the author of “The
Code of Terpsichore” (Blasis, 1830). The material in

This paper will also refer to five principal positions of the
feet:
First position. Standing with heels together and toes
turned out to the side.
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Second position. Keeping the turnout established in
First position, the heels are aligned under the shoulders.

even when the resolution, size, and display aspects of fidelity were reduced (Neagle et al., 2003). Participants
performance remained largely unchanged when the video
framerate of the experiments stimuli was reduced to as
low as 5Hz. The results highlighted the time factor with
other visual clues such as Laban’s space and weight dimensions that participants used to make their judgements.

Third position. Cross one foot to the middle of the other
with hips centred equally over the feet and not
twisted.
Fourth position. The feet are separated forward and
back from either fifth or first position approximately
one foot length with the weight evenly distributed
between the feet.

3 Inputting Key Poses
Virtual dance has developed over the last few years with
three main approaches: (1) motion capture (Moeslund
and Granum, 2001; Camurri and Coglio, 1998), (2) scripting (Badler et al., 1999), and (3) animations driven from
machine-readable versions of dance notations (Badler,
1989; Neagle and Ng, 2003). Motion capture has mainly
been used with contemporary dance with some development toward classical ballet including Stevens et al.
(2002) and Camurri et al. (2000). Several programmes
exist to create, store, and modify dance notations and include Benesh Notation Editor; MacBenesh; Calaban; LabanPad PDA (currently: Apple Newton); LabanWriter;
and LED. There are limited visualisation tools and the
best known research was LINTER (Herbison-Evans and
Hall, 1989). However, while motion capture can provide many nuances in the movement, control of the animation is very limited and it is also labour intensive and
costly. Movement of the VBD described in this paper are
driven by a machine-readable version of the Benesh notation. The format ASCII text (Neagle et al., 2002) is
parsed using a bespoke tokeniser. Examples of the format
are shown below, and it is described more fully in Neagle
et al. (2002).
The orientation states for the head, body and pelvis are
any combination of tilt, turn, bend (see Figure 3 and 4),
and orientations represent rotations around the three cardinal axes. Benesh notation specifies these states using
the top three spaces in the five-line stave. We see Benesh
notation, using single signs to represent combinations of
orientation. Examples of head orientation together with
the associated machine-readable ASCII text are shown
in Figure 3. Example of body and pelvis orientation are
shown in Figure 4
To record a position or pose, the Benesh notation also
notes the exact locations occupied by the four extremities,
the hand and feet, in relation to the body of the dancer on
the coronal plane. The position of extremity signs within
the stave for each key pose denotes the position of the
dancers hands and feet in relations to their anthropometrics. Benesh notation provides the height and width of
the extremities’ position in relation to a dancer standing
upright. There are five defined height positions represented by the five lines of the Benesh notation stave: the
floor (height is zero); knee height; waist height; shoulder height; and the head height. Width is specified proportionally to the horizontal reach of the limb along the

Fifth position. The front heel crosses to the big toe joint
of the back foot with hips centered over the feet and
the weight equally distributed.

2.3

Expressive Movement

Analysis of expressivity in movement, especially dance
movement, is not a simple task and there have been
many approaches. Most of these use motion capture and
then analyse the motion for patterns (Brand and Hertzmann, 2000; Price et al., 2000) or expressive cues (Camurri and Trocca, 2000). The accuracy of professional
ballet dancer to position-match (Ramsay and Riddoch,
2001) and the constrained movement of ballet allowed
Campbell and Bobick (1995) to use phased space constraints to recognise the different movements used in ballet.However, our research is interested in understanding
the expressive layer placed over movement defined by
ballet rules.
Laban’s Effort and Shape theory (Dell, 1977) characterises the way in which people move. We are concerned
with three particular factors: space, weight, and time. In
EMOTE, Chi et al. (2000) gives excellent descriptions:
Weight: is the sense of impact of the movement and exertion required ranging from light (buoyant and delicate) to heavy (powerful with impact e.g. pushing or
punching).
Time: describes the qualities of sustainment and quickness of movement as opposed to speed measured by
the clock or tempo marked by a metronome. Time
ranges from sustained (lingering and indulging in
time) to sudden (agitated, jerky movements).
Space: is spatial focus and attention to surroundings,
overlapping shifts in the body among a number of
foci ranging from indirect (multi-focused) to direct
(pinpointed and single focused).
Laban provides a fourth parameter called Flow. However,
for our research this is superseded by the bounding imposed by the strict rules of classical ballet.
Experimental investigation of the fidelity required for
showed that participants could correctly distinguish between different pairs of emotions in almost 80% of trials,
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(a)
frame
frame
frame
frame
frame

(b)

(c)

(d)

tion provided by the position of a sign on the stave. These
sets of signs are: front ( , , ), level (
,
, ) or
,
, ) the body. The distance in front or
behind (
behind the body is not specified as only one place is possible due to the fixed limb length. It is also not required
to specify how bent the limb is, as this is governed by
the position of the extremity and the position of the bent
joint. The legs are positioned in a similar manner to the
arms with the exception that the floor contact is specified.
Unless a bent knee position is notated to define the orientation of the legs, the default turnout rule is applied (a
rotation in the hip socket for the patella bone to face the
side).

(e)

1{head(bend,forward)}
1{head(bend,back)}
1{head(turn,right)}
1{head(tilt,right)}
1{head(bend,forward)(turn,right)}

#(a)
#(b)
#(c)
#(d)
#(e)

Figure 3: Examples of the Benesh notation and machinereadable text format for head orientation. (a) and (b) are
bends, (c) is a turn, (d) is a tilt, and (e) is a combination
of a turn and a bend. NB. the notation is represent from
behind the body and therefore the signs are notated in the
opposite direction of the photos for the rotation and tilts.

(a)

(b)

(c)

frame 1{
body(bend,back)
lefthand(0.1,3.0)front
righthand(0.1,3.0)front
}
frame 1{
body(tilt,left)
lefthand(0.1,2.75)level
righthand(0.1,2.75)level
}
frame 1{
body(tilt,right)(turn,right)
lefthand(-0.1,3.0)contact
righthand(0.1,2.75)level
}
frame 1{
pelvis(bend,forward)
lefthand(0.1,2.75)level
righthand(0.1,2.75)level
}

4 Defining Key Poses of a VBD
To teach dancers the movements prescribed by a particular piece of ballet notation, choreographers combine the
information provided by the notation with their knowledge of the rules of ballet. The notation defines the positions of the key elements of a dancer’s body, who then
adopts a pose consistent with those positions and the standard rules of ballet. To define key poses for a VBD, the
rules of ballet need to be expressed as a set of mathematical equations which were merged with the machinereadable Benesh notation data.
The VBD used in this research was the Cal3D software (Heidelberger, 2001) and has the degrees of freedoms (DOF) shown in Figure 5. The following sections
explain how the information contained in Benesh notation
can be combined with equations that capture the rules of
ballet, to define the DOFs of a VBD’s body. The centre of

(d)
#(a)

#(b)

Top of the head

#(c)

Neck

3DOF

Shoulder
3DOF

Elbow

2DOF

Waist

3DOF

#(d)

1DOF

Hip

Finger tips

3DOF

Pelvis

Joints
End Effector

3DOF

Figure 4: Orientation of the Benesh notation body and
pelvis signs. (a) is a bend of the body above the waist, (b)
a tilt, and (c) a turn and tilt. Images (d) shows a bend of
the body below the waist (pelvis).

Wrist

Knee

1DOF

Ankle

1DOF

Tip of the toe

Figure 5: The skeletal structure of the VBD, showing the
end effectors and the DOFs at each joint.

cardinal plane. For example, a width specification for the
hand of half way from the centre of the body to the maximum reach would position the hand approximately where
the elbow is.
The depth of an extremity is inferred from its position
mapped onto the coronal plane plane and the orientation
of the relevant limb(s). Different sets of signs are used to
add depth information to the two-dimensional informa-

body nodes (pelvis, waist and neck), the shoulder nodes
and the hips have three DOFs. The elbow nodes have two
to: (1) bend the elbow; and (2) rotate the forearm to orientate the palm of the hand. The wrist nodes have one DOF
to raise and lower the hands when setting rounded arms.
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this is a simple 2D problem using Pythagoras. Given the
length of the limb (l), the height (zposition ), and the rotation point of the extremity i.e. the hip or shoulder joint in
absolute space (c(x,y,z) , cshoulder or chip in Figure 6) the
width position is calculated as:
q
xposition = l2 − (zposition − cz )2 + cx
(2)

The knee nodes have one DOF to flex and straighten the
leg and the ankle nodes have one DOF to flex and point
the foot.

4.1

Setting Joint Positions

Before calculating positions the VBD is loaded in a default standing pose. The height (z) values of the knee,
waist, shoulder and head are calculated from the VBD’s
bone structure and set as the stave heights. For example, the waist height zwaist is stored as the third stave line
height. The maximum width for positioning the hands
and legs are taken form the sum of the bone lengths that
make up the limbs for those extremities.
Positions are explicitly notated in terms of height (z),
width (x), and depth (y). Figure 6 demonstrates the position of the extremities. The file format representation
0.1*x

The position of the extremity (in this case the right ankle
joint) is set as (xposition , chip y , zposition ).
The above approach is easily extended into threedimensional space for positioning the extremities in front
or behind the body plane. The width (x) is calculated
proportional to the length of the straight limb. For example if the arm span of the VBD is 1 metre, a notation
width parameter 0.1 defines the hand to be 0.1m from the
shoulder (see Figure 6, the raised arm above the head is
notated with width 0.1 and height half way between the
top of the head and a raised stretched arm (5.5)). Once
the xposition and the zposition has been calculated (see
above), the depth (yposition ) is calculated using Pythagoras:
q
y = ± l2 − (x2position − cx ) − (z 2 − cz ) + cy (3)

(a)

c shoulder

1.0*x

c hip

(b)
0.8*x

(c)

where y > cy is in front of the coronal plane and y < cy
is behind the coronal plane.

z

0.5*z

4.2

(0,0)

Like the Benesh notation, the VBD will assume the arms
are rounded unless elbow joints are specified or the position is identified as one of the three arabesque positions where the elbow and wrist rotation is set to 0◦ . The
rounded arm is produced by a slight bend of the elbow
and wrist, examples are shown in Figure 7. The amount
of curvature varies depending on the ballet method and
teachers preferences. The prototype therefore is designed
for the user to specify the amount curvature. Screenshots
in this paper with rounded arms were set at 154◦ based
on the first authors professional opinion. The amount of
rotation affects only the depth position of the wrist and
the height and width values are obtained as described in
§4.1 with the length l in Equations 1–3 calculated using
trigonometry given the fixed length of the upper and lower
limbs and the specified rounded angle. Once the wrist position is obtained, the vector u is the vector from the position of the shoulder joint to the position of the wrist joint,
see Figure 8.
The position of the elbow in classical ballet is on a
plane defined by the vector from the shoulder to the wrist
u and a vector parallel to the floor w. The ballet rule
states the elbow should not be dropped down or raised
too high but continue the line of the slope to the hands.
The position of the elbow joint is calculated using sphere
intersection to obtain a point (pinner ) on the vector (u)
and Pythagoras to translate the pinner along a vector (v)

(d)
frame 1{
righthand(0.1,5.5)front
lefthand(0.8,3.5)level
rightfoot(0.9,2.5)level
leftfoot(0.1,0.75)level
}

#(a)
#(b)
#(c)
#(d)

Figure 6: An example of Benesh notation, the file format
representation and the VBD posed inputed from the file.
in this example specifies the position of each extremity
as a tuple and a word, e.g. level, that defines the depth.
The width parameter, though redundant and unused for
calculating the position for extremities which are level, it
is however required in the calculation of the ballet rules.
The right foot, in Figure 6, is notated half way between
the second and third stave line. The application therefore
obtains the height of the second stave (knee height of the
VBD) and the height of the third stave line (waist height)
and calculates the height of the foot as:
zposition = zstave2 + p(zstave3 − zstave2 )

Rounded Arms and Elbow Positions

(1)

where p is the proportion value (0.5).
Given the value of the height, the end effector can be
calculated. When the appendage is in the body plane,
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4.3

Benesh notation can override the ballet rules by specifying the elbow and wrist positions individually. The elbow
position is determined as described earlier (Equations 1–
3), given the width and the height of the elbow, the depth
is calculated in relation to the shoulder position. The notation also provides the width and height of the wrist position and the depth direction. Using the elbow as the rotation point the wrist positions coordinates are calculated
and the amount of elbow rotation is calculated from the
three coordinates, (u, v, and w) as:


(u − v) · (w − v)
−1
(6)
θ = cos
|u − v||w − v|

(a) secondé position

(b) pirouette position of
the arms

where u is the shoulder coordinates; v, the elbow coordinates; and w, the wrist coordinates.

Figure 7: (a) a la secondé demonstrates rounded arms
with the hand brought forward within the dancers line of
sight. (b) pirouette position of the arms demonstrating the
rounded arms the elbow position on a plane continuing
the line from the shoulder to the wrist.

4.4

=

pshoulder +



2
2
+llower
|u|2 −lupper
2|u|2



u

(4)

n

=

pelbow

=

q

2
lupper
− (pshoulder − pinner )2

pinner + dv

lupper

n

inner

pelbow

llower

u

w

v
w

u

w

Figure 9: The left diagram demonstrates the orientation
of the shoulder determined using the upper and lower arm
vector. The cross product of w and u provides n where
u is the x-axis and n is the z-axis. The y-axis v is obtained from the cross product of n and u. The right diagram demonstrates arabesque with straight arms where a
vector (w) parallel to the floor and not parallel with u is
substituted for the lower arm vector. All of the vectors are
unit vector.

v n
p

v

n

(5)

where d is a scalar and the magnitude required to position
the elbow from pinner in the direction of vector v.

pshoulder

n

u

The vectors are normalised to unit vectors and the cross
product of w and u provides n and taking the cross product of n and u provides the vector v. The elbow position
is calculated as:
d

Arm Orientation

For poses with bent arms, the z-axis of the shoulder and
elbow is orientated perpendicular to the plane that contains the lower and upper arm. Vectors running along the
length of the upper and lower arm are used to calculate the
orientation of the shoulder. Arabesque poses have straight
arms, and so require a slightly modified procedure (see
Figure 9). Once calculated, the vectors are set in a ro-

which is on the plane and parallel to the floor from pinner
(see Figure 8)
pinner

Specified Elbow Position and Rotation

pwrist

tation matrix which for the model used with the Cal3D
libraries in the VBD is:


ux uy uz
rmatrix =  vx vy vz 
nx ny nz

Figure 8: Vectors, points and limb lengths used to calculate the position of the elbow on a plane defined by the
vector u (shoulder to wrist) and w (parallel to the floor).

The matrix is converted to a quaternion to set the rotation.
The rotation of the wrist has been simplified and for
rounded arms uses the same rotation angle calculated for
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5 Evaluation of Key Poses

the rounded elbow and rotated around its one DOF. The
orientation for rounded arms to orientate the palms to face
the correct direction is calculated in the elbow rotation
rotated at 90◦ around th axis running along the lower arm
bone. For the arabesque pose, the wrist rotation and elbow
rotation are set as the identity quaternion.

4.5

5.1

The evaluation compared key poses of the VBD, as determined by combining machine-readable Benesh notation with the rules of ballet programmed into the VBD
application, with corresponding poses described in The
Manual (Beaumont and Idzikowski, 1977). The images
from The Manual were used by permission of the Imperial Society of Teachers of Dance (ISTD). Images of
each pose taken from the text book were set adjacent to
the image screen grabbed from the VBD and only differences highlighted for comparison. The poses were selected to demonstrate the use of the different rules used
by the VBD.

Head, Body and Pelvis Rotations

The Benesh notation defines three rotations around each
axis: bend, a x-axis rotation, tilt a y-axis rotation, and
turn, a z-axis rotation where for the head bone of the
VBD the x-axis is left to right; y-axis is front to back;
and the z-axis is bottom to top. For this report we
will use this coordinate system and the Euler angles are
(rbend , rtilt , rturn ). The VBD currently calculates the
rotations to the limit for that particular DOF. Each joint
DOF limit have been selected based on the authors judgement within the range specified in Grosso et al. (1987)
based upon the NASA Man–System Integration Standard
Manual in Occupational Biomechanics by D. B. Chaffin.
The rotation limits are used specifically for setting key
poses and the amount a rotation is variable depending on
the expressive movement parameters to be devised for the
next stage of research. The rotations of the centre joints
as discussed in §3 is simple achieved by using quaternion
multiplication where the quaternion is calculated for each
Euler angle. The order of multiplication is important and
rotations of 0◦ are set as identity quaternions.
qrotation = qturn × qtilt × qbend

4.6

General Methodology

5.2

General Pose Descrepancies

The VBD uses the human model provided with the Cal3D
libraries. Although this is an excellent starting point there
are some discrepancies that need to be addressed. The
most obvious is the shape and proportions of the Cal3D
model in respect to the real-world ballet dancers used in
this research. These includes, most noticeably, the breast
size and the shape of the legs. Figure 11 shows the VBD
has noticeably curved thigh muscles and a ‘s’ shape to the
leg, whereas ballet defines this shape as a straight leg. The
three major classical ballet factors which are less obvious
to non-professionals are the orientation of the head; the
shape of the hands; and there being no toe joint.

(7)

Rules for the Lower Extremities

Head Orientation

Positioning the legs follows the same rules as the arms replacing the rules for calculating rounded and straight arms
with turnout and floor position. Turnout of the legs in the
hip socket is one of the fundamental rules for classical
ballet. The perfect dancer is aiming to have 90◦ rotation.
However because few dancers have perfect turnout. The
applications allows for the user to specify the turnout for
the VBD up to a maximum value of 90◦ . The rotation is
around the axis of the bone
Benesh notation specifies the position of the feet on the
floor. Using the width parameter in the depth direction it
is possible to determine if the feet are posed in one of the
five basic feet positions, is a supporting foot or a position
not defined by the ballet rules. Ballet rules in the application set the position of the feet for the basic positions
and if a supporting leg is specified (see Figure 6, left leg).
The width position of the feet and the depth provided by
the Benesh notation and using Equation 3, all other feet
positions can be calculated as a vertical distance from the
hip joint. Unless the foot position is in a line from the
hip to the floor, and the calculation is taken from the hip
joint, the height of the foot position will not be connected
to the floor. A vertical translation of the parent node is
calculated to reset the foot to the floor.

Blasis states “Take especial care to acquire perpendicularity and an exact equilibrium” (Blasis, 1830). Figure
10(a) shows the spine in the head is sloped slightly backward and is not perpendicular to the ground and the mesh
is both forward and down . For a classical ballet stance
as described by Blasis, the head should be perpendicular
to the ground and the centre of the mesh aligned so there
is a sense of equilibrium. Currently the VBD appears top
heavy and forward.
The Hands, Legs and Feet
The Manual describes the shape of the hands for classical ballet and provides variations in the positions of the
fingers for different positions. These variations are minor
and therefore for the VBD, a single classical shape would
would suffice. However the Cal3D model currently used
has an open hand which is incorrect for a classical dancer,
as shown in Figure 10(b). This incorrect hand pose has
been highlighted in both evaluated poses. See Figure 12,
difference (c) and Figure 13, difference (c).
The pointed foot currently is an issue when the foot is
lifted off the ground or defined touching the ground on
full point (sur la pointe). This like the hands is a theme
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the feet are required to add a greater level of fidelity to the
classical pose. However, for this research, the fidelity of
the dancer is high enough to demonstrate classical ballet
poses that professionals and non-professional can recognise and/or compare to real-world examples.
(a)

(b)

5.3

(c)

Standard Poses in Fifth Position

The poses that were evaluated combined of poses position the feet in fifth position (the corner stone of ballet)
and a combination of different arm and body positions
based on the five basic ballet positions and their derivatives that were outlined in §2.2. The example in Figure
12 is slightly lower than normal as the Manual is also describing the pose from the First Exercise on the Port de
Bras, No. 2.

Figure 10: (a) The VBD with skeleton and wire mesh
surface display, with the head positioned in the default
anatomical position. (b) A classical hand position as defined in The Manual, Plate IV Fig. 17 (left) and the open
palmed VBD hand (right). (c) The pointed foot extended
as much as possible with the instep forced well outwards
and the pointe forced downwards taken from Plate III, Fig
11 (left) and the VBD without a toe joint showning the
rigid foot with the pointe created with only the ankle rotation.

(a)
(b)

that will run through every pose when a pointed foot is
required. To have every possible foot pose requires the
toe joint to be added to the skeleton which is currently not
part of the Cal3D model (see Figure 10(c)). Because the
shape of the foot remains unchanged from flat to pointed,
when a pointed foot is required the shape is noticeably
rotated only at the ankle joint. See Figure 13, difference
(e) on all images. The basic feet positions have minor
errors as shown in Figure 11 for the first to fourth position
and Figure 12 for the fifth position.

(c)

(d)
(e)

(f)

(g)
(a)
(h)

(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)
(d)
(f)

(f)

(e)

Figure 12: Pose from The Manual (Beaumont and
Idzikowski, 1977) and VBD in the same pose . The
poses are: fifth position with arms a la seconde (left)
and fifth position with arms fifth en haut (right). Highlighted differences: (a) head turn and incline combination; (b) amount of elbow bend for rounded arms and orientation; (c) classical hand position; (d) collision detection and mesh deformation; (e) ankle rotation (toe position is slightly below floor level); (f) twisting of the joints
to squeeze a better fifth position (common in posed photographs); and (g) width of hand placement.

(e)

Figure 11: Positions of the feet from Plate I of The Manual (Beaumont and Idzikowski, 1977) and VBD in the
same pose . The poses are from left to right: first, second, third, and fourth croisée position. Highlighted differences: (a) straight legs on the VBD appears ‘s’ shaped
(b) no mesh deformation resulting in intersecting mesh;
(c) distance between heels due to leg shape of the VBD
model; (d) ankle rotation is currently incorrect; (e) back
leg can be viewed due to leg shape of the model; and (f)
the real-world dancer has been photographed with the hip
orientation off centre creating a slight twist in the shape.

Comparing the real-world pose with the VBD in Figure
12, the following differences were identified:
(a) Current coding of the combination head rotations are
currently incorrect. The assigned values for the rota-

Both the reshaping of the hands and skeletal change in
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tions are set as a value not taking into consideration
the arm positions and the authors at the time of coding misunderstood the different variation in the Benesh notation and the affect the combinations have
on the orientation of the head. The orientation therefore is currently only a close approximation.

style and the image is a pose from the Third Exercise
of Port de Bras. This variation in shape is hoped to
be achieved from the movement algorithm discussed
in the next chapter.

The Arabesque Poses

5.4

(b) The current elbow bend and orientation specified
by the authors professional opinion varies from the
manual. The value for the bend is currently set from
measurements taken from the authors own pose of
the rounded arm as discussed earlier. The orientation is set to 90◦ around the bone axis. From Figure 12 we observe the VBD’s lower arm orientation
is greater than the real-world dancer. However the
amount of rotation to orientate the lower arm varies
between dance methods and the dancers themselves
and other poses of the same arm position taken from
The Manual demonstrate a greater rotation.

(f)

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)

(e)

(a)

(g)

(b)
(c)

(c) The pose of the hands has been discussed earlier (see
§5.2)

(d)
(e)

(d) The libraries used to create the VBD currently have
no collision detection and therefore deformations of
the mesh are only related to rotations around the
joint. The real-world dancer’s calf muscles have
been compressed as we see that the legs are still
straight (i.e. no bend at the knee joint). When the
VBD is posed in the same position, the meshes intersect. Correcting this is beyond the scope of this
research.

(g)

(b)
(c)

(e) The VBD is currently not being placed in a virtual
environment and therefore no compensation of the
ankle rotation has been coded to check if parts of the
anatomy intersect the floor plane.

(a)

(f)
(d)

(e)

Figure 13: Poses from The Manual (Beaumont and
Idzikowski, 1977) (left) and VBD in the same pose
(right). The poses are: first arabesque from Plate VIII,
Fig. 36 (top); second arabesque, Plate VIII, Fig. 37 (middle); and third arabesque, Plate VIII, Fig. 38 (bottom).
Highlighted differences are: (a) head descrepencies; (b)
break in the wrist joint; (c) classical hand position; (d)
pelvis compensation for turnout; (e) classical foot shape;
(f) rotation of the shoulders; and (g) slight break in the
elbow to create a softer appearance (common with the female dancer).

(f) The real-world dancer is using the pressure of the
floor to have what is termed a tighter fifth position
(toes are pressed against the heel of the other foot).
This is noticeable on the real-world dancer as the direction of the hips (to the corner) do no match the
direction of the feet (direction closer to facing the
front). Current teaching tries to avoid this, however,
when asked to pose for a still photo, most professional dancers will use floor pressure to rotate the
ankle and knee joints incorrectly to create a tighter
position. The Manual demonstrates the fifth position
of the feet which the VBD maps accurately with respect to the defined turnout.

The arabeque pose is one of the most used in classical ballet choreography and therefore has been selected
as our second evaluated pose. As in the earlier section the
visually noticeable differences have been highlighted:

(g) The hands of the VBD are too close together. Increasing the separation will allow the elbow bend
rotation to increase to visually make a more rounded
shape.

(a) This is a recurring theme and was discussed in the
previous evaluated pose. An extension to the problem can be seen in the bottom pose of Figure 13
where the head line (direction of the head) is slightly
raised to look at the top hand. Whether a choreologist would define a head back position as seen in
the VBD of the same pose or leave it undefined is

(h) The hint of the back bend shown by the real world
dancer is a level of fidelity that the VBD does not
achieve. The slight bend is a part of the Cecchetti
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at this stage unsure. If undefined, a new level of fidelity to the ballet rules would need to be added to
compensate ‘looking at the raised front hand’.

Effort factor are ranged between the two extreme values
associated with each effort to capture the many different
expressive movement.
Time is not the speed of the movement between key
poses but how the speed of movement varies. Given
the two extreme parameters are sustained and sudden, an
equivalent concept is in music where sustained is playing a long consistent note and sudden is an accented note
with a quieter sound afterwards. A movement equivalent
is shown in Figure 14. The attack segment of the movement will require and acceleration and deceleration period
at the beginning and end of the attack period as motor motion does not have jumps in velocity.

(b) Most classical dancers place a slight break in the
wrist to create the illusion of a softer position. The
amount of break varies from dancer to dancer and
therefore the VBD was coded without. When compared with the real-world pose however, the VBD’s
arms appear very rigid and stiff would be corrected
by a dance teacher.
(c) The pose of the hands has been discussed earlier, see
§5.2.
(d) The rotation of the hips by the real-world dancer is
used to provide the required turnout of the raised leg.
Depending on the dancers body this can vary a great
deal. Dancers spend years of training to minimise
the amount of twist required. The VBD is therefore
in a technically correct but unrealistic pose in the
sense that most professional dancers will use some
amount of hip rotation to create a better leg line.

Key pose, i
Attack

Neutral

Key pose, i+1
Hold
time, t

Arrive key pose, i+1

Key pose, i

Sustained
Attack

(e) We see that the bottom half of the foot does not
match the real-world pose. This is due to the toes of
the VBD not having the functionality to be pointed.
See §5.2 for the discussion on the pose of the feet.

Key pose, i+1
time, t

Arrive key pose, i+1

Key pose, i
Attack

(f) The real-world dancer has rotated the shoulder.
Though, technically, students are trained to be in
what is classified as a square position (both shoulders facing the direction and not a corner), many
professionals rotate the shoulders to create a better
arm line and to make it easier to raise the hips to create better turnout of the legs. Because of the different teaching methods and the technical description of
an arabesque pose the VBD will keep its shoulders
square.

Sudden
Hold

Key pose, i+1
time, t

Arrive key pose, i+1

Figure 14: Variations on Laban’s time factor for interpolation
Laban’s space factor ranges between direct and indirect. For classical ballet a different application toward
movement in space is required when looking at arms, legs
and the spinal orientation. The main cue for expressive
movement comes from the use of the arms in classical ballet. A direct path is not a straight line but the shortest path
between key poses. Ballet movement is based on a circular geometry and Benesh notation infers that the shortest most direct path will be taken by the extremity unless
specified otherwise (see Figure 15). By defining movement rules for space that deviates away from the inferred
movement path within the bounds of the ballet rules, the
VBD arm movement will utilise more space around the
body and therefore more indirect movement. Currently,
the VBD poses the centre joints (head, waist and pelvis)
rotated at their respective maximum joint limits for each
DOF. A direct specification rotates only around the axis
specified by the notation and an indirect specification
specifies rotations with a minor value to the other two
axes. In classical ballet the legs not only achieve ballet
poses but is fundamentally to supporting the dancer and
must be considered when applying the expressive layer.
The movement of the legs is therefore more bounded to

(g) The real-world dancer in this pose, arguably, has too
much bend in the elbow joint. It is of the authors professional opinion that the arabesque pose has straight
or nearly straight (if creating a softer appearance)
arms. The amount of bend is difficult to assign and
varies between dancers and therefore the VBD currently sets the arabesque pose with straight arms.

6 Emotive Animation
Ballet dancing not only requires technique to perform the
poses and movement, but expressiveness to create a performance and not a series of steps. Benesh notation provides movement arcs to define the path of the extremities
between poses and general movement descriptors to orientate (direction of the body) and position (height of the
saute/jump or plié/bend) the dancer. Using Laban’s Effort parameters it is possible to define variations in the
interpolation that are distinguishable to the audience. The
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the wrist must be bent in a rounded position, allowing the
hand to turn upwards, making a demi-tour or half-turn”
(Blasis, 1830). A light weight would have more flex in
the wrist joint creating an illusion of a feather movement
similar to the wrist action when painting with a brush. A
heavy movement will have little rotation of the wrist giving a strong more solid and therefore more powerful feel
to the movement.
The motivation of this project is to provide a system
that will aide the realisation of a notated piece of dance
into a live performance during rehearsals. A system that
can simulate performed dance sequences as required by
the choreographer or choreologist using the key poses as
defined by the notation. The full development of a software animation system to represent and simulate dance
would be beneficial to historians, choreographers and
choreologists to: (a) evaluate ballet choreography with
expressive styles, and (b) aide professionals to visualise
the movement required for resurrecting ballet scores. Historically, dance provides a medium for open expression
and conveying feelings revealing inner thought. The final system hopes, by synthesising expressive dance movement using VE technologies, to lead to better understanding of how animation provides visual cues to the virtual
characters feelings while performing a very specific constrained rule based task.

(a)

(b)
a
b

Figure 15: Example of the shortest path from a pose with
feet in fifth position and arms in fourth en haut to standing a la seconde. Variation from the specified path leads
towards indirect movement. Unspecified movement paths
will always assume the shortest ballet movement path.
keep the dancer balanced and supported. Altering the
position of the supporting legs as specified in the notation could create unbalanced poses and movement a real
dancer is physically unable to achieve. For this research
the space factor will only affect the raised leg movement
and the path taken within the the strict bounds of the classical ballet rules. For example variations from the movement path can not bend the knee unless specified in the
notation as this breaks the rules of classical ballet and limits the amount of spacial variation compared to the arms.
The final factor is the weight of the movement, described by Laban as ranging from heavy to light. The
major cues for distinguishing differences in the weight
are from the arms and legs. In classical ballet, the torso
is strongly held and a strong abdomen is required for a
dancer to have adequate technique to perform ballet steps.
Variations of the weight effort would therefore be minimal for the spinal joints and we will focus on the extremities. Weighty dancing can be distinguished by the
amount of plié used by the dancer. The greater the knee
bend the more weighty (heavier) the feel. For the arms the
approach is different. How the arm moves between key
poses provides cues to the audience on the weight of the
movement being performed. The most observable joint
is the wrist rotation. For the wrists Blasis proposed that:
“There are two methods of moving the wrists, upwards
and downwards. When the movement is to be made downwards, the wrist must be bent inwards, moving the hand
demi-circularly, by which movement the hand returns to
its first position; but care must be taken not to bend the
wrist too violently, for it would then appear as if broken.
With respect to the second movement, which is upwards,
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Abstract
We present an overview of research at UEA into the animation of sign language using a gesture notation,
outlining applications that have been developed and key aspects of the implementation. We argue that the
requirements for virtual human signing involve the development of expressive characters. Although the principal focus of work has been on sign language, we believe that the work can be generalised easily and has a
strong contribution to make to future research on expressive characters.

1

Signing Research at UEA

web pages. The framework integrates SiGML processing through Animgen, and supports a number of avatars
developed separately at UEA and by Televirtual.
Early work was based on signing captured via motion
sensors, using blending techniques to concatenate motion
sequences. Further work is based on capture via video,
especially for facial expressions, providing a basis for
recognising signs from motion data.

1 in 1000 people become deaf before they have acquired
speech and may always have a low reading age for written
English. Sign is their natural language. British Sign Language (BSL) has its own grammar and linguistic structure
that is not based on English.
Sign language is expressive in its own right, and is multimodal, combining manual gestures, other bodily movements, and facial expressions. Facial information is especially important, conveying key semantic information.
Just as intonation can affect the meaning of a sentence,
for instance, turning a statement into a question, or indicating irony, so, facial gestures modify manual gestures
in crucial ways. In addition, certain signs use the same
manual content combined with different mouthings, often
related to speech, to distinguish closely related concepts.
Research at UEA addresses the linguistics of sign language, where little is documented about grammar and semantics, and explores generation of signing, using gesture notation. We have developed SiGML (Elliott et al.,
2001) (Signing Gesture Markup Language) for representing sign language utterances.
SiGML is used to generate realistic animation of signing using Virtual Human Avatars. The Animgen system (Kennaway, 2001) employs advanced techniques for
skeletal animation to realise precise hand shapes and
movements, leading to accurate bodily contacts. In addition, a range of facial gestures is animated by weighting
morph targets giving appropriate displacements for facial
mesh points.
In collaboration with Televirtual Ltd, a local multimedia company we have developed description formats for
specifying avatars and their streams of animation parameters.
Complete systems have been produced allowing control of content animation using a range of avatars embedded in a range of applications including support on

2

Virtual Signing Applications

Since deaf people do not necessarily find information
easy to absorb in text, their access to services is restricted,
despite the requirements of recent legislation. There is little support for digital services in sign.
Recent projects by colleagues at UEA include Simon
the Signer (Pezeshkpour et al., 1999), winner of two
Royal Television Society Awards, and TESSA (Cox et al.,
2002), winner of the top BCS IT Award, undertaken
within the EU ViSiCAST project (ViSiCAST, 2000).
Both Simon the Signer and TESSA (see Figure 1) used
motion captured signs that are blended into sequences on
demand.

2.1

Simon the Signer

Simon the Signer took words from a television subtitle
stream and rendered a sequence of signs in Sign Supported English (SSE) to appear as an optional commentary on screen. SSE is widely used in education of deaf
people, using a subset of BSL signs presented in English
word order. Although technically successful, the use of
SSE rather than true BSL was not fully accepted by the
deaf community since it does not provide the required cultural richness.
There are obvious benefits for broadcasters if signing
can be generated from an existing low-bandwidth data
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tion of the corresponding sign language phrase in BSL. In
addition to recognising fixed phrases, TESSA will handle phrases containing variable values such as days of the
week or amounts of money and will substitute the corresponding BSL signs.
TESSA is an example of the use of an expressive character for communication. As the system is interactive
and covers an extensive, though finite, domain, it provides genuine mediation between a hearing clerk and a
deaf customer.
In addition to exploring applications in broadcast and
to support face to face transactions, the ViSiCAST project
also developed tools for providing low-bandwidth signing
on the Web through a plugin for Internet Explorer.
Figure 1: TESSA

2.3

Signed Weather Forecasts

Although the weather varies hour by hour, summary
weather forecasts conform to a fixed pattern. The domain
can be fully described for a number of natural spoken languages and natural sign languages. A system has been developed that enables forecasts to be presented by seamless
blending of captured sign phrases using the web plugin.

Figure 2: TESSA in use in a Post Office
stream such as subtitles. However, this seems a distant
prospect. The use of video of sign interpreters is established. However, open captioned signing is not acceptable
to hearing audiences and is only broadcast for a limited
range of programmes at unsocial times. The bandwidth
requirements are too high to broadcast a separate video
stream for every channel that can be composited with the
standard data streams in a set top box.
An alternative approach being explored in a current
project is to capture the performance of a sign language
interpreter, and transmit motion data parameters to drive
an avatar in the set top box. Experiments show that the
bandwidth requirement would be of the same order as for
a speech channel.

2.2

Figure 3: Weather Forecast on the Web
A tool has been developed which allows a non-signer to
build forecasts, using standard weather phrases, for conversion into text and sign for a number of languages. Our
implementation covers English, BSL, Dutch, SLN (Sign
Language of the Netherlands) (see Figure 3), and DGS
(German Sign Language). The Weather Forecast Creator,
illustrated in Figure 4, may be used with a user interface
in English, German, or Dutch and may be used to generate signing and text for all three countries. Hence it is not
necessary for the content creator to know signing, or even
the national language to be provided as text.

TESSA

TESSA enables a Post Office clerk to communicate with a
deaf customer by the use of speech recognition and avatar
animation. Phrases used in standard transactions at Post
Offices are recognised automatically and trigger anima-
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Figure 4: Weather Forecast Creator Application
Figure 6: German Website

2.4

Signing on eGovernment Websites

3

SiGML Notation

SiGML – Signing Gesture Markup Language (Elliott
et al., 2001) – was initially developed in the ViSiCAST
project as a key component of a prototype “naturallanguage-to-signed-animation” system developed in that
project. Thus the primary purpose of SiGML is to support the definition of signing gestures in a manner allowing them to be animated in real-time using a computergenerated virtual human character, or avatar.
SiGML is an XML application language. We focus attention here on the major component of SiGML, referred
to as “gestural” SiGML, which is used to drive the synthetic signing system. However, it should be noted that
SiGML also allows the incorporation into the definition of
a signed performance of data obtained by other means, including “motion capture” data, that is, motion parameters
obtained by recording the actions of a human signer. Gestural SiGML is based on HamNoSys, the long-established
Hamburg Notation System (Prillwitz et al., 1989) developed at the Institute for Deutsche Gebärdensprache
(IDGS) at the University of Hamburg. Although it is
based on HamNoSys, SiGML allows some physical features of the signer’s posture to be specified with a greater
degree of precision than HamNoSys. However, the semantic relation between the two notations is close: HamNoSys can be (and is) translated into SiGML; no significant information is lost in this process, and so any SiGML
sign thus generated can generally be translated back into
HamNoSys.
The purpose of HamNoSys is to support the transcription and analysis of human signing in a manner that is
independent of the particular sign language used by the
signer. Hence HamNoSys supports the transcription of
signs at the phonetic level, providing special symbols and

While earlier projects have been based on seamless concatenation of motion captured signs, the eSIGN project
focuses on content created by synthesis from notation. As
a result, information can easily be updated without the
need for an expensive capture session. Information of an
ephemeral nature can be generated automatically and interactively.
To enhance the usefulness of the internet for sign language users, the eSIGN project is developing signed commentary to accompany eGovernment forms. Figures 5
and 6 show web content under development.

Figure 5: British Website
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structuring devices for representing phonetically significant features of signing such as hand shape and positions
in “signing space”. HamNoSys effectively embodies a
model of sign language phonetics, a model which is retained, largely unmodified, in SiGML.
A distinctive feature of sign language, in contrast with
speech, is that is allows several distinct articulators to be
in play concurrently. The most important articulators are
the signer’s hands, but other bodily movements and various forms of facial gesture such as eye gaze and mouthing
also have significance at the phonetic level in signing.
Thus Gestural SiGML, like HamNoSys, has both a “manual” and a “non-manual” component. The manual component has a richer structure and is more fully specified
than the non-manual, reflecting the fact that some nonmanual aspects of signing, and their phonetic status, are
less well-defined than are manual aspects.

3.1

corresponds to distinct articulators. These may specify
shoulder, body and head movements and eye gaze. Facial expressions control eye-brows, eye-lids, and nose. A
repertoire of mouthings covers visemes for speech, along
with other mouth gestures.
Here, “facial expression” refers to expressive uses of
the face which form part of the linguistic performance,
rather than those which communicate the signer’s attitude
or emotional response.

3.3

<sigml>
<hamgestural_sign gloss="film">
<sign_manual>
<split_handconfig>
<handconfig handshape="flat" extfidir="u"
palmor="d"/>
<handconfig handshape="finger2" thumbpos="across"
extfidir="r" palmor="r"/>
</split_handconfig>
<split_location>
<location_hand digits="2" contact="touch"/>
<location_hand location="wristback"
side="palmar" contact="touch"/>
</split_location>
<wristmotion motion="swinging"/>
</sign_manual>
</hamgestural_sign>
</sigml>

Manual Signing

The manual component of SiGML allows a sign to be defined in terms of transitions between static postures, each
of which may involve either or both of the signer’s hands.
A hand posture is determined by the location of the hand
in signing space, its shape, and its spatial orientation.
There is a core set of commonly occurring handshapes, such as “flat hand”,“fist” and“cee” (the shape of
the hand when it is wrapped round a cylindrical object
like a cup). A much larger repertoire of hand-shapes can
be defined by applying modifications to these basic handshapes, for example, bending of individual fingers or the
thumb, splaying of fingers, and various forms of contact
between fingers. For two-handed signs, the notation allows precise specification of the relative configuration of
the hands with respect to each other: this is achieved
through the concept (taken from HamNoSys) of a “hand
constellation”.
Various forms of hand motion may be specified:
straight line, circular, or zig-zag. Each of these motions
can be modified or refined in a wide variety of ways, of
which the following is a small sample: a straight-line motion may be arced; the number of quarter-turns may be
specified for a circular motion, whose radius may be varied dynamically to give a spiral effect; the plane in which
a zig-zag movement is performed can be explicitly specified. Several more specialised forms of motion such as
finger fluttering and wrist rotation are also supported. Another form of motion consists of a change of hand-shape
or of hand-orientation. Motions may be combined in sequence and in parallel. There are modifiers which control
the manner in which a motion is performed

3.2

SiGML Examples

Figure 7: SiGML for BSL sign “film”

Non-manual Signing

The definition of non-manual signing features in SiGML
is based on the corresponding definitions for HamNoSys
4 (Hanke et al., 2000). A hierarchy of independent tiers,

Figure 8: Initial configuration for BSL “film” sign
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Figures 7 and 9 show two examples of individual
SiGML signs. The first of these is the SiGML definition
for the sign “film” in British Sign Language (BSL). This
sign has a manual component but no non-manual component. Most of the former is devoted to the definition of the
sign’s initial configuration, shown in Figure 8. Both hands
are involved in this configuration, and so for both hands
there are specifications of their shape and orientation, followed by a specification of their locations with respect to
each other: here the back of the wrist of the dominant
hand is in contact with the extended index finger of the
non-dominant hand. The motion for this sign is expressed
comparatively succinctly in the <wristmotion ...>
element, which specifies a swinging motion of the dominant (raised) hand.
<sigml>
<hamgestural_sign gloss="tell_story">
<sign_manual both_hands="true"
lr_symm="true" outofphase="true">
<handconfig handshape="flat" thumbpos="out"/>
<handconfig extfidir="ul"/>
<handconfig palmor="ul"/>
<handconstellation contact="close">
<location_hand location="tip" digits="3"/>
<location_hand location="palm"/>
<location_bodyarm location="shoulders"/>
</handconstellation>
<rpt_motion repetition="fromstart">
<tgt_motion>
<circularmotion axis="l"/>
<handconstellation contact="close">
<location_hand location="tip" digits="3"/>
<location_hand location="palm"/>
</handconstellation>
</tgt_motion>
</rpt_motion>
</sign_manual>
</hamgestural_sign>
</sigml>

Figure 10: Frame from BSL “tell-story” sign

framework for the non-manual features of SiGML. The
SiGML example shown in Figure 11, illustrates the fact
that the system described there can be adapted to synthesise expressions of emotion, as well as the linguistically
significant facial expressions required for signing. Figure 12 shows a pair of frames from the resulting animation: in the first of these frames the avatar’s face is still
in its neutral posture, in the second it has reached a much
more expressive one.

Figure 9: SiGML for BSL Sign “Tell-story”
Figure 9 shows the SiGML definition for the BSL
sign “tell-(the-)story”. Here, in contrast to the previous example, both hands are involved not only in the
sign’s initial configuration (shown in Figure 10), but also
in the subsequent motion. The attributes in the main
<sign_manual ...> element specify that both hands
participate in the motion, that there is left-right symmetry
in this motion, and that the motions of the two hands are
to be performed out-of-phase with each other. In this sign
the “location” part of the intitial configuration consists of
a hand-constellation which specifies the precise configuration of the hands with respect to each other, as well as
the position in signing space of the two hands thus combined. Given the symmetry characteristics already specified for the two-handed motion as described above, an explicit movement specification is required for the dominant
hand only. In this case, the required motion has significant
internal structure explicitly defined in the notation: the
motion has an explicit target, and is repeated once from
its starting configuration.
Recently, as described in (Elliott et al., 2004), we
have been developing support in our synthetic animation

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="iso-8859-1"?>
<!DOCTYPE sigml SYSTEM
"http://www.visicast.cmp.uea.ac.uk/sigml/sigml.dtd">
<sigml>
<hamgestural_sign gloss="vguido-sad">
<sign_nonmanual>
<extra_tier>
<extra_par>
<extra_movement movement="X14"/>
<extra_movement movement="X15"/>
<extra_movement movement="X24"/>
<extra_movement movement="X38"/>
<extra_movement movement="X41"/>
</extra_par>
</extra_tier>
</sign_nonmanual>
<sign_manual/>
</hamgestural_sign>
</sigml>

Figure 11: SiGML for a tearful facial expression
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Figure 13: Pointing inwards

be quite complicated to determine exactly what an arbitrary repetition specification really means.
There are other features of the posture and movement
which HamNoSys does not record at all. For example, it
mostly describes what the hands do; what the rest of the
arm must do to place the hands in the positions specified
is not described. The animation software must be programmed with rules to decide how high the elbows are
raised, and whether the collarbone joint moves. Physical objects are prevented by their nature from penetrating
each other. The avatar’s body parts are under no such
constraint, except for whatever has been explicitly programmed.
To synthesise a lifelike movement from one posture to
another, we use a semi-abstract biocontrol model to determine the accelerations and decelerations, parameterised
in a way that lets us animate the various manners of movement which HamNoSys can specify: fast, slow, tense,
with a sudden stop, etc.
Sometimes, the simplest way to resolve the problem
of what a given piece of HamNoSys means is to make
it more detailed, explicitly specifying information that is
impractical to calculate: for example, specifying which
points on the hands are in contact instead of merely saying
that the hands contact each other. We are currently moving towards a version of SiGML that will allow the specification of more detail of this sort, and thus separate the
problem of filling in the missing information from that of
animating the gesture. This allows the trade-off between
the effort of the transcriber and the effort of the animator
to be made in different ways.
In some instances, HamNoSys transcriptions have been
found to be incorrect, even when made by experienced
users of the notation. There is a tendency for people to
write down not the actual motion, but an idea of the motion that sometimes does not closely match it. An example occurring frequently in the HamNoSys corpus of over
3,000 signs of German Sign Language is that of an inward
pointing finger (see Figure 13).
Often, the hand shape has been transcribed as if it were
the first of the two hands in that figure, with the wrist bent
sharply so as to point the whole hand at the signer. In reality, the hand shape will be more like the second shape

Figure 12: Two frames from the tearful facial animation

4

Animation of Signing

The ViSiCAST and eSign projects have achieved significant results in creating signing animations from HamNoSys (Kennaway, 2001, 2003). Although this notation
was originally developed for researchers into signing to
communicate with each other about signs, it has proved a
suitable basis for synthetic animation.

4.1

Manual Animation

To translate the human-meaningful notations of HamNoSys into numerical animation data, several problems
must be solved. The fuzzy categories of HamNoSys—
the “chest”, a “large” movement, a “close” proximity,
a “fist” handshape etc.—must be replaced by numerical
locations, distances and joint rotations. The locations
named by HamNoSys, of which there are a few hundred,
must be provided as part of the definition of the avatar. In
general there is no way to automatically determine these
locations by calculation from the surface mesh or the animation bones (which do not always closely correspond to
the physiological bones). Given these, the various sizes of
movements and proximities can be defined as multiples of
measurements of the avatar. For example, we define near
and far distances from the torso as a certain proportion of
the length of the arms, since in signing these are primarily
used as locations at which to place the hands.
HamNoSys transcriptions often leave out information
which is obvious to the human reader and writer of the
notation. Sometimes it simply takes a standard default
value: absence of any explicit location for a sign means
that it happens in the middle of the signing space. Sometimes it is dependent on the context: when the hands touch
each other, the location at which they touch is often not
specified.
HamNoSys specifies various types of repetition: repeating a movement from its starting position, repeating
a movement from where its previous occurrence finished,
repeating it several times getting larger and larger, etc.
Various modes of repetition can be combined, and it can
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shown, with the fingertip pointing towards the signer, and
the back of the hand pointing in a direction above, left,
and behind the signer. This is perhaps an indication that a
signing notation should transcribe these signs by recording the direction in which the finger points, rather than
the direction in which the back of the hand points. In
general, we can say that in any gesture, some geometric properties of the posture and movement are significant
and some are not. A possible definition of the significant aspects is: those which would remain the same even
when the sign was performed by a different avatar, with
different body proportions. We are currently considering
a revised version of the notation which would attempt to
record signs in terms of such significant properties, and
would be intended from the beginning for computer animation. Extending HamNoSys or SiGML to other classes
of movement, such as those required by interactive characters in virtual environments, will be the subject of future
research.

<mouth_gesture sigmlName="L09">
<morph name="mbp" amount="1" timing="mt-ft"/>
<morph name="aaa" timing="ft-mt"/>
<morph name="mbp" timing="mteml"/>
</mouth_gesture>

4.2

<sampa phonemes="EIszi">
<morph name="cgng" amount="0.7" timing="m t - m t"/>
</sampa>

Figure 14: Definition for Mouth Gesture L09
of sign) can be given symbolically (s, f, m, −, or e). The
symbolic tokens are mapped to times in another configuration file.
Additionally, “manner” components determine how the
morph approaches its full value during the attack, and
how it tails off during the release. The possible values
for this are “t” (tense) and “l” (lax). They are mapped
to sets of parameters for a general model of accelerations
and decelerations.
An extension of this format, illustrated in Figure 15,
is used to define morph trajectories for viseme sequences
derived from SAMPA strings.

Facial Expressions

As mentioned above, non-manual signing includes a
range of bodily movements, of head and shoulders, that
can be animated by controlling the articulation of appropriate joints. In addition, there are facial expressions
that are animated by controlling the vertices of the facial
mesh.
Some expressions, denoted mouth gestures, come from
a set of gestures used in signing, such as puffing out a
cheek or raising the eyebrows. Other expressions, denoted mouth pictures consist of the visemes corresponding to an arbitrary phonetic (IPA) string. For convenience,
this viseme string is expressed using the SAMPA (Wells,
2003) conventions for transcription of the IPA.
As reported in (Elliott et al., 2004), Animgen assumes
that each avatar comes with a set of facial deformations,
which are named morphs, which can be applied in combination to animation frames. Animgen has no detailed
model of morphs but specifies a weighting for each morph
for each animation frame.
Facial non-manuals used in SiGML are encoded as
morph trajectories. A trajectory consists of a morph
name, the maximum weighting of that morph to be applied, and an envelope describing the attack, sustain, and
release for the morph.
Morph trajectories can be combined in series and in
parallel to build up an arbitrarily complex definitions that
are specified in a configuration file specific to each avatar.
The creator of the avatar creates the avatar’s morph set
and the mapping of SiGML facial elements.
Figure 14 gives such a specification for a mouth gesture, which is defined as a mouthing of “bEm”. It is realised by a sequence of three morphs corresponding to the
three phonemes, where the first and third have been given
identical visual representations.
The timings (slow, medium, fast, zero, or sustain to end

<sampa phonemes="a_I">
<morph name="aaa" timing="m t - m t"/>
<morph name="cgng" amount="0.7" timing="m t - m t"/>
</sampa>

Figure 15: Defining SAMPA codes E, I, s, z, i, and aI
Several phonemes may correspond to the same viseme,
for example E, I, s, z, and i. Hence a single specification
is used to animate any of the phonemes in a list. Diphthongs are often required, but they vary from language to
language. In order that a single set of definitions can be
used for all languages, we require that diphthongs are tied
together with an underscore. Hence the diphthong aI is
encoded as a I.
In order to handle coarticulation in a viseme sequence,
the release of one trajectory is overlapped with the attack
of the next. However, this is a largely untested approach
and we are not confident that it will provide mouth movements suitable for lip-reading, for example. Instead, we
are working to incorporate leading work on audio-visual
speech synthesis based on appearance models that has
been undertaken at UEA. This work is discussed below.

4.3

Animation System Architecture

As stated earlier the synthetic animation system we describe here was developed as part of a complete prototype system in the ViSiCAST project, in which the
input is a natural language (English) text for which a
signed animation is generated. This system divides into
a front-end, which applies natural language processing
techniques based on DRT and HPSG (Safar and Marshall, 2002), and a back-end — the system described
here. The interface between these two subsystems is a
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phonetic-level definition of the required signing sequence
expressed in SiGML. The main data flow in this back-end
SiGML-to-Animation system can be viewed as a pipeline
as shown in Figure 16. Of the three processing stages
shown in this figure, the most significant (because the
most novel) is the central one which converts SiGML sign
definitions into the corresponding animation frame definitions, as described earlier in this section. One important
feature of the architecture not explicitly represented in
the diagram is the fact that the synthetic animation module has an additional input, namely the description of the
avatar’s geometry, which is supplied with each avatar as
an essential part of its definition.
The first stage in the pipeline decomposes the input
stream into individual “signing units”. A signing unit is
typically an individual sign expressed in gestural SiGML,
but it may instead consist of motion capture data for a
sign (in which case it by-passes the synthetic animation
stage). The first stage can also perform translation of
a sign definition from HamNoSys to SiGML. The final
stage in the pipeline consists of rendering software, which
applies conventional 3-D animation techniques to each
packet of frame data, first to determine the configuration
of the avatar’s surface mesh corresponding to the given
configuration for its virtual skeleton (and morph weights),
and then to render this mesh with the appropriate colouring and texture on-screen. A separate controlling module
manages the scheduling of the necessary data transfers
between the individual stages shown in Figure 16.

SiGML
(HamNoSys)

Signing
Signing
Animation
Text
Input Signing Generation
Units

Frame
Data

recites a series of training sentences and the video analysed using the shape and appearance model. Since the
face in a single frame forms a point in the model-space,
a sentence forms a trajectory in this space. These trajectories are segmented according to their phoneme boundaries, derived from the corresponding acoustic signal.
To synthesise a novel utterance, a sequence of phoneme
symbols is required. The synthesiser then selects a subtrajectory from the original data that corresponds to the
desired phoneme in the closest context to that in which
it appears in the new utterance. These sub-trajectories
are concatenated to form a new trajectory of model parameters, which are then applied to the model to create a
realistic synthetic talking face.
This approach provides the flexibility and efficiency of
traditional graphics-based talking faces with the realism
of traditional image-based talking faces. A further advantage is that a complete avatar can be animated using this
technique, so the talking head can be coupled with signing
and other manual gestures (Theobald et al., 2003). Here
the geometry of the face of the avatar is updated using
the shape component of the appearance model, while the
appearance component provides a texture update that significantly improves the realism when, for example, only a
single texture is used.

5

To develop virtual human signing it has been essential
to address issues of both human animation and content
creation. Animation only becomes acceptable once it
achieves good visual realism with relatively natural motion. To support useful quantities of signed content it was
necessary to develop scripting techniques soundly based
in signing linguistics.
A benefit of using notation is that semantically unimportant information can be left implicit. An example is
the position of elbows during signing. During animation,
such implicit information is reconstructed using inverse
kinematics. For representing more general gestures it is
likely to be necessary to provide the option of being more
explicit about aspects of gesture that do not matter for
signing, but the principle of minimising the amount of
explicit information is crucial.
The choice of a high-level representation is important
if animation is to be scripted without knowledge of the
physical dimensions of the avatar. A crucial part of our
work has been an extended avatar definition format that
enables the Animgen software to generate acceptable animation for any compliant avatar. A number of different
avatars have been used in illustrations in this paper, but
the software does is generic.
The notation concentrates on gestures for signing and
only addresses upper body movement. There are few
features relating to interaction with the environment, al-

Signing
Avatar
Animation

Figure 16: Processing Sequence for Synthetic Animation
of SiGML

4.4

Future for Signing and Expressive
Characters

Appearance Models for Faces

Appearance models (Cootes et al., 1998) are statistical
models of the shape and appearance variation of the face,
which are learnt from hand-labelled facial images. Traditionally these have been used in the computer vision community to track and recognise faces (and other objects) in
video sequences. Analysis is done by synthesis, i.e. the
model is able to synthesise realistic example images by
applying the appropriate parameters and an optimiser is
used to update an estimate of the parameters such that the
original and model generated images coincide. The face
in an image is then encoded in terms of the parameters of
the model, or is mapped to a point in a face-space spanned
by the model.
Work at UEA on modelling talking faces has focussed
on the use of shape and appearance models. A talker first
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A.M. Day, D.B. Arnold, D. Fellner, and S. Havemann. Combining polygonal and subdivision surface
approaches to modelling of urban environments. In
Proceedings of Cyberworld 2003, Singapore, December 2003 2003.

though contacts between parts of the body are addressed
in detail. We intend to develop SiGML to encompass a
wider range of movement and gesture including conversational gesturing, whole-body actions such as walking
and running, and interaction with physical objects.
An immediate application will be through the EPOCH
Network of Excellence (Arnold, 2003), using avatars to
help the user visit virtual cultural heritage sites constructed using the CHARISMATIC UEA/TU Braunschweig modeller (Day et al., 2003). A scenario would
be that the user follows a walking, talking, multi-lingual
virtual guide to places of interest in the scene. Ideally
the visitor should be able to interact (via speech) with the
virtual guide as well as the rest of the model.
We have introduced the leading work on audio-visual
speech synthesis that is undertaken at UEA. To date, this
work has focussed on the synthesis of the visible articulators associated with speech production only, i.e. the
lips, teeth and tongue. It is well known that realistic conversational characters require expressive speech, which is
lacking in the current system. To determine whether the
model is able to re-synthesise the range of expressions required by a conversional character, it is currently being
used to analyse the face of a signer and re-synthesise the
facial movements on a virtual signer.
Much of our experience with signing appears to have
wider application to work on expressive characters. The
repertoire of techniques is clearly applicable to animation
of more general gestures, although it remains to be seen
how much extension is necessary to notations for signing
and to animation techniques to achieve this purpose.
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Abstract
In this paper we address problems of the automatic assignment of speech accompanying gestures and present
solutions we have developed and still develop in the IST-project NECA. Special emphasis is put on the presentation of the central repository of information necessary for this assignment: the so called gesticon.

1 Introduction

language, the RRL (Rich Representation Language, see
http://www.oefai.at/NECA/RRL), which is the
back-bone of the whole gesture-assignment process and
functions as an interface to the individual system components. Both gesticon and RRL are represented in XML
format, thus ensuring compatibility with a variety of existing representation and standardisation efforts of multimodal information. For an overview see (Pirker and
Krenn, 2002). Coupling gesticon and RRL also allows
us to design a component which makes the gesture representations and gesture generation strategies and methods independent from implementation details of individual system modules.
Thus, even though we describe gesture representation
and gesture assignment in the context of the NECA system2 , our proposals are general in nature and not restricted to NECA.
The paper is organized as follows: To set the context,
we briefly introduce the NECA project (section 2.1) and
the architecture of the NECA system (section 2.2). In section 2.3 we give an outline of gesture encoding in the RRL
(Rich Representation Language), a general purpose multimodal representation and scripting language which has
been developed in the NECA project. In sections 3.1 to
3.6 the overall gesticon structure is defined and the organization of gesture relevant information is discussed.
Gesticon entries are exemplified in section 3.7.

The task of automatic gesture assignment discussed in
this paper, can be described as follows: Given a dialogue
between two or more embodied agents, specify their nonverbal behavior by automatically selecting ”appropriate”
gestures and facial expressions from a given set. Take
care of the temporal alignment of gestures with the spoken utterance and provide the information in a way that
it subsequently can be used as input for an animation engine. The crucial task here is to design a gesture repository with representations general enough to be reusable
in different multimodal generation systems and to be applicable in combination with different animation engines.
What is required from the generation system is the availability of information on the dialogue structure, the dialogue related emotion, and the prosody and timing of
speech.
Our discussion will be centered around
a) the design and representation structure of a central
gesture repository, which we call gesticon in analogy
to lexicon,1
b) the methods and strategies employed in gesture generation and the alignment of gestures with speech.
As regards a), we discuss what information shall be
represented in the gesticon, and how this information
shall be structured and represented. As regards b), we
make proposals for gesticon-based gesture generation and
gesture timing in collaboration with multimodal natural
language and speech generation. In order to do so, we
introduce a general purpose multimodal representation

2 The NECA System
2.1 Outline
NECA (”Net Environment for Embodied Emotional Conversational Agents”) aims at the development of a toolkit
that allows for time- and cost efficient implementation
and adaption of Web-applications for the following scenario: Animated scenes are generated where two or more

1 Other

terms in use for a repository of gesture definitions are gestuary, a term coined by (deRuiter, 1998) and subsequently employed by
(Kopp and Wachsmuth, 2000), and gestionary, a term used by Isabella
Poggi (Poggi, 2002a) to refer to a dictionary of symbolic gestures, or
dictionary of gestures such as ’The Berlin dictionary of Everyday Gestures’ (Posner et al., 2002) or ’The Nonverbal Dictionary of Gestures,
Signs & Body Language Cues’ (Givens, 2002).

2 http://www.oefai.at/NECA/
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virtual human-like characters communicate with each
other using expressive (emotionally rich) speech, gesture
and facial expression.
Due to bandwidth restrictions, the use of lean player
technologies is necessary.
For various reasons it is important that the system can
easily be adapted to different player technologies. For instance, in different applications varied animation styles
are preferred, the state-of-the-art in player technology is
rapidly changing, improvements in bandwidth capacities
increase the choice of web compatible player technology.
Thus special emphasis needs to be put on keeping the influence of player-specific aspects as small as possible. In
the two NECA demonstrators we currently work with two
fairly different animation/player technologies, namely
Charamel (http://www.charamel.de) and Macromedia Flash (http://www.macromedia.com).

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of NECA-architecture and
how different modules make use of specific information
provided in the gesticon.

2.2 Architecture

by the player employed.

M−NLG

Speech
Synthesis
Gesture
Assignment





2.3 Gesture Encoding in the RRL
Generally speaking, dialogue accompanying gesture generation is a two-step process.
1. During multimodal language generation, gestures
are selected on the basis of the semantic and pragmatic content of the utterances, and are symbolically
linked to whatever entity is appropriate, e.g. a word
or a sentence.
2. Based on the prosodic and temporal information
produced by a speech synthesis component a finegrained alignment between the verbal and nonverbal
communication systems is performed.



The relevant information is encoded by means of the
RRL. The interplay of the different aspects of multimodal
information is exemplified in the following. The RRLsnippet below illustrates the result of step 1) multimodal
generation.
<gesture identifier="hipshift"
id="g001"
aligntype="seq_before"
alignto="s001"/>
<gesture identifier="wave"
id="g002"
aligntype="par_end"
alignto="s001"/>
<sentence id="s001">
Hello, how are you?
</sentence>







<gesticonEntry>
<function>
<restrictions>
<form>
<playercode>
</gesticonEntry>

Animation
Generation

Because in NECA whole dialogues are planned in advance in the way a playwright designs a scene, a strict
pipeline-architecture as depicted in Figure 1 can be employed. The information between modules is passed
on using NECA’s XML-compliant Rich Representation
Language (cf. http://www.oefai.at/NECA/RRL,
(Piwek et al., 2002)). First, the scene generation and
an affective reasoning component (Gebhard et al., 2003)
specify the dialogue acts to be produced and feed into the
multi-modal natural language generator (M-NLG) (Piwek, 2003). M-NLG is responsible for the generation of
the textual representation of the agent’s utterances as well
as the selection of semantically motivated gestures and
emotion-driven facial expressions. Relevant information
is encoded in the function -element of a gesticon entry.
The following concept-to-speech synthesis module
(Schröder and Trouvain, 2003) does not only produce
speech files containing emotional speech, but also provides full timing information, i.e., the exact position and
duration of all phonemes, syllables, words, phrase boundaries and tonal accents.3 This information is crucial
for the Gesture Assignment module (GA). Here the final selection of gestures takes place and the animation
is timed. Phonemes are mapped to visemes, tone accents
are aligned with eyebrow raises, and selected parts of an
intonation phrase are aligned with specific components of
a gesture. The GA module makes use of information encoded in the form -element of a gesticon entry. Both
M-NLG and GA make use of constraints encoded in the
restrictions -element. After GA, a further component,
the Animation Generator, produces the player-specific animation instructions. Player-specific information can be
accessed via the playercode -element of a gesticon entry. While the input to this component is an RRL document, the output is code which can be directly rendered


G E S T I C O N

Scene
Planer



Two classes of gestures – identifier=”hipshift” and
identifier=”wave” – have been selected to accompany the
sentence “Hello, how are you?”. This is specified via the
value of the alignto attribute, i.e., the unique ”id” of the

3 The speech synthesis system M ARY can be tested online at
http://mary.dfki.de
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sentence. The aligntype attribute designates the temporal relationship between gesture and anchor element. In
this case the gesture ”hipshift” would be realised before
sentence ”s001” starts and the gesture ”wave” should end
when the sentence stops.
The speech synthesis system produces the according
soundfile for the sentence, and also provides information
on its internal structure (syllables and phonemes) as well
as information on the location and type of tonal accents
and prosodic phrase boundaries, represented in ToBI format (Baumann et al., 2001). See the RRL representation
below.
<sentence id="s001" src="s001.mp3">
<word id="w_1" accent="H*" pos="UH"
sampa="h@l-’@U">
Hello
<syllable id="syl_1" sampa="h@l">
<ph dur="75" p="h"/>
<ph dur="48" p="@"/>
<ph dur="100" p="l"/>
</syllable>
<syllable id="syl_2" sampa="’@U"
stress="1" accent="H*">
<ph dur="230" p="@U"/>
</syllable>
</word>
<prosBoundary breakindex="4"
dur="200"
p="_"
tone="H-L%"/>
<word id="w_2" ... />
...
</sentence>
With the availablility of exact phoneme durations the
alignment-specifications produced by multimodal generation can now – in step 2) of the gesture assignment process – be transformed into concrete time-measures. More
sophisticated alignto-types can be processed such as the
alignment of a certain gesture component to the syllable
which bears the nuclear accent of a phrase, information
not available at step 1) of gesture processing.
The output then is an unambiguous specification of the animation stream, which is expressed
by means of a subset of W3C’s Synchronized
Multimedia Integration Language (SMIL 2.0,
http://www.w3.org/TR/smil20/), i.e., via
a collection of seq and par elements. At this step
all linguistic information is discarded and replaced by an
audio -element which holds the name and duration of
the speech soundfile. The symbolic alignment between
gestures and language-related entities (e.g. sentences,
words, syllables) is replaced by the specification of the
exact temporal alignment between this audio -element
and the according gesture -objects.
The example from above would render to:
















As already indicated, the gesticon is designed as a general repository of meaningful bits and pieces of animation descriptions which are relevant for the generation
of dialogue accompanying nonverbal behaviour. In other
words, the gesticon is the direct equivalent to the lexicon
in language-processing systems. As the latter is a mapping from phonetic form to the meaning of words, the
gesticon represents the mapping between the form and
the semantics of a gesture. In analogy to words in a dictionary, gesticon entries store information about the form
(phonology), the meaning (semantics), the combinatory
properties (syntax) and the pragmatics of gestures. Thus
our conception of gesticon corresponds to Poggi’s notion
of (gesture) ’lexicon’. In (Poggi, 2002b) it reads





It can be seen, that the sentence -element of the input is now replaced by an audio -element, which refers
to the soundfile to be played. The sequence of visemes
is of course parallel to the audio-element, and the aligntype “par-end” for the “wave”-gesture is reflected by the
temporal offset specified in its begin-attribute. The id attributes used as unique identifiers throughout the processing are redundant at this stage, and are kept for debugging
purposes only.

3 The Gesticon





<animationSpec>
<seq>
<gesture key="g023"
identifier="hipshift"
id="g001"
dur="1650"/>
<par>
<audio src="s001.mp3"
dur="1459"/>
<seq>
<!-- visemes -->
<viseme identifier="v_h"
dur="75"/>
<viseme identifier="v_@"
dur="48"/>
<viseme identifier="v_l"
dur="100"/>
<viseme identifier="v_@U"
dur="230"/>
...
</seq>
<gesture key="g012"
identifier="wave"
id="g002"
begin="259"
dur="1200"/>
</par>
<seq>
</animationSpec>





In a “codified” communication system, the
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“arms” which means the entry is a representation of a gesture or “face” which indicates that the entry is a representation of a facial expression. In the context of NECA, a
further modality is “body”, which stands for posture such
as relaxed versus upright, etc. In the long run, however,
the modality “body” needs to be further subclassified, for
example, into posture, movement, and spatial location.

signal-meaning link is shared and coded in the
memory of both a Sender and an Addressee (as
it is the case, for example, with words or symbolic gestures) and a whole set of these links
makes a “lexicon”.
Note though, that Poggi’s work focuses mainly on
a verbal description of symbolic (emblematic) gestures,
i.e., gestures with a conventionalized meaning within a
certain community such as ’thumbs up’ meaning ’o.k.’ in
many western countries. In contrast we aim at a machine
readable gesture repository, which functions as the basic
resource for the automatic generation of all different types
of gestures. With the gesticon we propose the foundations for a framework for the uniform symbolic representation of different nonverbal communication systems such
as gesture and facial expression. Without doubt, descriptive work such as the one by Poggi or the descriptions
available in the Berlin dictionary of Everyday Gestures
(Posner et al., 2002) will be valuable resources to instantiate the gesticon structure. As a precondition, however,
these works need to be made machine-readable. Another
open question is how effectively the textual descriptions
can be transformed into appropriate entries for automatic
gesture generation.
In the following we present the general structure of a
gesticon entry and discuss the representational details of
entries for facial expression and gesture. An illustrative
example is provided in section 3.7. The gesticon is represented in XML format. Each entry comprises a form, a
function and a restriction element, and pointers to playerspecific representations. The fact that currently only information on facial expressions and hand-arm gestures is
represented in the gesticon results from the NECA context where animated characters do not move within the
scene.

3.2 The

verbatim -element




In the verbatim element, a verbal description of the gesticon entry is stored. This is information for the human
reader.

3.3 The


function -element


The function element contains information about the
meaning and type of an entry, where the entry is attached
to, and which type of temporal alignment is to be used
(before, after, parallel, etc.)
The type attribute is not defined for facial expressions.
As regards gestures, we distinguish between the following
types:
deictic (indicative or pointing gesture)


beat (repetitive or rhythmic movement mainly coordinated with speech prosody)


iconic (a gesture which “bears a close formal relationship to the semantic content of speech” (McNeill, 1992) quoted after (Serenari, 2002), p. 57,
e.g. the hands forming a box in order to depict a
container)


emblematic (“gestures that have a specific social
code of their own” (McNeill, 1985) quoted after
(Serenari, 2002), p. 57, e.g. a nod meaning ’yes’)


3.1 Overall Structure of a Gesticon Entry

illustrator (e.g. a wave accompanying or substituting
a greeting act; in our use illustrators are similar to
emblems, but are less strict as regards their social or
cultural norms than emblems)


We propose the following overall structure for a gesticon
entry.
<gesticonEntry>
<verbatim/>
<function/>
<form/>
<restrictions/>
<playercode/>
</gesticonEntry>

metaphoric (“similar to iconics in that they present
imagery, but present an image of an abstract concept” (McNeill, 1992) quoted after (Serenari, 2002),
p. 57)


adaptor (“part of adaptive efforts to satisfy self or
bodily needs, or to perform bodily actions, or to
manage emotions, or to develop or maintain prototypic interpersonal contacts, or to learn instrumental
activities” (Ekman and Friesen, 1968) quoted after
(Serenari, 2002), p. 59)


The attributes key and identifier in the gesticonEntry
are both used for naming the entry. The first is the entry’s
unique key, while the identifier is used as common name
for gestures that share the same meaning, i.e., there can
be numerous gestures with the identifier ”greeting”.
Gesticon entries are classified according to the main
modality expressed. This information is specified via the
modality attribute. In our examples the value is either
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idle (we have introduced a number of idle gestures
which are selected when the animated characters “do
nothing”, i.e., they are not engaged in a dialogue,
they are waiting till data transmission is completed)

Summing up, we have drawn the values for our type
attribute mainly from work by Ekmann/Friesen and McNeill, cf. (Ekman and Friesen, 1968), (McNeill, 1985),
(McNeill, 1992). The selection was guided by practical
decisions, i.e., which classification is useful in the context
of the NECA demonstrators. In general the classification
of gestures is somewhat controversial in the literature, see
for instance (Krauss et al., 2000) or (Serenari, 2002) for
an overview of gesture classifications.
At the current stage of development, the values for the
meaning attribute are simple atomic labels. Of course
this is a shortcoming and reflects a rudimentary semantic classification of gestures and facial expression. This
approach, however, is sufficient for the current stage of
development of the NECA system. Especially for the generation of metaphoric gestures, however, the encoding of
meaning via a symbolic label is inappropriate. Instead
a more complex representation structure of the meaning
and the pragmatics of gestures needs to be developed.
Currently this is approached from different angles such
as descriptive work as represented in (Poggi, 2002a) or
work on coupling gesture recognition and gesture generation such as (Kopp et al., 2004).
Meaning in gesticon entries for facial expression refers
to the six basic emotions (happy, sad, anger, fear, disgust,
surprise) known from (Ekman, 1993) and a few other labels which are appropriate in the context of the demonstrators such as ’neutral’, ’false laugh’, ’melancholy’, ’reproach’ etc. which are inspired by (Faigin, 1990).
The alignto attribute is mainly used for gestures and
specifies the type of entity the particular gesture shall be
aligned to. This can be a sentence, a word, an accented
syllable, etc. At the current stage of development of the
NECA system, facial expressions are per default aligned
at sentence level.
In the aligntype attribute it is specified how a gesture
G and an entity X from the verbal communication system
are coupled together.
par
G starts exactly when X starts
par end
G stops exactly when X stops
par adjust to fit G’s duration is forced to be the
same as X’s, i.e., they start and
stop at the same time
atstress
G is aligned to the STRESSED
position of X
seq before
G is performed before X, i.e.,
G preceedes X
seq after
G is performed after X, i.e.,
G succeeds X

components -element encoding information about the
dynamics (the sub-parts and temporal properties) of a gesture or facial expression.
As we treat facial entries as snapshots of facial expressions, the components element is reduced to the specification of a duration range and a default duration. The
position element in facial entries specifies eyebrows (up,
relaxed, center down, ...), eyes (relaxed, open wide, open
narrow, ...) and mouth shapes (open smile, closed relaxed,
pursed, ...). These values are inspired by (Faigin, 1990).
An alternative, more fine grained representation of form
information of the face are the Face Animation Parameters (FAPs) used in MPEG4, see for instance (Tekalp and
Ostermann, 2000). This information can be used as extra
filter for selecting appropriate facial expressions during
multimodal generation. In the NECA system, however,
facial expressions are currently selected according to the
emotion specified for the individual dialogue acts by the
affective reasoning component.
Regarding gestures, the availability of information on
the basic physical properties as encoded in the position
element is a prerequisite for performing basic reasoning
on the well-formedness of combinations of gesture. Minimal positional information is required to decide whether
two gestures can be directly concatenated or whether the
combination of two gestures requires an intermediate gesture for the sequence to look natural.
Information on gesture dynamics as encoded in the
components element is required for the calculation of the
temporal alignment of gestures to speech as well as for
modulation of the expressivity of a gesture.
In the position element spatial information of gestures
is encoded very coarsely specifying the position of the
left and right wrists at the very beginning and end of a
gesture. This is encoded by a two-dimensional grid (top,
mid, down) (center, outwards) distinguishing 6 possible positions per wrist. This information is required for
reasoning on the necessary time of moving from the endposition of one gesture to the start-position of its successor. Depending on the available time and on the interpolation capabilities of the animation technology used, the
information in the position element is employed to decide on either ruling out a particular gesture, directly interpolating between two gestures or inserting movements
to neutral (idle) positions in between the gestures to be
concatenated.
The mechanism can also be extended in order to cope
with gestures that rely on the existence of specific predecessors, e.g. return-movements from special gestures.
For these an attribute special is added to the start or
end -element, and it is enforced, that only gestures
which share the same special-value can be combined.
As already mentioned, our proposal to positional encoding of gesture information is a minimal approach. An
example for a much more detailed encoding is MURML
(Kransted et al., 2002). As both our gesticon structure
and MURML are XML compliant, an enhancement of the








3.4 The

form -element






In the form element, information on the basic physical properties of a gesture or facial expression is specified. The form element comprises two sub-elements:
the position -element providing information on static
(spatial) aspects of a gesture or facial expression, and the
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proposed gesticon entries by MURML representations is
straight forward.
For the components element of gestures the following
sub-elements are defined: prepare, stroke, hold, retract
(cf. (McNeill, 1992)). Each of these elements has its duration element dur where an appropriate range and a
default for the duration of the respective phase is specified
in milliseconds.
Note, that a majority of our gesticon entries are gesture
fragments which only comprise stroke and hold phases,
whereas the prepare and retract phases result from playerspecific interpolation between adjacent gestures. In general, stroke and hold are the most important phases for
aligning gesture and speech. The stroke phase for instance is employed to fine-tune the timing of gesture and
speech. The stroke phase is typically aligned with a particular (accented) syllable. In cases where a gesture needs
to be elongated, the hold phase is of importance, as it will
be unproportionally more affected than any other phase of
a gesture.


3.5 The


tency, maintainability and readability of the gesticon, a
macro-mechanism is offered in the gesticon:
For the most common type of constraints, namely the
lookup of a certain value already stored in the RRL, the
semantic of that constraint can be specified within the gesticon itself, using a separate constraintCode -section.
The example in section 3.7 shows such
a
constraintCode -entry
for
the
constraint
”occ emotion”.
It defines, what a program really has to do in order to test whether constraint
name=”occ emotion” val=”anger” is fulfilled: Under
the current dialogueAct (this is the scope) look for the
element emotionExpressed and test whether the value
of its type-attribute equals “anger”.
For the constraint with the name “gender” it states, that
the information on the speaker has to be dereferenced and
that the gender value is to be found under the element
gender , more precisely in the attribute type.
This should facilitate the authoring of individual
gesticon-entries and helps to keep constraint-entries consistent. The inclusion of novel constraints or changes in
the structure of the RRL thus do not necessarily require
changes in the code of the interpreting programs.


















restrictions -element


While in the function and form elements semantic and
structural aspects of a gesture or facial expression are
described, the restrictions element serves as a repository
for all kinds of additional constraints that specify the applicability of a particular gesticon entry in the context
of a specific system. For instance, in the NECA system for each dialogue act an emotion category is calculated by an affective reasoning component (Gebhard
et al., 2003) implementing the OCC model (Ortony et al.,
1988). These emotion categories need to be related to
emotion expressing entries in the gesticon such as facial expressions and adaptor gestures, so that appropriate
nonverbal behaviours can be selected from the gesticon.
This is reflected in the constraint element constraint
name=”occ emotion” val=”...”/ .4 Another example is
the activation constraint constraint name=”activation”
val=”...”/ by means of which we specify for which affective activation level or range a particular gesticon entry
is applicable.
The structure of the restrictions element is defined as
follows: It holds a set of constraint -elements, which
can be logically combined by bracketing and , or
and not -elements (i.e. conjunction, disjunction and
negation).
In the current form each constraint element just contains an attribute name which holds the name of a constraint and an attribute value or range that is to be used as
argument of that test.
In order to facilitate the processing of the different constraints used under restrictions and to ensure consis-





3.6 The


playercode -element


Finally, the necessary mapping to player-specific gesturecode is defined in the playercode element. For the players
currently used in NECA, this element is very simple. For
Charamel the playercode directly points at a animationfile, for Flash it contains the key to entries in an external
gesture-repository. This playercode information is embedded in the SMIL-based timing specification and forms
the output to the player-specific Animation Generator.

3.7 Example Gesticon Entries



Gesture Entry





<gesticonEntry key ="g001"
identifier="Thinking"
modality="arms">
<verbatim>
Thinking: adaptor: Tina: adaptor:
moves right hand to chin but in
addition left hand moves to
shoulder-hight +
palm up
</verbatim>
<function type="adaptor"
alignto="sentence"
aligntype="par" start="-200"
meaning="think"/>
</function>
<form>
<position>
<!-- starts with D(own) O(ut) -->
<start left="DO" right="DO"/>
<!-- ends with T(op) C(enter) -->























4 Note, that mapping between emotion categories resulting from an
OCC-based approach and the basic emotion categories for facial expressions a la Ekman is in general problematic. A principled way still needs
to be developed.
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<end
left="TO" right="TC"/>
</position>
<components>
<stroke>
<dur min="1000" default="1300"
max="2000"/>
</stroke>
<hold>
<dur min="500" default="1000"
max="50000"/>
</components>
</form>
<restrictions>
<and>
<constraint name="gender"
val="female"/>
<constraint name="speaker"
val="tina"/>
<constraint name="occ_emotion"
val="anger"/>
</and>
</restrictions>
<playercode type="charactor"
id="tina/char/motions/gs_thinking"/>
</gesticonEntry>

val="liking"/>
</or>
<constraint typ="activation"
range="1.0:0.2"/>
</and>
</restrictions>
<playercode>
type="flash"
length="400"
id="f_eagersmile"/>
</gesticonEntry>

Constraint Code
<constraintCodes mapgoal="neca_rrl.0.4">
<constraintCode name="gender"
typ="attributeEquals"
scope="speakerInfo"
element="gender"
attribute="type">
<verbatim>
this specifies that the gender of
the SPEAKER has to have a certain
value
</verbatim>
</constraintCode>
<constraintCode name="occ_emotion"
typ="attributeEquals"
scope="dialogueAct"
element="emotionExpressed"
attribute="type">
<verbatim>
for constraint "occ_emotion":
look under emotionExpressed
</verbatim>
</constraintCode>
...
</constraintCodes>

Facial Expression Entry
<gesticonEntry identifier="happy"
key="18"
modality="face" >
<verbatim>
flash
eager_smile
applicable to John and Vanessa
</verbatim>
<function>
attach_to="sentence"
aligntype="unknown"
meaning="happy"
</function>
<form>
<position>
<eyebrows>
<eyes>
<mouth type="smile_open"/>
</position>
<components>
<hold>
<dur min="50"
default="400"
max="5000"/>
</hold>
</components>
</form>
<restrictions>
<and>
<or>
<constraint typ="occ_emotion"
val="joy"/>
<constraint typ="occ_emotion"

4 Conclusion
Summing up, we have outlined an overall structure for
a gesticon, a reusable, system independent repository of
gesture snippets and facial expressions relevant for the
generation of dialogue accompanying nonverbal behavior.
To achieve a seamless integration of gesture and language
we rely on XML-based gesture representations (the gesticon) that closely interact with the RRL, a multi-modal
representation structure/language used as interface to the
individual system components of a multimodal generation
system for spoken dialogue. Both RRL and gesticon have
been developed in the context of the NECA project, but
are designed to be system independent.
As regards the representation of the physical properties of gestures, our work draws upon MURML, but, for
practical reasons, does not implement a similar level of
detail. The general approach taken, however, allows for
an extension to MURML. In contrast to MURML which
concentrates on the representation of gestures, we aim at
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Transport, Innovation and Technology. The work reported in this paper is supported by the EC Project NECA
IST-2000-28580. The information in this document is
provided as is and no guarantee or warranty is given that
the information is fit for any particular purpose. The user
thereof uses the information at its sole risk and liability.

defining a uniform representation for gestures as well as
facial expressions. Moreover, due to interlinking the gesticon and the RRL, we have defined a clearcut interface to
individual processing components. The linking between
gesture descriptions and an XML-compliant multimodal
representation language relates our work to the work described in (Ruttkay et al., 2003). Here the scripting language STEP is used to define and process gestures for hanim5 agents. While our aim is to separate the representation structure of a gesture repository from the processing
and animation components, STEP representations are a
genuine part of the STEP animation engine. Nevertheless
it would be a beneficial exercise to separate out the STEP
representations for gestures and incorporate the knowledge into the gesticon. On the one hand this would enhance the gesticon entries by the joint information available in h-anim and the dynamism of gestures encoded in
STEP. On the other hand it would foster the understanding of which information shall be represented in a gesticon and which information belongs to a rule system for
gesture generation.
As regards language and gesture coordination, the approach presented in this paper is comparable to the one
pursued in the BEAT system (Cassell et al., 2001). However, other than in BEAT where thematic structure is
widely used for fine-tuning of gesture assignment, we
strongly rely on the prosodic information (intonation
phrases, accents) directly available from speech synthesis.
Another recent system for dialogue related gesture animation utilizing an XML-based framework is presented
in (Hartmann et al., 2002). This work also comes with its
own gesture repository.
All in all, a number of gesture repositories exist, typically being closely tied to specific gesture animation systems. Partially these repositories encode similar information, partially the information differs regarding the dimensions and the granularity of the representations. In the
current situation, it would be an advantage for the work
on ECAs if the community could agree on common representation structures for gesticons to decouple the gesture
repositories from the individual gesture generation systems, and thus to enable the exchange of data sets. We
hope that with the presented work we have made a small
contribution to a common structure for gesticons which
comprise definitions of elements of nonverbal communication systems (gestures, facial expressions etc.), rather
than encode concrete body-specific or animation systemspecific instances of such communication elements.
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Abstract
In this paper we give a review of our initial research on developing anthropomorphic embodied conversational agents as
artificial companions for older people. We are looking at the concept of having a mobile companion that can move between
devices such as a radio, TV, PDA, mobile phone, ATM, and so on. We discuss the roles and characteristics of artificial
companion and issues of trust and emotional interaction between an older person and companion. Based on ethnographic
studies, we developed several personas of older people that represent behavior patterns, goals, skills, attitudes, and
environment of the older people. We present various cases when an older person would interact with artificial companion and
visualize one such scenario. The paper also discusses the agent architecture we have developed that is necessary if the agent is
to have the level of personality-rich features and the mobility that we seek.

Previous work in his project has shown a wide disparity in
older people’s views on technology, but we hypothesise
that when the technology has a perceived usefulness,
difficulties with technologies can be overcome [Mival,
Cringean and Benyon, 2004]. We believe that older people
will welcome new technologies and services, if they are
designed to serve their needs and aspirations. Too often
designers develop technologies for the ‘early adopters’,
packing new versions with features in order to keep this
small group on board. The result is that the later adopters
and ‘laggards’ finish up with a technology that is far too
complicated and not suited to their needs.

Keywords:
Artificial companions, emotional interaction, interaction
design, conversational agents
1. Introduction
The UTOPIA (Usable Technology for Older People:
Inclusive and Appropriate) project is a three-year research
project established to investigate technology use and
development by and for older people. The proportion of
older people in the population is increasing and with it the
demands on long-term care and help for their particular
needs. Although many older people are independent and
provide much to the community, as we grow older, we will,
in general, experience a reduction in our abilities. Finally
many people will require support in some activities,
eventually even the basic needs of life. The loss of human
companions is a natural consequence of growing old. There
is a diminishing of the supportive ties of family members,
of friends and of other relationships from previous,
concurrent, and following generations through death or
distancing by migration or relocation. Furthermore, social
roles and ties are lost through retirement and any parental
function is reduced as children grow up and become
independent. This substantial erosion of social networks
inevitably leads to the loss of companions and is often
accompanied by an experience of emotional
impoverishment, not infrequently experienced by the
elderly as a pervasive depression “without a reason” [Gory
and Fitzpatrick, 1992]. With consideration of this natural
decline in human companionship, the potential value of
developing artificial companionship becomes distinctly
apparent.

We are employing a methodology from the discipline of
interaction design [Benyon, Turner and Turner, 2004] that
emphasises design for a specific group of users. Even more
specifically we seek to develop some embodied
conversational agents that are mobile across devices and
which can act as artificial companions for older people. Our
work on the UTOPIA project to date has led us to believe
that such a concept might be welcomed. The current work
is to build and evaluate a high fidelity prototype to see how
the work should progress. The basic goal of developing
these companions is to assist the older people to maintain
their quality of living. Quality of life is a measure of an
individual’s physical, mental, and emotional well-being, as
compared with their needs and capabilities [Hirsch,
Forlizzi, Hyder, Goetz, Stroback, Kurtz. The ELDer
Project: 2000 ]. Quality of life is highly individualized, and
changes from day to day as a person’s capabilities change.
2.Background
2.1 Embodied conversational agents and interfaces
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3. Helps in the activities like shopping, payments of
bills, security etc.

The term ‘Embodied Conversational Agent’ has come to be
used by researchers who aim to develop screen-based
characters that are convincing in their appearance and
conversational behaviour. Although this is a fast
developing research area it remains largely ‘in the lab’
rather than in commercial or public sector use.
There is also a growth in research dealing with the creation
of a new type of computer interface, which breaks away
from the traditional desktop metaphor of viewing the
computer as just a tool and sees it more as a partner for
communication [Janzen, 2002]. Much of this research is
based on a facial representation forming the main object of
interaction. While simply supplying a face doesn’t make the
interface social but if the face responds appropriately to a
user’s input this adds the social dimension [Janzen, 2002].

Sociability:
1. Helps or participates in the hobbies of older
person.
2. Engages the older person in interesting games
puzzles, quizzes pertaining to his interests and
share jokes, stories and events.
4. Reminds him of any social events and helps in his
social interaction.
Knowledge up-date
1. Updates the older person about the news in
locality, city, country and world.
2. Helps him learn new tasks and skills.
3. Keeps him updated about the topics of older
person’s interest and liking.

A common perception is that a conversational interface
relies on the quality and accuracy of the recognition engine.
However, even human speech recognition can break down,
yet we are still able to communicate. Therefore, creating an
effective conversational interface must also leverage other
aspects of the human dialogue. Further speech recognition
is not always practical and must be supplemented by other
forms of dialogue interaction.

2.2.2 Characteristics
Most of the characteristics of artificial companions are
synonymous with the basic characteristics of software
agents. These include functional abilities such as autonomy,
communication and cooperation capability , a learning
ability, reasoning capability, adaptive behaviour and (in our
case) mobility across devices. Beside this there are issues of
trust and emotional interaction, which are vital to the
success of artificial companions. There are also the
personality issues that are key to the agent’s believability.

Realistic gestures must accompany the speech if the image
is to be believable. These include lip synchronization and
appropriate hand gestures and body movements. These,
then become ‘personality-rich’ agents. The aim is to change
an interaction into a relationship and to provide real
companionship for the older person.

2.2.3 Trust
Must an agent have anything other than believable, or
recognisable at least, social behaviour? Trust comes up
repeatedly as one of the most important attributes of
interaction, real or artificial. Without trust an agent working
in the home will probably be useless [Jönsson and Ingmarsson,
2002] this is trust in the sense that if an agent is given a task it
will complete it without detrimental effect to the user but also
in the sense that it will be secure and reliable.

2.2 What makes an Artificial Companion?
Companionship is a concept that is familiar to all, yet defies
simple explanation. Psychology considers it a central need,
yet balks at a concise definition of what constitutes a
companion beyond “a relationship…with mutual caring and
trust” [Gleitman, 2000, p467]. As previously mentioned our
own work to date suggests that, for older people, an
artificial companion should have some utility. But at the
same time should not be so utilitarian that the relationship
lacks the emotional involvement need to take interaction
and trun it into a relationship. We identify a number of
roles that the agent should play and a number of
characteristics that it should have.

“Of course, it would have to be secure…a good friend doesn’t
give away your secrets. Unless of course, you tell it that you were
going to kill yourself, and then it should tell your doctor.
[Bickmore, 1998]

If trust between a user and an agent builds, the relationship
between them cements and as a result more gets done [Marsh
and Meech, 2000]. In order for this trust to build, people must
believe that an agent is more than just a machine. This allows
for interaction that is fully immersive and at a totally
engaging level.

2.2.1 Roles:
Assistance:
1. The companion should take care of the health of
the older person. It should remind him of regular
health checkups, taking medicines in time, keeps
control on his diet, contacts doctor in case of
emergency etc
2. Takes care of the finances of the older person
(bank account, Insurance, pension etc)

2.2.4 Emotional interaction
People need to connect on an emotional level and therefore
it is an important consideration in the design of new
interfaces. If embodied conversational agents are ever to
interact naturally and intelligently with people, then they
need to be able to recognise and express affect, which is an
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people. Recently he was diagnosed with diabetes and so has
to visit his doctor regularly for checkups. Also he has to
take precautions in his diet and take medicines on time. He
loves his dog and look after it himself. He also keeps his
garden green and tidy (which is also a hobby). He wants to
enjoy his life and pursue his interests in his old age, but due
to mental and physical degradation, he faces problems
tackling everything himself and at times feels lonely and
rather helpless

action that relates to, arises from or deliberately influences
emotions [Picard, 1995]. One of the major area we are
exploring for emotional interaction is the use of gesture
both for ease of use and developing a relationship between
an older person and artificial companion. We are
developing some scenarios that involve gesture-based input
from the user and gesture-based response from the agent.
3.Designing conversational interfaces
We are employing Interaction design methodology for
developing conversational interfaces, which employ speech
interface, visual design and tradition GUI principles in
perfect harmony so that the older person can interact in a
seamless and naturalistic manner.

3.2 Scenarios
A scenario is a description of a person's interaction with a
system. Scenarios help focus design efforts on the user's
requirements, which are distinct from technical or business
requirements. Scenarios are appropriate whenever you need
to describe a system interaction from the user's perspective.
They are particularly useful when you need to remove focus
from the technology in order to open up design
possibilities, or when you need to ensure that technical or
budgetary constraints do not override usability constraints
without due consideration. Scenarios can help confine
complexity to the technology layer (where it belongs), and
prevent it from becoming manifest within the user interface.

Interaction Design is essentially story creating and telling.
It is at once an ancient art and a new technology.
Technology has always affected the telling of stories and
the creation of experiences, but currently new technologies
offer capabilities and opportunities not yet addressed in the
history of interaction and performance. Conversational
interfaces are one such innovative medium, which can
transform the way people interact with technology.

From an analysis of observed activities, we identified six
cases when the older person would need a companion and
them came out with various scenarios in each case. The six
cases are:

3.1 Personas
The heart of the whole interaction design process is to
understand our users, which in this case are older people.
A persona is a user archetype you can use to help guide
decisions about product features, navigation, interactions,
and even visual design. By designing for the archetype
whose goals and behaviour patterns are well understood
you can satisfy the broader group of people represented by
that archetype. In most cases, personas are synthesized
from a series of ethnographic interviews with real people,
then captured in a descriptions that include behaviour
patterns, goals, skills, attitudes, and environment, with a
few fictional personal details to bring the persona to life.
Based on the ethnographic studies we developed around 7-8
personas of older people in Scotland. We present one such
persona below

Case1. I need help: This case describes situations when a
older person would need help for his day to day tasks like
shopping, payment of bills, learning new skills etc
Case2. I am lost: This case accounts for the situations the
older person is lost and needs assistance.
Case3. I feel lonely: This describes the interaction between
the companion and older person when he feels lonely and
depressed.
Case4. Security: Older people are more prone to potentially
risky situations that increase when they try to carry on an
independent way of life. This case considers scenarios of
interaction in these situations with emphasis on security of
older person
Case5. I don’t feel well: This is similar to the above case,
but it considers the scenarios with health related
emergencies of older people.
Case6. Agent’s proactiveness: This case is a bit general
and has caters to situations in which the companion acts
proactively without the active input from he older person.

William
Age: 70 yrs
Retired bank manager
William is 70 yrs old retired bank manager. He is quite
conversant with computers and latest technology and often
uses them for e-mail and other uses. He has lived alone
with his pet dog 'Tommie' for 4 years after his wife died of
cancer. He had a good salary and owns many electronic
gadgets and appliances. He is a good cook and normally
cooks himself, although he orders take-aways occasionally.
He is a Manchester United fan and likes to keep himself
updated about the news in sports and politics. He is good
natured and likes to watch comedy serials and chat with

We present below one scenario from case 1, I need help,
and visualize the interaction in form of storyboards in fig 1.
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William is at his doctor's clinic for his weekly checkups. At
the same time there his a match between Man United and
Chelsea, which he does not want to miss. He instructs his
agent 'tomu' through his PDA to record the match for him.
Tomu connects to the recorder in home and starts
recording.

Tomu
Titing
titing!!

1) William is on his way to
Doctor’s clinic for his weekly
check-up. Suddenly he realizes
that at the same time there is a
match between Man U and
Arsenal. Being a passionate
football fan, he doesn’t want to
miss this thrilling match.

4) The graphics shows tomu
visually moving from the
PDA to video recorder. After a
few moments Tomu comes
back onto the PDA. “All
done”, he says.

2) William calls tomu, his
personal artificial companion on
his PDA. Tomu gets activated
with its peculiar recognizable
sound. Tomu displays an easy to
use interface on the pda. Tomu
can be operated by speech, pen or
even gestures.

5) After the completion of
the task, Tomu asks him
“whether he should record
similar matches in future, if he
is away?” Tomu always asks
for feedback after any task
completion, In this way it
becomes more intelligent and
user specific.

3) William is very comfortable
with using speech interface, but
he knows, it does not work for
every tasks. But this is
straightforward task and he
instructs tomu to ‘Record’. Tomu
displays some recording options
on the interface and William
selects the one he wants and says
ok.

Fig1: Scenario Visualization of persona interacting with his
companion.

3.3 Character development
Research has been done to investigate the correlation
between anthropomorphism and the level of expectations
that users have of an interface [Bonito et al, 1999]. It was
found that in some cases it is better to use cartoon-like
characters to suspend the user's disbelief [Cassell, 2000]. A
human character that does not behave like a human may
cause unrealistic expectations from the user. Peoples’
expectations of an interface will influence how they
important not to misrepresent its abilities to appear more
capable than the user thinks it is. It is easier to build up
confidence than to rebuild it [Jönsson and Ingmarsson, 2002].

[Jönsson and Ingmarsson, 2002] and in a study by Parise [Parise
et al, 1996] it was found that users rated an agent that looked

like a dog as more trustworthy and loyal than one with a
human face. Therefore, as with facial emotions, realism is
not necessarily a key attribute to an agent’s success.
“it is better to go with the less realistic characters which
meet the audience’s expectations than to go with the more
realistic characters which don’t.”
[Reilly, 1996]

We have developed some initial character ideas with our
user personas in mind. Since we are targeting specific
community (Scotland), We are also looking into the cultural
factors in character development that may affect its
acceptability and behaviour.

It has been shown that an animal rather than a human face
may be the best choice for an agent. Users have a
preconception of the intelligence of animals, most likely less
than their own, thus reducing their expectations of the agent
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3.5 Conclusions
Although the design of our companion is not yet complete,
many of the key features that it needs to possess have been
identified. These have come both from the literature and
from our own analysis of older people specific to the
purpose of this companion.

3.4 Personality
Why are character and/or personality important in an agent?
According to Rousseau and Hayes-Roth [1997] people are
captivated by personality-rich interactive characters and
their research shows that
•
•
•
•
•
•

4. Architecture
The rapid proliferation of new generation wireless devices
such as smart phones and personal digital assistants (PDAs)
and their adoption by users across the world has lead
developers to consider what new types of applications these
technologies will require. Traditional models of
client/server applications may no longer be suitable for
these devices. Peer-to-peer (P2P) systems readily lend
themselves to the more dynamic environments of these new
wireless devices. P2P technology allows the creation of,
membership to and interaction with peer groups. Members
of these groups can offer and solicit resources by
advertising them across the network therefore allowing
other P2P applications to dynamically find resources they
need without either an IP address or knowledge of the
network itself.

Mood and attitude are usually recognised by users
Users are more likely to believe in characters with
consistent and non-extreme behaviour
Users consider and can be influenced by the
agent’s character when they select actions to
perform
Users prefer to shape the personality of the agent
rather than a having a pre-made one
Users reacted to the agent’s character in a similar
way to that of a person
Users have preferences about the type of
personalities they wish to interact with

This means that an attempt to portray character in an agent
should be a considered and tested process, as the wrong
choices will lead to the failure of the agent regardless of its
technical capabilities.
Other factors can influence users. Reeves and Nass [1996]
demonstrated that users like agents more when the
character flatters them and are more likely to interact with
an agent that has a personality that closely matches their
own. Morkes, Kernal and Nass [1998] demonstrated that
computer agents, which use humour, are rated as more
likeable, competent and cooperative than those that do not.
Heckman and Wobbrock [2000] suggest that agents should
have a humble personality and admit when they don’t know
what is going on. A summary of personality in agents can
be found in “The art & science of synthetic character
design” [Kilne and Blumberg, 1999].

We are aiming at producing personality rich agents - agents
that, through the use of personality and support of multimodal interactions such as speech, text, visual cues and
gestures, engage the user in such a manner as to elicit an
emotional investment in the agent. This investment
transforms the interaction into a relationship. The creation
of systems to enable this style of interaction presents many
interesting challenges, not least in the design of the
underlying architectures to support such agents.
Fig2 shows an initial architecture model for the type of
agent system proposed for this work. An agent compliant
network (ACN) consists of all compliant devices within the
local area. These may or may not be connected externally to
the Internet or other networks. If any device does have an
external connection it registers itself, and by inference, all
the members of its local network on that network. This
allows all devices within ACN’s to communicate with each
other without the need for each of them to have an external
connection. This architecture will be refined, amended or
changed as the work detailed above is undertaken. The
resulting model will be robust, flexible and be able to
support the technological, functional and interaction needs
of the proposed systems would need.

Over and above issues of personality are the issues of
gender, age and racial stereotypes. Reeves and Nass [1996]
showed that users rated male-voiced agents better on
technical subjects and the female-voiced agents on love and
relationships even though each gave all the subjects exactly
the same information. This shows that even in artificial
interactions people are susceptible to applying, even if only
at a subconscious level, preconceptions they use in the real
world and again great care must be taken when designing a
character for a specific role.

Fig 3 shows a proposed architecture for an agent within an
individual device. This model shows various layers within
each agent. The Peer-2-Peer layer handles the registration
and description of a device within an ACN / external
network and finds other compliant devices already
registered. When an agent requires the services of another
device the handshaking layer handles negotiations between
the two devices and provides the characteristics,

One of the major question about personality, we hope to
answer through our design and evaluation is ‘How do we
keep the personality of artificial companion consistent
along all the devices?’
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capabilities and resources of the queried device. The agent
space consists of a core agent, which represents the
essential functionality needed by the system. Several
supporting units supplement this core.

This also supports a variety of input mechanisms, where
devices do not support traditional interaction techniques.
Content layer is responsible for collecting and collating
information from different content providers or other
agents. The intelligence unit supplies the AI portion of the
agent so that it can perform logical decisions and user
specific tasks, which are based upon and update user
preferences and a collected knowledge base. This
knowledge base can be stored locally or remotely
depending on the resources of the device

The interface layer, which is tailored for each device,
handles all input and output for the device, allowing the
core agent to be relatively device independent. This helps to
ensure the consistency and credibility of the agent’s
personality.

Figure 2: Agent compliant Network, local and global
connection
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Abstract
The most natural interface for speech communication appears to be human face-to-face contact and significant
effort is going into research towards speaking, anthropomorphic interfaces or synthetic actors. Traditionally
acting has been exercised in live performances where special freedoms and constraints contribute to a unique
interactive experience we may describe as ‘lively’. Interest in affective computing has led to consideration of
high-level issues of believability, naturalness, and emotional truthfulness in synthetic actors. What do these
largely interchangeable terms mean to synthetic actors and do they need all of them to appear lively? Can
liveliness be disassociated from these other less quantifiable qualities? Human actors routinely tackle these
issues but computer science with a few exceptions, has been slow to take up the opportunities offered by
performing techniques to train their synthetic thespian counterparts to ‘seem’ to be lively. Unlike modern,
post-Freudian actors, Elizabethan actors appear to have reduced the capture, representation and projection of
liveliness to a scripting language. A technique based on their methods is proposed as an alternative paradigm
for the training of expressive synthetic actors in unnatural but lively voice synthesis.

1 Introduction

and accepted this as the only available formula for good
acting.
The evidence suggests that there may be many alternative ways through which the principal virtues of good
acting, emotional truthfulness, believability and entertainment may be exploited on synthetic stages. The cost of
this new style of acting will be in the representation of
naturalness. Naturalness may be an overloaded term, inappropriate either as a design objective or as criterion for
the evaluation of synthetic acting.
This paper is an attempt to unravel some of the interpretive issues that are problematic in the domain of human and synthetic acting and expressiveness. Much centers on the interpretation of the criteria by which we seek
to evaluate good acting. Is such acting believable? Can
it be natural but not believable? Does realistic expression
have to equate with believable expression? A provisional
conclusion is that these desirable qualities may be best expressed and evaluated within the container term liveliness.
Liveliness appears to be actable, at least by humans, and
some components of liveliness – such as comic timing –
appear to be quantifiable. If liveliness is promoted to the
principal design objective, then other less commonplace
acting styles – as well as artistic traditions – may serve as
alternative models for synthetic acting. At least one his-

It seems indisputable that the task of a synthetic expressive character in a simulated environment is the same as
that of a human expressive character on stage. This is evidenced by research in synthetic acting, drawing directly
on particular human acting techniques (Wavish and Connah, 1997). For human actors to learn ‘to feign, to simulate, to represent, to impersonate.’ (Zarrilli, 2002) takes
many years of training and the application of a range of
techniques. To non-actors this process is imagined to be
mysterious, profound or even magical. Statements such as
‘You cannot be taught to act.’ are cultivated by the acting
community to explain a phenomenon that only in the last
one hundred years has been considered worthy of explanation. Modern actors are inclined to a folk psychological
approach to acting and embrace such notions as the subtext providing the subconscious motivation for their behavioural manifestations and the super-objective driving
the überaction of the play. This dubious pseudo cognitive
science has manifested itself in such well-known labels
as ‘The Stanislavski Technique’ (Stanislavskii and Hapgood, 1937) ‘Method Acting’ or ‘The Method’ (Strasberg
and Morphos, 1987). As directors or developers of human or synthetic actor we have subliminally assimilated
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torical example exists that points towards the possibility
of a formal description for a synthetic but lively voice.

It is worth considering what questions we would wish
to ask a human actor that would be helpful in developing
a synthetic one. An incomplete list could be as follows:
• How do you pretend to be real?

1.1 Bad acting for synthetic characters

• How do you express emotions you do not have?

Within the field of research into expressive characters, actors have been used as substitute real people, able to simulate ‘real, natural’ behaviour and emotion for experimental purposes. This has quite rightly raised issues of the
authenticity of the behavioural or emotional manifestation
and raises the possibility of developing coarse 1 (Green,
1994) ‘synthetic actors.’ Because an acted emotion may
be a caricature of the true one, the predominant view in
the community appears to be that data derived from actors
may be unreliable. It seems likely that the use of actors
in this way will continue given the difficulty in finding an
alternative, but is this the best use of actors for research
into expressive characters?
In scrutinising the output of these substitute real people
for modelling purposes, have we missed an opportunity
to enquire more deeply into how they may be generating
the output? In so doing we may find that some of the
complex mapping of cognitive processes to behavioural
output is already done for us. The problem with such
an approach is that the modern actor, for reasons already
stated, may not be willing or able to describe the process
in useful terms. Most actors have little understanding of
what they do, when disassociated from the drama they are
seeking to perform. They may be able to articulate what
they think the character needs to know to be believable,
but not how these factors map to the eventual process of
embodying those choices in the performance. Historically
this would have been less of a problem. An 18th century
actor working with a mirror and a manual of instructions
would have been able to precisely map an emotion to a
gesture, change in posture, grimace or vocal intonation
thus anticipating the skills expected of today’s animators.
It is both the creed and fear of the modern actor that
these processes, reliant as they are upon (as they perceive
it) complex psychological intuition are beyond meaningful description. Furthermore, the fear is that were they
to be described they might be broken, through a process
of destructive self-awareness. Unlike actors, dramatists
and theatrical theorists have sensible methodologies for
enquiry into these processes. Laurel (1991) has convincingly demonstrated the usefulness of this association between drama theory and computing. However, she is fearful that the power of the actor and their interaction with
the audience will mar the ‘carefully crafted uncertainty’
she is anxious to preserve. Her description of the resultant clutter that occurs when the role of actors and the role
of audiences become confused is probably the same clutter that prevents modern actors and audiences attempting
to unpick the craft of acting for fear of unravelling it.

• How do you make a character’s behaviour natural?
This actor is required to evaluate a formidable collection of loaded concepts. Reality, expression, emotion,
character and naturalness cannot be objectively or uniformly described. To explore the underlying philosophical basis upon which these notions (the principal and frequently interchangeable tasks we assign to synthetic expressive characters) are built, is outside the scope of this
paper. Yet a healthy cynicism directed at any notion of
a simple quantification of a universal, absolute expressiveness, naturalness, realness or believability is a prerequisite for a good human actor and should be of a synthetic one. Actors adapt their expressive techniques to
the context in which they are required to act. An expressive synthetic character on a website designed to assist the
user in navigating the site, would apply a different technique, with a different set of seductive functions to a nonplayer character (NPC) in a game. Human or synthetic
actors need provide no more than their audience needs to
achieve the ‘willing suspension of disbelief’ and this may
frequently be expressed, (judged against existing criteria),
as unnatural, unrealistic and unbelievable.
For example: Opera is popularly regarded as a highly
expressive and affective but unnatural2 art form. Acting
in opera is principally concerned with the task of delivering the vocal sound and the instructions implicitly or
explicitly provided by the composer to communicate affectively. Opera singers train for years to give precise representation to the expression of musical emotion through
physical and vocal means. This usually results in a style
of stylized ‘heart on sleeve’ expressiveness that is entirely
appropriate to that context but frowned upon by those of
the ‘Method’ school. Conversely most film or TV acting models itself on the accurate representation of an amplification of real life and is intolerant of overtly expressive performances or stylisation. The assumption in this
case is that expressiveness is an externalization or embodiment of an internal, usually deemed realistic, psychological truth. Good ‘acting’ provides a good fit in either case.
This is an illusion and has had an impact upon the popular
misconception of acting methods.
It is of interest to note that the two 19th century literary and dramatic traditions of naturalism and realism
that gave rise to the Stanislavski method, required two
distinct conceptual bases from which to understand them.
Naturalism was concerned with the representation of lowlife struggle, heroism and despair while realism was principally an attempt to capture psychological complexity.

1 The title to Green’s book on amateurish acting is now synonymous
with bad acting.

2 Nobody in real-life sings a song as they die of consumption. In
Verdi’s La Traviata and Puccini’s La Boheme they do.
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processes have taken place and at the point when the audience interact with the actor make an evaluation. Perhaps
the only realistic evaluation at this point is to quantify
laughter as the least conscious and most clearly uncontrollable reflex action likely in these circumstances. We
know applause to be meaningless, objective appreciation
unreliable and the critics unassailable. It is in this respect
that the notion of liveliness as a computable characteristic of good acting leading to laughter becomes a realistic
possibility.
The 18th century, upside down approach (modelling
the effect rather than the cause) accurately represents the
limit to which human-like acting should aspire. Of surprise to some will be the fact that many modern actors
work in this way. Examples are to be found in the carefully crafted and planned mistakes that audiences take to
be chance occurrences, plants and hecklers that have been
rehearsed and the laborious length to which ‘out-takes’
are planned.

Neither was concerned with capturing real-life. Just as
the visual arts have moved through levels of representation from photographic hyper-realism to abstraction, it is
only for about the last one hundred years that expressive
acting has been targeted towards objective realism. Actors, rather than dramatists or theorists, know not to expect to be real. Only very rarely do they attempt it, and
even less often do they achieve it.3
If aspirations toward realistic, natural and believable
embodiments are deemed un-actable in humans and therefore likely to be un-computable in synthetics, what useful seductive qualities could be successfully and meaningfully synthesised in an expressive character?

2 Synthetic liveliness
Synthetic liveliness is an expression designed as much
to exclude the other more complex synthetic acting attributes already discussed, as it is to include new ones.
These exclusions are made to avoid comparison with
other work that may be broadly characterised as ‘attempts to pass the Turing Test’. The Turing Test is arguably an acting test anyway, but its principles run much
deeper than this research. No attempt will be made to
describe the simulation of intelligence, sociability or empathic qualities (Hayes-Roth, 2003) in synthetic actors.
The objective is to describe techniques to give the illusion
of lively synthetic actors behind a digital, insurmountable ‘fourth wall’.4 Roth’s other qualities may be implied
by the successful synthesis of liveliness but that will be
serendipitous.
How does this differ from a determinist solution such
as a fully scripted and animated performance or the acting
methods of the 18th century described above? It would
always be different only in so far as the envisaged technique would enable the expressive characters to generate
a convincingly lively performance of any text, in any environment and in keeping with general assumptions of
liveliness. Like real acting the technique would facilitate
a progressive process of rehearsal during which anomalies would be eliminated but in performance serendipitous
outcomes to environmental variables would also be simulated.

2.2

Synthetic liveliness in music

Other potential models are to be found in the performance
of music. Lively (allegro) in a musical performance principally implies speed but also mood. A lively song is
rather fast; a natural song may be any speed. A lively
song is probably not that quiet, a believable one could
be. A lively song is not sad, an expressive one may be.
To tell a musician to be natural would tell them nothing; to tell them to be lively would be an instruction
they may(possibly with some difficulty) be able to follow. They would probably speed up the delivery of the
notes, move about a bit more on stage and try to be more
light-hearted. Liveliness in music has very clear and performable associations.
In the field of the communication of emotion in musical performance, Juslin proposes a formal distribution for
code usage (the mechanisms of music) in conveying emotion. He explores the five most studied emotions (happiness, sadness, anger, fear, love/tenderness). Using data
from other studies in which participants rated the valence
and activity of emotional terms, he plots the placement
of each emotional expression to a set of precise acoustic
descriptions of the musical mechanisms. Thus, sadness is
mapped to low sound level, low activity and negative valence. More controversially for musicians, he suggests a
quick and dirty shortcut to an expressive performance and
suggests that:

2.1 Modeling liveliness
To attempt to scrutinise and model the cognitive processes
of a human actor, label them as lively and reproduce those
processes in their synthetic equivalent is going to prove
difficult when there is no scientific research or formal
evaluation of stage acting methods to base a model upon.
A simple approach may be to scrutinise and model the
output of human stage acting after the essential cognitive

The single cue combination that was most expressive according to listeners had the following characteristics (with cues in order of predictive strength); legato articulation, soft spectrum, slow tempo, high sound level and slow
tone attacks. This raised an interesting question; is this how performers should play in order
to be judged as expressive by listeners? (Juslin,
2001)

3 Exceptions may be actors in “The Blair Witch Project” and the current advertisement for Volvo cars “The mystery of Dalarö”
4 The imaginary wall represented by the apron of the stage, as opposed to the other three walls which are embodied by physical scenery.
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While this example is not of immediate relevance to
synthetic liveliness, placed as it is at an opposite expressive pole, it suggests that similar shortcuts may exist for a
range of emotive effects, perhaps including composite effects such as liveliness. Frick (quoted in Juslin) used the
concept of ‘prosodic contours’ to refer to dynamic patterns of voice cues over time found in vocal expression.
How these cues express emotion requires an explanation
and Juslin suggests applying a functionalist perspective
and concludes that: ‘music performers are able to communicate emotions to listeners by using the same acoustic
code as is used in vocal expression of emotion.’
Actors instinctively know this to be the case and freed
from the requirement to be natural, as they were until
the last century, will apply this principle and use musical
constructs: intonation, timing, empty bars, syncopation,
dissonance and timbre to coldly synthesise emotional expression and liveliness.

by living artists is core to modern dance music. This suggests there are degrees of live performance. Any performance will have a combination of live and dead parts.
Researching the performance of classical music, Widmer’s objective is ‘to develop quantitative models and theories of musical expression’.5 One method employed is
to systematically extract rules from the performance of
Mozart sonatas by a great human player. It is hoped this
will enable the computer to perform the sonata as if it
were a human player. After achieving this very difficult
task, the theoretical question that will arise on the inaugural performance by the computer player will be: Is the
computer presenting a live performance or a recording?
The information is recorded as digital musical data, processed in real time according to rules extracted from live
human performance and output in real time to a live human audience. It is both live and recorded but may be as
lively as its original exclusively human model.
This ambiguity between that which is quantifiable and
that which is uncertain or serendipitous presents one of
the most difficult problems for the successful synthesis of
liveliness – and the least developed at this stage of this
research.

2.3 Lively, life-like and animated?
Can a lively embodiment be no more than a synthetic vocal construct or are there other essential characteristics
of liveliness? As already stated the term lively is a container term for many others. Liveliness as a container of
the notion of life-like or living is clearly problematic in
a simulated environment. The majority of the research
into believable, virtual actors has been applied to animated embodiments or avatars that present some external
lifelike manifestation, usually as a graphical animation.
Prendinger makes the point that; ‘The concept of ”lifelikeness” is certainly not restricted to animated agents.’
(Prendinger and Ishizuka, 2003). According to HayesRoth and Doyle (Hayes-Roth and Doyle, 1998) ‘Animate
characters share all the features of life like characters except for their embodiment; that is, animate characters are
not necessarily animated, but can still be perceived as perfectly life-like’. If concepts of animation and life-like
may be disconnected, it may be possible to disconnect
concepts of liveliness and life-like. This is keenly demonstrated in the context of live performance where the experience may be lively but the source may, in part be dead.

2.5

Serendipity in performance

‘[Theatre is] The stimulation to imagination and emotion
that is created by carefully crafted uncertainty.’ (Laurel,
1991)
Laurel says of computing: ‘People experience the requirement for precision as troublesome and often drown
in precision because of the complexity and artificiality
of its expression.’ Of theatre she says ‘the imprecision
of dramatic representation is the price people pay often
quite enthusiastically – in order to gain a kind of lifelikeness, including the possibility of surprise and delight.’
She qualifies this suggesting that good theatre is ‘Effective agency, in worlds in which the causal relations among
events are not obscured by the randomness and noise
characteristic of open systems’ like “real life”. (Laurel,
1991)
For synthetic liveliness her final qualification presents
a problem. Surprise or serendipity appear to be products
of the same open systems that generate the noise that Laurel is keen to avoid. Theories of creativity (Boden, 1995;
Perkins, 1996) recognize the importance of randomness
in creative systems. Perkins’ ‘Klondike space’ explores
the necessity of chance occurrences in developing creative strategies, in this case to find gold. Harnad emphasizes ‘cerebral serendipity’ as a class of mutation theories
that ‘...emphasize the crucial role of chance in creativity.’
(Harnad, 1990)
We may suppose that serendipity, spontaneity and
chance have a crucial role in the synthesis of liveliness.

2.4 Lively live performances
A live performance is presented by living people and experienced in real time by other living people? It is effectively the opposite of a recording experienced by a
recorder. It follows that a film can never be live and neither can a computer game. Can a performing dog- show?
Most people would say yes. In which case a live performance requires living things as performers and we can
assume living things as viewers. Beyond that a live performance can have dead parts. A recent single released by
Robbie Williams saw him duet with a film recording of
the deceased Frank Sinatra. Sampling recordings by dead
(or absent) artists for integration into live performances

5 Computer-Based Music Research: Artificial Intelligence Models of
Musical Expression. START Research Prize Project, Austrian Research
Institute for Artificial Intelligence (ÖFAI).
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Stochastic variables have provided quick and dirty shortcuts to ‘humanness’ in de-quantisation6 algorithms used
in midi sequencing packages such as Cubase7 . Most musical humanisation algorithms depend upon inserting random fluctuations in timing or touch. By allowing the user
to adjust the degree to which notes are shifted against a
temporal grid, the imprecision of human playing is simulated.
Developing an appropriate formal model to propagate
serendipitous rather than simply random outcomes at runtime is clearly important. Campos and colleagues provide
one potential lead. They acknowledge that it may not be
possible to program serendipity but that it is quite possible
to ‘...program for serendipity, that is to induce serendipitous insights through the use of computers’ (Campos and
de Figueredo, 2002). This research is ongoing.
Uncertainty has it own set of research domains. Complexity theory, chaos theory, and emergence evolve formal descriptions of informality and spontaneity. These
big theories have a curious seductiveness for many in the
performing arts and are frequently misunderstood. Cohen
and Stewart (Cohen and Stewart, 1994) suggest that the
edge of chaos may represent the point of maximum creativity within a system. Performers are familiar with performing along this edge between the formal constraints of
the pre-built system (the score, the script) and a disastrous
slip into error and chaos. It manifests itself in making daring choices from the available interpretive options. This
may be extending a sung note beyond the notated duration, lengthening a silent bar or a pause, adding an untried
variation or cadenza, increasing or decreasing the tempo
or adjusting the dynamics. Performers occupy this space
when they are at their bravest, most inspired and I would
suggest liveliest. It’s a risky strategy and there is a high
probability of error.
At this stage in the research perhaps we should conclude no more than ‘liveliness’ is a convenient container
term for a number of properties that appears to positively
enhance the simulation of other more complex properties
of believability, naturalness and expressiveness and even
truthfulness.

into the unconscious, psychological motivation, the subtext that informed the external expression (behaviour) of
the character and the action of the drama. Hollywood and
TV exemplify this approach and it is the method assigned
by default to synthetic actors. Kirby (quoted above) proposes a continuum of behaviour from not acting, to acting and it may be useful to position our synthetic actors
upon this continuum. At one extreme is the sort of character acting intended by Stanislavski; at the other, Kirby
suggests, are the characters assigned by the audience as
character actors because of the context in which they are
embodied. It is this latter group that may be of most interest to directors of synthetic actors and as significant
representatives of this group we may refer to Elizabethan
and Jacobean actors.

3.1

Elizabethan and Jacobean verse drama

Because of the circumstances in which the plays were
presented, playwrights had to encode instructions for expression, timing, intonation and other musical and vocal
mechanisms into the text. Actors could interpret and execute these on the fly with no rehearsal and incomplete
knowledge of the creative domain. This may map much
more accurately to the abilities and requirements for successful synthetic acting than the more recent acting methods.
The conditions in which Shakespeare’s works were first
performed were unlike those of today. A strong rhetorical tradition gave the words a pre-eminent position in the
spectacle and the majority of the text was in verse. The
plays were performed in the open air, during the day and
under natural light. The female roles were all taken by
boys or men and the costumes were contemporary dress
accessorized appropriately to suggest the status of the
character. There was no director but a bookkeeper onstage kept the actors on track. Rehearsals were barely sufficient for the play to be run in its entirety before the first
performance. Actors would only be supplied with a cue
script with their own speeches and cues. To ensure that
the actors knew the story and who was playing what role a
plaque would be hung backstage providing a cast list and
synopsis of the story. Shakespeare had to provide code
for his autonomous acting agents that was, simple, robust
and versatile. He was also at pains to constrain their extemporizations, particularly those of the lead comic. For a
full history and analysis of the acting methods of the time
see Tucker (2002).

3 Better acting for synthetic actors
To recap: The task of acting is ‘to feign, to simulate,
to represent, to impersonate.’ (Zarrilli, 2002) To achieve
this most actors today apply a technique. The best-known
and most influential contemporary acting technique is the
Stanislavski method. Core to Stanislavski’s method was
the notion of believability and truth. The actor’s skill is
evaluated according to the degree to which they represented truth. Truth was to be found primarily by tapping

This is hard for a contemporary audience to imagine,
brought up as we are on a very precious and complex approach to the works of the Bard. The quick and dirty system used to present his work seems shockingly unsophisticated. Underlying this construct and of most relevance
to this research was the verse.

6 De-quantisation or humanization are not terms customarily employed within the electronic music industry. For example in the sequencing package Cakewalk (Copyright 2003 Twelve Tone Systems Inc), this
property is referred to as swing.
7 Cubase: Copyright 2003 Steinberg Media Technologies GmbH.
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3.2 Verse structure driving voice synthesis

When to syncopate the rhythm. Alliteration, assonance
and repeated words would be used to vary the effect and
to bend the rules.
When to emphasize a word or phrase. Peculiar rhymes,
unusual lineage, or repeated words may all indicate that
the actor should indulge himself a little.
Shakespeare tells us in the verse how he expected his
actors to act. In Hamlet he seems to lecture them and us
on his expectations. The first part of his lecture, in prose,
is as follows.

Shakespeare’s verse is written in iambic pentameters.
Five iambs or weak strong units per line of verse. ‘If music be the food of love play on’8 is an example of a perfect
iambic pentameter. The iambic pentameter provided the
basic metrical unit from which all of Shakespeare’s verse
is constructed. The verse structure could carry a number
of different instructions rather like a scripting language,
including instructions for the synthesis of the voice:
The meaning of the words. Shakespeare’s language
was complex even for its time, and there is no evidence
that the young boys who played the female roles would
have the vocabulary to know what it meant. There is evidence that the Elizabethans spoke as plainly as us and
that the language used by Shakespeare would have been
as difficult for a young actor to interpret as a line of computer code is for the average actor today. In the example
from Twelfth Night. The verse instructs the actor, that the
line is about music, food and love and is an instruction
to another person to continue to play. It is not about ‘if’,
‘the’ or ‘play’.
The point at which to change tone. Full stops although
added by editors can indicate a change in tone and provide an actor with a road map of tonal changes that gives
variety and emotional range to the speech.
The tone with which to respond to another actor’s cue.
The lineage of a line e.g. a line of verse split between
more than one actor would require that all actors adopted
the same tone and maintained the prosodic contour of the
iambic pentameter. In this way the system reflected the
natural human tendency to mirror the tone of a conversational partner.
The speed of delivery of a line. A monosyllabic line
implied a slower delivery in order to maintain clarity.
When to breathe. In an open theatre it has been found
that one human breath is capable of projecting on line of
verse at full voice before requiring another breath.
When to leave the stage and when to enter. Scenes
would frequently end with a rhyming couplet that indicated to the actor on stage that the scene was over and the
next scene was about to begin.

Speak the speech, I pray you, as I pronounced
it to you, trippingly on the tongue. But if you
mouth it, as many of our players do, I had as
lief the town crier spoke my lines. Nor do not
saw the air too much with your hand, thus, by
use all gently, for in the very torrent, tempest,
and (as I may say) whirlwind of your passion,
you must acquire and beget a temperance that
may give it smoothness.
Hamlet is instructing a group of traveling actors to act
naturally in order that the affectiveness of their performance communicates most powerfully. To do this he
urges the actors to ‘beget a temperance that may give it
smoothness.’ and not to indulge themselves; thus constraining the license he may have provided in the verse.

3.4

As a 21st century user of theatre we generally expect the
actors to know more about the performance than we do.
This is not universally true, but for the sort of scripted
agent that is the subject of this research we may take it to
be true. For the Elizabethan dramatist the distribution of
knowledge between actor and audience was probabilistic.
• Most of the plays were based on known stories or
historical events. Some participants (audience or actor) would be familiar with the narrative to others it
would be new.
• Some players may have played the role before, others not.
• Rehearsals of key moment, fights and dances would
have taken place but less dangerous moments would
be un-rehearsed.

3.3 The text itself
In combination with the verse structure, Shakespeare
would use clues in the text itself to carry instruction to
the actors.
Help! What’s going on or who’s he? Narrator figures
would be used to summarise the story the action and the
state of the character for audience and actors.
Help! Who is the boss? Modes of address. The familiar thou/thee compared to the formal you/yours would
indicate the relative status of the character and possibly
the emotional state.
8 From

Uneven distribution of knowledge

• The player may have learnt the line or would have
the bookkeeper say it.
With a star system that would have licensed the lead comedian to extemporize and a fondness for borrowing special effects including real bears and dogs the crucial management role was assigned to the verse. This rough and
ready system set against the rigor of the verse must have
produced a very lively event. We can imagine a young
actor playing Juliet not knowing that the Friar would be
a coward or even that Romeo was to die. We may be

Twelfth Night.
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Abstract
Storytellers do not always tell the story the same way. They observe their ”audience”, see their reactions
and adapt the way, the gestures, the posture and the content of the story, to better respond to the audience’s
reactions. Clearly, this adaptation is however not only in the content of the story but also on the way the story
is told, thus the facial expressions and the gestures of the storyteller. In this paper we describe a synthetic
character that tells stories interactively, discussing how the adaptation to the audience is done through the
content of the story and the associated expressions and gestures of the character.

1

Introduction

told, and the gestures of the character.

Any storyteller plays a fundamental role in children’s stories, dragging them into the story, keeping their attention
and freeing their imagination. In fact, a storyteller can
turn a story into a good or a bad one. The use of the
voice, facial expressions, and the appropriate gestures, are
basic ingredients for transforming the content of a simple story into the most fascinating narrative we have ever
heard. But this need for a storyteller to be expressive,
to balance the words and the tone, to use gestures appropriately, poses major research challenges if one aims at
building a ”synthetic” storyteller. However, recent developments of embodied agents such as [2], [3], [6] and [8]
among others, have shown amazing advances, which allows us to consider the technical challenges for building
a virtual storyteller can in fact be overcome and achieve,
under limited circumstances, a believable storyteller.
In fact, in [10] and recently in [9] a simple virtual storyteller was presented and its interactivity discussed. Our
ultimate goal is for the virtual storyteller to be able to tell
the content of a story in a natural way, expressing the
proper emotional state as the story progresses and capturing the user’s attention in the same way a human storyteller would.
In the work here presented, we will show how we have
adapted the storytelling (both content, gestures and expressions) to the interactivity in a virtual storyteller.
This paper is organised as follows. First we will describe the idea for the storyteller. Then we describe the
character, the structure and contents of the stories embedded in knowledge and the gestures of the character. Then
we describe how the user will influence the stories being

2

Papous, the storyteller: The Idea

Real human storytellers do not always tell the story the
same way. They observe their ”audience” and adapt the
way they are telling the story, their expressions and gestures to better respond to the audience’s reactions. This
means that the storyteller gets feedback from his audience
and uses that feedback to shape the way in which the story
is delivered.
So, our main research question is: how can we adapt
the gestures and expressions of the character to be able to
adequately respond to the audience.
To do that, we have built an interactive storyteller that
adapts to the user’s input using a tangible interface as
shown in Figure 1.
The user supplies the virtual storyteller with certain input (in this case ”postcards”, which will allow the character to decide how the story should be told. For instance,
the user may decide he wants to hear a more terrifying
version of the story, supplying this simple wish to the virtual storyteller. The virtual storyteller is then responsible
for choosing the course of the story that is most suitable
for the user’s input and for adapting his visible behaviour
to the user’s intentions. The storyteller gestures and expressions change in order to look frightened and scared in
order to create the right response from the audience.
To do that, the architecture presented contains a set of
modules, in particular:

• (1) the Input Interface module is the component re-
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sponsible for receiving the input from the user and
then handling it by organizing it for future processing by the story engine. Also, since the input can be
supplied at any time, it is also this module’s responsibility to store it in a coherent way when the Story
Engine module isn’t ready to process it yet.

input can we get from the user? The second one is navigation. That is, given the user’s input, how will the storyteller decide which bit to pick next, maintaining the coherence of the story?

• (2) The Story Engine module contains the story itself,
parsed from a story file. This module is responsible
for parsing the story, organizing it and maintaining
the necessary information to decide how to tell it,
according to the input received from the Input Interface module.

Concerning the first question, we decided to use a tangible
interface that will get the user physically involved with the
story. We investigated the use of several different types of
input, such as voice or even SenToy [1]. However, due to
the fact that we wanted to provide some ”story meaning”
to the input, and at the same time get the user physically
involved, we decided to use the Influencing box [5], as
we could associate ”images” and meanings to the input.
With the box, the user just needs to insert illusive cards
(which are tagged with bar codes). The user may choose
the most appropriate card for a particular situation (for
example, choose a scary sign or a forest) which will then
influence the whole story. Figure 1, depicts the use of the
Influencing box as input for the system.

3.1 User’s Input

• (3) The Character Engine is the component that handles all the processing of the story bits that need to be
told, thus guaranteeing that the synthetic character
performs the adequate actions, moves and gestures
to convey the desired meaning. Moreover, the Story
Engine tells the Character Engine how it should set
the character’s behaviour in order to maintain coherence with the direction that the story will take.

2.1

The Character

The storyteller is a synthetic 3D granddad (inspired in
a set of TV granddads such as the Tweenies and ”Avô
Cantigas” (in Portugal). The character takes advantage
of its voice, gestures and facial expressions to convey the
story content to be told. The character’s behaviour and
the way the story is narrated, is influenced by the user’s
input.
The facial expression engine follows the MPEG-4 standard [7] in which the six universal emotions of joy, sadness, angriness, disgust, surprise and fear [4] are contemplated. According to the present emotional state of
the character the emotional facial displays are blended together. In this way it is possible to convey several emotions simultaneously having each contribute to the final
output with a specified weight.
At the moment the lip-synch of the model is still
very simple. When the voice is heard the facial engine generates random visemes (the visual equivalent of
a phoneme). Due to this random nature the visual output
you get is cartoon-like where the facial display doesn’t
match exactly the audio. However, due to a cartoonlike appearance of Papous, although quite simple, this approach, still widely used, leads to quite satisfactory results.

3

Figure 1: Input using the Influence Box

The user stands in front of the box, which allows him
to insert the cards without much effort, while the character itself is projected onto a wall. Before the story commences, the user can insert cards too, and this input information will be used to decide how the story will start,
a kind of setting up the scene (this ”pre-story” input will
only be considered by the system if the human author has
decided to provide more than one way for the story to begin).
Inside the Influencing box, these cards are identified
and their meaning is sent to the Input Interface module
for processing (shown previously in Figure 1).
There are four types of cards: Propp function card’s;
character cards; mood cards and scene cards. All the
cards are available all the time, which provides a large diversity on the possible progressions in the story. The user

Interactivity

As the virtual storyteller progresses through the levels, it
must choose which StoryBit to narrate, according to the
user’s input. There are two underlying problems to solve
here: (1) the first one is the user’s input. What type of
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can supply these cards at any time, and their meaning is
stored by the system until it becomes ready to use that
information, which means, when it becomes necessary to
choose the next Storybit for narration.

3.2

ryteller also needs to express himself dramatically. So,
if user input affects Papous’ internal emotional model,
then one important question is: How will emotional state
change reflect on its expression? If the storyteller is sad
its gestures should be slow and narrow. However, if it is
enthusiastic its gestures should be energetic and wide.
Our approach to this problem relies on two main aspects: (1) high-level parameters that define movement
qualities; (2) A theory that correlates emotions to these
parameters.
For instance, the user may express that he or she would
want the story to be told in a more scary way. Therefore, the character’s emotions are affected by the user’s
choices. Consequently the virtual storyteller’s visible behaviour (its facial expression, voice and gestures) is also
influenced by the user’s input. The character’s verbal output is affected gradually, allowing for several levels of
emotional change in the voice. This is done by changing the Text-to-Speech system’s parameters (the Eloquent
TTS system), adjusting them so they convey the emotion
the character is trying to express. For instance, the character can be mildly sad or very sad. The same concept was
applied to the facial expression of the virtual storyteller.

Adaptation to the Audience

The input supplied by the user is used to guide the virtual
storyteller, helping him decide which StoryBits to choose
and the gestures and expressions to make.
Although the stories are quite simple in terms of nonlinearity, given the knowledge structure associated to each
StoryBit (which contains basically a small piece of story),
the process of navigating through StoryBits is quite rich
and is based on heuristics that rely on the StoryBits properties (the emotion/mood of that bit, the characters, the
scenario and the Propp function of the bit). All this process of deciding what to tell next and how to tell is based
on a desirability factor that all StoryBits have. Naturally,
this desirability factor is not a constant and depends not
only on the input received at each moment as a card but
also from the previously narrated StoryBits.
Thus, with each level transition, the virtual storyteller
calculates the desirability factor for each available StoryBit and then decides which one to choose. The system calculates the desirability factor by trying to match
as many available StoryBit properties as it can with the
user’s input (the chosen StoryBit is the one with the highest desirability factor). For instance, if the user wishes
the story to be told in a happier way, then the virtual storyteller will try to accommodate his wish by choosing the
appropriate StoryBits in the future.
The user inputs themselves are received and weighed,
taking into account the time when in which they arrive
and their type. This means that the most recent input has
a bigger part in the decision that the storyteller has to face
with each level transition.
For instance, let us assume the user decides that he
wants the story to be told in a scarier way and provides the
necessary input. He can then change his mind and decide
he wants the story to be sadder. The user’s most recent input is more important for the choice of which StoryBit to
narrate and therefore, the next StoryBit will be coherent
with his later choice, making the virtual storyteller tell the
story in a sadder way.

3.3

4

Results and Final Comments

Although still at at the beginning, a preliminary usability
test was made with sixteen children, with ages between
nine and ten years old, in order to evaluate the text to
speech engine, the facial model and facial expressions
and the tangible interface, when compared with a classic menu. The test consisted on the narration of the story
of Little Red Ridding Hood and a questionnaire that children answered after hearing and interacting with the virtual storyteller.
Based on the given answers we were able to draw the
following initial conclusions:
• The application is of easy use
• The main obstacle to the understanding of the story
is the quality of the text-to-speech
• The ”looks” of the story teller were nice
• Sometimes, the facial expressions were not completely identified by the children

Adaptation of the storyteller’s gestures
and expressions

• The tangible interface was a success (fourteen out of
sixteen children chose it over the classic menu interface)

Emotions are intangible, intimate and personal. They are
also the main elements that need to be changed in the
course of a narration. However, to express emotions, one
requires the adequate and coordinated use of vocal, facial
and body expressions. Furthermore, to express emotions
in a manner that can be easily perceived by the audience,
requires an understanding that artists in Dramatic Expression and Animation seem to dominate. Thus, a good sto-

As the story teller is still at an early stage, there are
obviously several aspects that need to be improved. In
particular, the TTS, which we need to consider also the
use of a human recorded voice provided by a professional
actor.
Secondly, as the final version of the storyteller’s body
is still being improved, the character’s gestures and body
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expression will be then more developed. By connecting
the input from the user with the utterance of the voice, the
emotional state, facial and body expression in an interactive emotional storytelling system, we hope to deliver a
pleasing and didactic experience to the user.

5

[10] A. Silva, M. Vala, and P. A. Papous: The virtual
storyteller. In Intelligent Virtual Agents. Springer,
2001.
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Pragmatics of Body-Speech Coordination in Multi-Modal Expression
Satinder P. Gill® and Masahito Kawamori
Body Moves are rhythmic coordinations in communication of at least two people. In
performing them, we indicate the state of our connection and understanding, most
importantly the degree of our contact and commitment within a communication situation
(Gill, Kawamori, Katagiri, Shimojima, 2000). The coordinated action of gesture and speech
suggests there is a dialectic in cognition that is essential for effective communication (Kita,
1993, Streeck, 1993, McNeill, 1994). Body Moves indicates the construction, establishment,
of mutual ground within a space of action.
Studies of collaborative drawing of conceptual designs (Gill, 1997; Gill, et al. 2000;
Gill and Borchers, 2003), reveals a dialogue of body movements. These ‘moves’ are not
representative of the verbal discourse; they are not iconic. Such gestures, movements of the
whole body (for example from one side of a table to another), and interactions with pens,
paper, whiteboards, SMARTboards, and other materials, constitute part of an overall dialogue
and move it forward. Body moves are investigated as a special case of information flow in
dialogue, within engagement space. Body language is to be considered both as a form of
expression and as communication dynamics. In this paper the empirical work from studies of
conceptual design will be presented.
1. Metacommunication
The analysis draws on the concept of meta-communication (Scheflen 1965). Metacommunications convey information about the conversation, as opposed to being about the
topic situation of the conversation itself (i.e. content). Katagiri et al., define
metacommunication as consisting in cuing facts: “the conveyance of information at the
meta-level can be triggered by a number of facts holding in a conversation, and these “cuing”
facts convey a variety of information about the conversation situation.”
The work described here began with applying the idea of a conversational move to
‘body language’, and specifically to body movements that occur in response to each other,
whether this is related to a verbal utterance or independent of it. Such moves are distinguished
from representational gestures of the verbal utterance that serve primarily to illustrate it.
Where a conversation move is a verbal action which causes the conversation to move
forward (Carletta et al, 1977), the Body Move is a bodily action which initiates or responds
either to a bodily action or verbal utterance, or moves with another bodily action (i.e.
parallel and coordinated).
In this paper, the work considers Body Moves as conveying information about the
conversation situation. In Gill et al. (2000), Body Moves comes under the category of cuing
facts, as extra linguistic factors and under cued information, as they are also about
conversation organisation (Katagiri op. cit.). It is from this perspective that they were
originally seen as constituting a kind of information flow.
2. Body Moves as Composite Dialogue Acts.
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From an excerpt of videotaped interaction in our landscape architecture study, seven Body
Moves are identified: body-check (b-check), acknowledgement (ack), take-turn, attemptcontact, dem-ref, focus, and parallel-coordinated move. In developing the categories of Body
Moves, we found it helpful to draw upon communicative act theories and those features of
communicative acts which bore parallel to the phenomena observed, for example, Carletta et
al.’s categories of conversational moves (1997), Traum’s work on ‘grounding’ (1994),
Katagiri, Shimojima, Koiso & Swert’s work on ‘Echoing in Japanese Conversation’ (1997),
and Allwood, (1995). However some features of communicative acts are specific to speech
and are not embodied in Body Moves, such as intonation, and asking questions or making
commands. Hence some Body Moves have required the development of new terms in order t o
either demarkate between them and their CA counterpart, such as 'check', which as a Body
Moves becomes b-check, or because there appears to be no clear counterpart in CA theory,
for instance dem-ref, attempt-contact and focus.
Further, the BM may be described as a Composite Dialogue Act (CDA) (see Engle,
1998, on 'composite signal') as its composite necessarily lies across more than one person. A
CDA can take one of four forms: a BM is accompanied by a CA; a BM is accompanied by no
speech; a CA is accompanied by no BM; there is only silence, e.g. as in a pause. In the cases
where a BM has an accompanying CA, the nature of the CA is dependent upon the context
of the BM. For the seven Body Moves, we presented a particular set of CA for BM, but this is
not exhaustive of the set of possible CDAs. The associated CAs covered were suggest,
confirm, information-reference (info-ref) and acknowledgement (Ack). Suggest (Traum,
1994) is when the initiator proposes a new item as part of a plan; confirm is when either the
initiator elicits confirmation and/or the responder confirms they understand;
acknowledgment (Ack) (Carletta, 1997) shows that the speaker has heard the move to which
it responds, and often demonstrates understanding and acceptance; information-reference
(info-ref) is a newly constructed CA for the case of the CDA, and denotes the content of
speech which the BM provides the evidence for.
3. Study (Landscape architecture)
Two landscape architects, one fully qualified and director of the company, the other being
trained in the company, to fully qualify in another year's time. They are both familiar with
each other and share a mutual respect, despite the difference in status and experience. Their
task is to produce a plan for the car park and the site. Some time earlier, they had produced a
sketch plan for the client of the site, which is to be transformed from being an old derilict
brewery to a headquarters of the client. The client has in turn produced a version of this,
largely following their ideas, and wants them to take this further. Part of the discussion
between A (senior) and B (junior) is whether to go for something radical or generally remain
within the bounds of what they have in front of them. They, or rather, A, decide that
changing it would not greatly improve on what they have and would cost more.
There's a great deal of body interactions in this design activity. Their mutual respect
means that B is able to express disagreements and produce his own suggestions. However, the
discrepancy in status is evident in the take-turns and keep-turns that A performs.
Below are two examples of their Body Moves. The first one (Ack) contrasts in its
definition with the conversation move (Acknowledge), and the second (Focus) is a new
category of ‘move’. Both Body Moves are composites of movement/gesture and speech
actions of more than one person, hence they are Composite Dialogue Acts (Gill, et al, 2000).
{}
[]
|

body movements with speech
body movements as turns (i.e. no speech)
indicates the point at which body actions start

Conversation Act: Acknowledge
‘Acknowledge’ is a verbal response that minimally shows that the speaker has heard the
move to which it responds, and often also demonstrates that the move was understood and
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accepted. Carletta et al. Refer to Clark and Schaefer’s (1989) five kinds of evidence that an
utterance has been accepted: ‘continued attention’, ‘initiating a relevant utterance’, ‘verbally
acknowledging the utterance’, ‘demonstrating an understanding of the utterance by
paraphrasing it’, and ‘repeating part or all of the utterance verbatim’. Carletta et al. Count
only the last three as acknowledge moves, stating that the first leaves no trace in a dialogue
transcript to be coded, and the second involves more dialogue moves.
Example:
G : Ehm, if you . . . you’re heading southwards.
F : Mmhmm.

Example :
G : Do you have a stone circle at the bottom?
F : No.
G : No, you don’t.

NB: the first of Clark and Schaefer’s evidence for acceptance, ‘continued attention’, is seen to be useful for
the case of Body Moves.

Body Move: Acknowledge (Ack)
The acknowledge move (Ack) gives an idea of the attitude of the response, i.e. how the
person hears and understands and perceives, what is being discussed. It shows continued
attention. In the CA ‘acknowledge’, Carletta et al.(1997) have not included this aspect of
acknowledge, which was raised by Clark and Schaefer (1989), because it leaves no trace in a
dialogue transcript to be coded. However, it is a part of the Body Moves. The hearer or
listener demonstrates, with their gesture, how they are acknowledging the other’s proposal or
request for agreement. The BM occurs in response to the other’s CA of information
reference or suggestion, and their body release-turn or bodily place-holder. Its associated DA
is the speech act ‘ack’ or ‘accept’. In one of the examples shown below, the magnitude of
the gesture and the physical proximity of the hands moving in close to the others’, indicates
the degree of engagement in the situation. The movement creates a change in the degree of
contact, which indicates the nature of the aknowledgement or acceptance.
3.1. Example of Body Move: (Ack)
A is talking about the main office which people will be walking towards. The design, so far,
has not considered how people are going to move from the various parts of the car park t o
reach there. Again, the conversation is about signing the route to guide people through the
spaces. A is to the right of the picture and B is to the left.

(1)
A
B
A
B

(2)

... Well it seems we’ve ignored the main
{A keeps pen pointed on the same spot}
access of the brew house
Yes
Haven’t we
Totally. Yeh. Cos isn't it fronted by this
{B moves hands in very close to A’s pointed pen}
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(3)
A: CA: Suggest(1)
(1)
B:
A:
B:
B:

CA:Ack
CA:Confirm(1)
CA:Accept
BM:Ack(2-3)

B demonstrates his acknowledgement of the situation by moving both hands very close into the space that
A has been holding attention upon. His movement parallels his emphatic ‘Totally’. In moving in so close
(emphasis) B demonstrates to A that he is engaging in the situation. The contact is very strong as B's
hands come right up to A's who has to slightly move his pencil back but keeps his hand in the same
position.

3.2. Example of Body Move: Focus
Focus is a signal for a change in the level of focus causing a meta-shift in the discussion. It
involves a movement of the body towards the area the speaker is attending to and in
response causes the listener or other party to move their body forward towards the same
focus. The response move to it may not involve understanding but it does involve a
willingness to perceive the message (Allwood et al. 1991)1 . Maybe this BM mediates
recognition on the part of the recipient because it causes them to give their attention to what
the person is going to do next by making them move into that person's space of bodily
attention, thereby creating increased contact for engagement in this shift. The associated CA
to the BM is a suggest act.
In this example, A is talking about how people would leave their cars and walk over
to their offices. This discussion is about how to move through the car park in the most
effective way to best enter the site for your office. There needs to be signing to exit the car
park and enter the site. A is to the right of the table and B is to the left.

(1)
A

(2)

if people getting if you get out of the car here how do
{A keeps elbows on the table}
you get to the office |
{B bends down}

1

(3)
A: CA:Suggest
A: BM:Focus(1-2)
B: BM:Focus(2-3)

Allwood, Nivre and Ahlsen (1991) pay special attention to the type of reaction conveyed by feedback
utterances, and context sensitivity of feedback. With regard to context sensitivity, they focus upon the type of
speech act (mood), the factual polarity, and how the information status of the preceding utterance influences the
interpretation of feedback utterances. The four basic communicative functions are:
1) Contact - whether the interlocutor is willing and able to continue the interaction
2) Perception - whether the interlocutor is willing and able to perceive the message
3) Understanding - whether the interlocutor is willing and able to understand the message
4) Attitudinal reactions - whether the interlocutor is willing and able to react and (adequately) respond to the
message, specifically whether he/she accepts or rejects it.
The case for linguistic feedback is the need to elicit and give information about the basic communicative
functions, i.e. continued contact, perception, understanding, and emotional/attitudinal reaction, in a sufficiently
unobtrusive way to allow communication to serve as an instrument for pursuing various human activities.
Feedback is therefore an essential instrument for successful communication and for the incrementality of
communication, i.e. the step by step build up of consensual joint understanding which in turn is a means for
pursuing a variety of other human activities. Aspects of Allwood et al's theory were adapted and modified for the
body situation, such as 'contact'.
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This sequence follows on from a prior take-turn where A had moved his body down onto the table and B
had moved his body out of the drawing space (1). However, B subsequently moves down into the same
space as A’s body movement Focus engages B in his space of attention (2-3).

4. Parallel Coordinated Moves
In these examples, Body Moves were seen to have the quality of a cueing fact. However, this
posed a challenge for handling rhythmic coordinations that did not fit the sequential structure
of a cueing system. In Gill (2000, 2002) and Gill and Borchers (2003), a non-sequential
rhythmic coordination, called the Parallel Coordinated Move (PCM) that was identified in
Gill et al. (2000) was further analysed by drawing upon joint activity theory (Clark, 1996)
and synchronous communication studies of body and speech coordination (Kendon, 1970).
Example:
A wants to modify the client's sketch plan but without doing anything radically different
because the client's primary concern is to provide a certain number of car parking spaces, and
doing something radical might not help that and so be time consuming. As the discussion
opens, A cites an example of a part of the drawing which could be a 'reference point' in a
conceptual space of patterns. B says that this space is 'a bit naff'. A says that it is 'arbitrary'
and seeks to make that space into something meaningful by making it part of an abstract
design, where you have a flow of trees, paving patterns, and lines of blocks, 'patterns blasting
through'. B wants to consider the space in question as a point that you walk through, i.e.
something that's more functional (as opposed to abstract); an entrance point from the car
park onto the site. He thinks the functionality will give it meaning. A, however, thinks that
at the level of functionality ('looking at it from a very practical point of view'), a more
central position near the main office of the Brewery site would be the appropriate entrance
point from the car park ('we're missing the central access to the Brewery site). The Parallel
Coordinated Move (PCM) occurs towards the end of this difference in focus level, after
passing through three phases. Immediately prior to the PCM, A moves to B's level of
'functionality', and immediately following the PCM he acknowledges B's point by saying 'well
you've got to leave some gaps obviously'. B acknowledges A's acknowledgment, and both
move on with the dialogue, the matter of their conceptual difference having found some
common ground.
The two architects are working around a table and their movements occur in the space
of its surface and perimeter. A is on the right of the table and B is on the left, in the example
below. i

(1)

(2)
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(3)

(4

(5)

(6)

1. A
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Looking at it from a very practical point of view,
if you get out of the car here| how do you
{keeps elbows on the table}
{A's hand moves into a pointing gesture}
get to the office,
{A's pen touches down on a point}
{B moves to bend down}
do you wa | lk, go
{B runs pen along diagram}
{A moves pen from side to side}
through here |

12.
13.
14.

Pause
{B begins subtle move forwards, A's body is still}
uh |
{B's hand has moved forwards, A's body is still}
and then you've got to
{A moves hand across}
leave some gaps [obviously
{A makes 'cutting' action with pencil back and forth}
{B's body and head swing back}
[yeah, yeah, yeah
uh
Is this the number of spaces
So if you want get, If I want to go here
yeh

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20. B
21. A
22. B
23. A
24. B

A: CA:Suggest (1)
A: BM:Focus (1-2)
(1-2)
B: BM:Focus (2-3)
B: BM:PCM (3-4)
A: BM:PCM (3-4)

A: CA: Accept
A: BM: Dem-Ref
B: BM: Ack
B: CA: Ack

Prior to this moment (above) A had performed a bodily take-turn (see Gill at al. op. cit.
pp105-106), which had interrupted B who shifted his body out of the space he was acting
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within. Here, A moves his hand from one pointing gesture (1) ('if you get out of the car
here'), into another pointing gesture (1-2), where he brings the point of his pen over one
position on the drawing upon uttering 'get' [L5], then touches down on the paper's surface at
'fice' in 'office' (2)(L5). This pointing position is a placement holder for the ensueing
utterance, 'do you walk…" [L8]. It is not simply a reference to the utterance he is making at
the time he moves, but refers to what he is going to say. In previous work, we have described
A's body movement in this example as a Focus move (Ibid. pp.109-110), illustrated further
above, which engages B in his space of bodily attention. At 'office', B's head has moved into
the position from which he begins his descent into the conceptual drawing space(2).
A's hand gesture (1-2) combined with his inviting question beginning 'how do you …[get
to the office]', brings a response from B who moves down and places his pen, held in his left
hand, in very close proximity to A's right hand/pen position (3). This is followed by a
drawing movement of a straight line to his left, away from A's position (4). A begins drawing
just after B does2 . His gesture is deictic, that is, it marks out the location of his speech, and it
is rhythmic or synchronised with his speech (during (3)). Yet B is not looking at him or that
gesture.3
Upon detailed analysis (Gill, 2000, 2002), as B touches down (just after the utterance
‘office’ is finished), and begins his move, A begins moves his pen back and forth: 'go' - forth,
'through' – back, 'here' – forth [L8,11]. It could be that in making his alteration with his
gesture he is clarifying his meaning to himself as well to B4 . In addition, his motion can seen
as both a self-gesture and as a holding action that maintains his position in their parallel body
dialogue.
A and B's Parallel Coordinated Move is made up of B's body performing a silent
movement that is partly autonomous of the body and speech of A. B closes by moving his
hand out of the space of bodily attention of A and out of the space he himself was acting
within. His closure is accompanied by A moving over into that space of action. Just as A
moves in upon B's space, B's hand comes back down to onto the edge of the table, and their
spaces of bodily attention have an intersection (5). B's body is still, his hand is still holding
his pen in a closed grasp, and A is marking a specific point along the line that B drew, with a
backwards-forwards motion ['and then you've got to leave some gaps...][L15,17]. At 'gaps', B
makes a quick movement of his head and torso up and back, away from the table, saying
'yeah, yeah' (6). His left hand (the drawing hand) releases and is flat on the table. A's gesture
has both physically and metaphorically acknowledged B's proposal, and is followed by a
reciprocal acknowledgement by B of A's acknowledgement.
Prior attempts by B to share his idea with A involve a sequential pattern of actionresponse motions. Hence when B draws, A responds only when B has finished. A does not
move inside or touch B's space of bodily attention, although he is attending to him. This is
called a 'passive distance' that involves less commitment. The openness of the parallel move is
not dominated by any one view. In the case where people differ, as in this example, it is
proposed that simultaneous rhythmic synchrony enables them to negotiate their difference by
experiencing it bodily.
4.1 Joint Action
2

In an earlier version of this paper (Gill, 2000), the video analysis, having been made from a poor quality
recording without sufficient video analysis tools, showed that A's body was still. However, the digitised version,
viewed using video analysis tools, shows A's movements very clearly. The PCM was first identified as such in
1997 whilst the author was at ATR. The reason for using the expression 'parallel' is even more obvious than
before. It denotes simultaneous and coordinated autonomous action.
3
Kendon (1970) proposes that the listener self-regulates his or her movements to fit the speaker's speech stream.
Gill and Kawamori (2002) also show that gestures are highly synchronised in non face-to-face communication
where speech acts as a feedback link.
4
Work on non face-to-face gestural coordination (Gill and Kawamori, 2002), indicates that certain synchronous
gestures occur with own speech function, enabling the speaker to maintain his/her own communication situation.
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The Parallel Coordinated Move is a coordinated multi-gestural activity that involves a high
degree of commitment to be engaged For the case of the body, the concept of joint action has
been adapted with concepts of 'contact' and 'focus', a consideration of history and meaning of
the gesture, and with the idea of extending the other person's space of bodily attention by
one's own body motion. The prior sequential Body Moves leading up to the PCM, involved
evolution in the specific forms of the gesture.
because it is a replica5 of the form of the trajectory of the three previous gestures made
in the three prior proposal attempts. This may explain its autonomous quality of being
'parallel'. However, having a history of form does not mean that the function of this gesture
is the same as in the previous interactions. Mc Neill (1992) has argued for the specific
meaning of each gestural movement. Hence, even though the form of the trajectory of hand
and pen movement is shared, the meaning of the gesture lies in its interaction, which
involves differing postural orientations from those of previous interactions. The historical
element may explain their ability to have a high degree of contact without the space of
bodily attention being disturbed when in close proximity. It also suggests how A can
understand B's act. There has been some 'grounding' (Clark, 1996) taking place to enable
this. That grounding is achieved can be observed in the motion that A performs when he
moves over to the space that B had been drawing in. This is a replica of the motion that B
performed in the attempted proposal prior to the parallel coordinated move, of a cutting
action of making a passage through a line of trees. A has gesturally and in speech, accepted
B's suggestion which was bodily ignored or rejected on previous attempts. His
acknowledgement is located in history and in the present moment.
5. Simultaneous Autonomy
In an experiment that compared the affordances of two technologies (a SMARTboard and a
whiteboard) for collaborative conceptual sketching activities (Gill and Borchers, 2003, Gill,
2004), it was found that simultaneous action had a greater role to play in sustaining the
communication. Our motivation behind the experiment was to re-create the situation of the
landscape architects, and find more Parallel Coordinated Moves to analyse and better discern
their function and pattern in relation to other Body Moves.
The study compared collaborative drawing activity at a SMARTboard with a
whiteboard. The users are asked to design a shared dorm living space. In the example below, E
is to right of the whiteboard, and F is to its left.
(1,2,3,4,5)

(1)

tag reference to specific moment of body move in the figures (1),(2),(3),(4),(5)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

FIGURE 3
1. E: Do you want us to do like a bed
2. {E moves in to the whiteboard, index finger point touches the
3. surface; F at the surface about to draw}.
4. E: and then that then
5. {E's finger traces the outline of a bed
5

'replica' does not denote 'imitation', but 'reproduction'.
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E: CA:Suggest (1)

(1)
E: PCM (1-2)

6. {F is drawing in a line towards the left, his head nods}
7. E: one here
8. {E moves his hand down and taps the surface, of the space
10. that he has just traced, with the back of his hand};
11. {F traces the outline of the bed in the air, moving his hand
12. straight to the left and back and then down}.

F: PCM (1-2)
E: CA:Suggest (3)
E: BM:Dem-Ref (3)

13. E: and then | one here
14. {E lifts his hand up and taps the board again with the back

E: CA:Suggest (4-5)
E: BM:Dem-Ref (4-5)

F: BM:B-Check (3-4)

15. of his hand; at | F moves his hand back to original position
16. Silence [E lifts hand off from the surface, as F is
17. about to touch it with his pen]
20. F: ye
F: CA:Ack
21. {F puts pen back on paper};
(5)
22. [E's body begins moving back]
23. E: and maybe do like a dresser between them
24. {E’s body moves back to rest-reflection position; F is drawing the beds}

F acknowledges E’s proposal, in tracing the proposed idea above the surface of the board (Fig.
3, pictures (3) and (4)) with his pen, whilst E taps a position of one bed with the back of his
hand on the surface to locate it. Through gesture (Ack), F checks the proposal that E is
making through gesture (Dem-Ref) and speech (Suggest). After tracing, F continues to draw,
and his pen touches the surface (5) at the same time as E begins to lift his hand away. There
is no break in the fluidity of the rhythm of the coordination between them (of body and
speech).
It is interesting to contrast such activity with the SMARTboard, and further understand its
function in coordinating interaction. At the time this study was undertaken, the
SMARTboard permitted only one source of input at a time. Participants’ commitment,
politeness, and attention to each other became reduced at a single SMARTboard, showing
behaviours that are in marked contrast to those of users at a whiteboard (Gill, Martin, and
Sethi, 2001). When a designer at the SmartBoard does not easily give the turn to the other
one, we see various strategies to force it. These include, moving close to the board and inside
the visual locus of the drawing space in a quick motion, or moving back and forth, or
reaching for a pen, or looking at the pen, or simply reaching out and asking for the pen the
other person is currently using, or just moving right in front of the body of the person
currently drawing, thereby forcing them back, and taking a pen from the pen holder. As
either person can act at the whiteboard, there is no need for such strategies.
Acting in parallel, for example, drawing on the surface at the same, involves simultaneous
autonomy. Simultaneous motion and touch provides for a certain kind of awareness of and
attendance to the states of contact within the engagement. Contact with each other’s ideas
can be made with gestures as well as speech.
There is a pattern of movement from sequential (e.g. turn taking) to parallel actions, as part
of this design activity that suggests that coordinated autonomous action is part of
sustainable collaborative activity (Gill et al, 2003; Gill, 2004).
In a further related study, when a group of four users has three such SMARTboards available
to them, there appears to be a transposition of the patterns of autonomy and cooperation
that one finds between a dyad working on a whiteboard (Borchers, Gill, and To, 2002, Gill and
Borchers, 2003), although the body moves and parallel actions that constitute them take a
very different form. The specific configuration or form of gestures and body movements do
not define the function of the Composite Dialogue Acts they constitute. This is defined
within the act’s context i.e. the particular interaction situation.
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6. Body Moves as Metacommunication
Recently, in Gill et al. (2003), a visit back to Scheflen (1974) and Bateson’s (1955)
formative work has lead to a further understanding of how the various forms of Body Moves
(both sequential and parallel) are meta-communicative: the ‘movement of the body helps in
clarifying meaning by supplementing features of the structure of language’, (Scheflen op cit.
p.11). Further, Body Moves contributes to the idea that the structure of language lies in its
performance.
Body Moves (BM) are meta-communicative spontaneous bodily interactions which
communicate information about the communication situation tacitly. Bateson’s idea of
metacommunication came from observing dogs at play, and suggested there was a signal by
which they communicated to each other. The simplest metasignals were seen to specify a
type of meaning or qualify the literal nature of the act. Smiling, for example, may
metacommunicate that a certain aggressive act is to be considered as friendly and competitive
rather than as attacking in behaviour. ‘One can also metabehave to someone else’s behaviour
and thereby alter or influence it’ (Scheflen, 1973, p.101).
In using the term 'Body Move' we refer to the 'act' performed, rather than to the specific
choregraphy of the body. BMs are rather like moves in a game, however, unlike the strategic
nature of moves in a game we cannot say that BMs embody specific intentions. But like the
case of play, we could say that they embody an intention for communication itself. In
considering the composite nature of the move, we cover the relation between body motion,
speech motion, and communicative act, both within the individual and across engaged
individuals at the same time. The identification of any Body Move has arisen from the
patterns of feedback and contact embodied in salient rhythms.
7. Conclusion
These studies indicate that Body Moves exist. Further work needs to be undertaken t o
determine the universal nature of the moves that have been identified. We would need t o
study different contexts for the discovery of other moves, and discern how they may be
bound by a specific interaction context (in this case, conceptual drawing tasks),
materials/interfaces (e.g. pens and paper, SMARTboards, whiteboards, co-located or
distributed), and social factors (e.g. gender, status etc.) and culture.
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Transcription Coding Scheme
The following conventions are used to encode Body Moves (BM) and Communicative Acts (CA) in this
example. For a fuller coding scheme for BMs, see (Gill et al. 2000).
{}
|
// //
_
(1,2,3)

body movements with speech
indicates the point at which the body action starts
comment
denoted speech aligned to body movements
tag reference to specific moment of BM in the figures (1), (2), (3)
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